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A B S T R A C T 
Common systems satisfy the requirements of multiple platforms and meet designated
architecture, performance, life cycle cost, and interface standards.  Commercial industry has
leveraged commonality strategies, such as modular and platform-based design, to reduce
product development times and costs.  This research seeks to understand whether similar
strategies can apply to the defense aerospace industry.  The work (1) explores the benefits and
costs of increased subsystem commonality in the aerospace industry, (2) addresses when it is
appropriate, and (3) examines the organizational structures necessary to achieve greater
commonality.  The analysis draws on eight case studies of both commercial and military
aerospace organizations to address the three primary research topics from a total life cycle
perspective.
While quantitative data on the benefits and costs of commonality in the defense aerospace
industry is difficult to obtain, the case studies suggest that commonality can significantly
reduce subsystem ownership costs by reducing both the cost of acquisition and the cost of
operations and support.  Subsystem commonality also increases mission effectiveness by
reducing cycle time, improving reliability and availability, and guarding against diminishing
manufacturing sources.  The work indicates that commonality in the aerospace industry
generally makes the most sense at the subsystem level, where different requirements are
easier to reconcile and the strategy can have a significant impact on the logistics and supply
systems.  A common organization that manages across platforms, such as a product center of
excellence, appears to offer the greatest potential advantage from commonality.
The research reinforces the notion that strategies focusing only on the benefits of
commonality in the acquisition phase of the life cycle are missing a significant portion of the
holistic advantages of commonality from a system-level perspective.  Platforms that deploy
together and share common subsystems will likely have dramatically lower operations and
support costs than platforms that might be common on the manufacturing floor but not in the
field.
Thesis Supervisor: Eric Rebentisch, Ph.D.
Title: Research Associate, Center for Technology Policy and Industrial 
Development 
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1.1. Background
The cost of state-of-the-art weapons of defense has increased steadily over the past number of
decades, while the overall defense budget in the United States, as a percentage of GDP, has
been shrinking with similar consistency.  If the United States is to retain its technological
advantage, the Defense Department must find ways to procure new weapon systems more
quickly and at lower cost than present methods.  The commercial world, driven by intense
competition and fluctuating economies, is constantly in search of methods to reduce cost and
cycle time, thus gaining an advantage over competitors.  Methods employed by industry
include the use of platform-based design and design reuse to increase the amount of
commonality between platforms, thereby decreasing engineering time and capital outlay.  For
example, world auto companies have been increasing their use of common subsystems and
platform sharing across different vehicle programs to drive down costs in the highly
competitive environment that characterized the industry in the 1990s.  This research seeks to
examine the possibility of utilizing these commercial practices, namely increased subsystem
commonality and platform-based design, to decrease cost and cycle time for weapon system
procurement in the defense aerospace industry.
For the purpose of this research, subsystem commonality refers to: Aircraft or spacecraft
subsystems, software, or materiel that satisfy the requirements of multiple systems and meet
designated architecture, performance, life cycle cost, and interface standards.
Common subsystems apply to software or materiel that have:
− Components that are interchangeably equivalent without adjustment
− Interchangeable repair parts or components
− Like and interchangeable characteristics enabling each to be used, operated, or maintained
by personnel trained on the other without specialized training
− Lower costs associated with economies of scale
91.2. Problem Context – The Defense Industry
The defense industrial complex in the United States differs from commercial industry in many
ways.  Though it is not immediately evident that commercial practices will be applicable to
defense acquisition, it seems logical that many principles applied in the commercial sector
will carry over to the defense side.  In respect to costs, defense aerospace programs often do
not benefit from the economies of scale that drive costs in the commercial sector, because
procurement rates of aerospace systems are usually comparatively low.  The complexity and
low volume of these systems places them on a craft level, verses the mass production
techniques employed by the auto industry, for example.  Thus, it seems defense systems could
benefit greatly from a “mass-customization” approach, combining economies of scale with
economies of scope to create multiple platforms with a set of common components.  In
addition, projects in the defense industry often are built program by program and company by
company.  The nature of defense contracts is to allocate funding for a specific program
independent of, or without regard to, potential platform-based spin-offs in the future.  A
defense contract in essence gives a single company a monopoly on that weapon system for the
system’s entire lifecycle; a lifecycle that, in the case of defense aerospace systems, spans
several technology generations.  These nuances in the defense industry must be taken into
consideration when transferring results from the commercial sector.
Aside from the systems-level differences listed above, the organizational structure and
embedded culture of defense acquisition should be considered when attempting to draw
correlations between the commercial and defense industries.  The defense industrial machine
is a complex hierarchy of key individuals, offices, and boards that collectively identifies a
need for a new system, defines requirements, allocates resources, and plans the acquisition
and development of the system.  Commercial companies engage in all of these steps when
they develop a new product, but without the same rigor and requirement for approval.  Thus,
in its present form defense acquisition requires more time between concept generation and
production than commercial product development.  Similarly, an organization’s culture plays
an important role in both commercial and defense product development.  The authority of
individual project managers and the interactions between them is quite different from one firm
to the next, and incentive structures for individuals and teams in different organizations may
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vary significantly.  Currently, defense acquisition programs are managed by system program
offices (SPOs) with high employee turnover rates, a direct result of the typical three-year
tours of military officers.  Such high turnover rates may affect the continuity of projects over
the course of their development.  In addition, unlike commercial firms that ensure
coordination between similar programs to take advantage of common subsystems, SPOs often
lack direct incentive or the organizational structure to coordinate with program offices
working on similar projects within their own service, and they certainly have no incentive to
coordinate with other services.  The issues addressed above present several challenges
associated with evaluating the effectiveness of commercial practices in the defense aerospace
industry.  This research seeks to identify to what extent the defense industry can benefit from
best commercial practices.
1.3. Research Perspective
Despite the differences between the two industries, it seems a valid assumption that
commercial practices such as increased modularity, commonality, design reuse, platform-
based design, and technology transfer can contribute to significant reductions in cost and
cycle time in the defense aerospace industry.  Research on the world auto industry indicates
the organizational structure of a firm is a critical determinant in that organization’s ability to
adopt these strategies for cost and cycle time reduction.  A key question in this research is to
determine whether the Department of Defense (DoD) can adopt an organizational structure,
similar to the structures developed by the world’s largest automobile manufacturers, that
would enable it to take advantage of subsystem commonality.  To this end, the research will
draw from knowledge gained from observations of commercial industries and attempt to
apply it to complex product development structures in the DoD through case studies of
multiple programs and companies that presently leverage these practices on a small scale.
The ultimate goal of the research is to determine when subsystem commonality across
multiple programs makes sense and to propose an organizational structure for DoD to reduce
cost and cycle time on a large scale by utilizing these best commercial practices.
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2 .  B A S I S  F O R  R E S E A R C H 
2.1. Introduction
This chapter represents a close examination of the best commercial practices for increasing
commonality across platforms.  In many cases, these concepts were developed for high-
quantity consumer markets like the commercial electronic industry and to a lesser extent the
automobile industry.  Therefore, the concepts addressed herein focus primarily on the front-
end of product development – design and production.  The literature on commercial best
practices does not address the issues involved with sustaining a multi-platform fleet with
common subsystems.  Thus, this research builds upon the principles contained in this chapter
and expands the scope to include the entire life cycle.
2.2. Mass Customization
The concept of mass customization was derived from mass production, where economies of
scale are the driving factor in reducing cost.  Since the Defense Department does not have the
option of increasing its demand for a system simply to benefit from economies of scale, it
must find other means of reducing cost, while maintaining a high level of variety to meet the
multidimensional operational needs of the warfighter.  Mass customization achieves both
economies of scale and scope; economies of scale coming from standard components that can
be mass produced and inserted in every system, and economies of scope arising from the
combination of different components in a multitude of ways to create variety.  The key to
successful implementation of mass customization lies in the organization of the firm and the
process by which it combines standard components to a myriad of platforms.
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2.3. Modular Design
A key means of enabling mass customization is modular design.  Modularity incorporates
separate components into a single system, where each component is produced in a “block.”
The blocks are combined in various ways to satisfy different functional needs.  Components
that are present in all product variants are called essential blocks and play a major part in the
realization of economies of scale.  Such component sharing across product variants, otherwise
known as commonality, allows development costs and capital expenses to be amortized across
a greater number of units and drives more-efficient production through higher volumes.
Modularity admits a certain tradeoff between the need to take advantage of economies of
scale through standardization and the desire to provide the customer with a product tailored to
his needs.  It seems logical that all customers’ needs could be met with a sufficient number of
different components, combined in different ways to create almost infinite variety; but the
manufacturing process to achieve such variety becomes increasingly close to pure craft, and
the benefits of economies of scale are not realized.  The challenge of modularity is defining a
set number of standard components that combine to satisfy the needs of the greatest number
of customers.
2.3.1. Types of Modularity
Modularity is divided into six different types (Figure 2-1), all of which can be combined in a
single complex system: component-sharing, component-swapping, fabricate-to-fit, mix
modularity, bus modularity, and sectional modularity.
− Component sharing, is also called commonality and will be discussed at length in a 
later section.  It involves using the same component across multiple products.
− Component swapping creates variety by pairing different components with a basic 
product, creating as many varieties as there are components.  An example of 
this type of modularity would be the choice of several radios in a particular car 
model.
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− Fabricate-to-fit modularity assumes that one or more of the components is variable within
practical limits.  The aircraft fuselage is an example from the aerospace 
industry, which can be stretched to accommodate more passengers and create 
new models.
− Mix modularity entails combining different components to create something new.  Paint is
a good example.  Yellow can be used to make both green and orange.
− Bus modularity is comprised of a common structure that can attach a number of different 
components.  Standard interfaces can be matched with any selection of 
components, which can be varied in both number and location on the bus.  
Again, an aircraft fuselage can function as a bus with standard interfaces, to 
which subsystems like avionics and propulsion can be attached.
− Sectional modularity comprises a collection of components that can be configured in 
arbitrary ways, as long as they are connected at standard interfaces.  Lego 
building blocks are the quintessential example of this type of modularity.
Figure 2-1 - Types of Modularity
COMPONENT-SHARING
COMPONENT-SWAPPING
FABRICATE-TO-FIT
          MIX  MODULARITY
        BUS MODULARITY     SECTIONAL MODULARITY
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2.3.2. Design Advantages and Disadvantages of Modularity
Once a modular course of action is established, the design advantages are many.  First, if a
system contains technologies that are changing rapidly, such as electronics or computer-
related components, modularity enables these components to be upgraded regularly to keep
pace with the state-of-the-art.  Dividing a product into components and interfaces allows the
manufacturer to accommodate different rates of change without affecting the entire design.
Second, a product with well-defined interfaces and subsystems can borrow heavily from
previous products or other product lines, because it is essentially possible to plug in common
components.  Third, by definition of modularity, the concept enables designers to break the
problem into smaller, simpler, parts. .  It is also a natural human tendency to break processes
down by function, and breaking the problem into modules from the beginning defines clear
boundaries and sets up standard interfaces.  Fourth, with several portions of the system being
designed in parallel, design teams can share or reuse components from other designs, and
development time can be decreased.  A fifth benefit of modularity is that it enables engineers
to focus more directly on their own module, often leading to a more effective design solution.
Finally, this design technique creates expertise within the company in particular areas of
specialization.
Nothing is obtained for free, however, and modular design has several disadvantages along
with its perceived gains.  Designing for modularity is more difficult and requires more effort
than designing a stand-alone system.  Determining how to separate a system into modules and
how these modules will connect with one another is the root of the problem.  Once the design
is complete, however, product development is simplified by modularity.  With any specific
design technique, the possibility exists that designers will not think to explore other methods
or solutions.  Such tunnel vision may detract from the overall quality of the design.  Also, the
use of modular design may sacrifice a certain amount of performance optimization.
Performance almost always can be improved over that of a modular design, because the
elimination of interfaces reduces weight and size.  Additionally, it is sometimes difficult to
integrate modules, designed by different teams, and to make them work together optimally.
In fact, modularity causes the design to be less integrated, and designers must take care to
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define clear inputs and outputs ahead of time.  The method also may cause a certain lack of
function sharing.  Designs that group two or more functions together may be overlooked
because of separate design teams.  Finally, another possible disadvantage that arises from lack
of communication between teams is the potential for redundancy.  Organizational methods
discussed later will address methods for dealing with these disadvantages.
2.3.3. Examples of Modular Successes
In recent years, several personal computer companies have skyrocketed to the top of the list of
most profitable firms in the country.  “At the heart of their remarkable advance is modularity
– building a complex product or process from smaller subsystems that can be designed
independently yet function together as a whole.”1  In 1964, IBM pioneered modular computer
design with its System/360, which in terms of total market value was without question the
most successful line of computers ever introduced by a single company.2  System developers
envisioned a family of computers which would use the same instruction set and share the
same peripherals but would come in many different sizes with different applications.  IBM
established and enforced visible design rules that determined how the modules within the
machine would interact.  The visible design rules included system architecture, interfaces, and
standards.  Architecture defines which modules will be part of the system and their functions.
Interface definition describes how modules will interact, how they will fit together and
communicate.  Standards measure a module’s conformity to design and performance verses
other modules.  Module design teams were free to define the hidden design parameters of
each module – the elements that did not affect other modules.   In theory, the modules then
could be connected and would function seamlessly as a single system.  With such a
revolutionary concept, IBM drastically reduced the complexity of producing customized
computers.  The method became the benchmark for subsequent computer designs.  PC-clone
computers today are truly modular, within generations, in that manufacturers from around the
world supply components to the major assemblers.
                                                
1 Baldwin, Carliss Y., and Kim B. Clark Managing in the Age of Complexity, Harvard
Business Review, 1997.  p. 84
2 Baldwin, Carliss Y., and Kim B. Clark, Designs and Structure of Firms and Industries:
Chapter 1, Harvard Business School Working Paper, 1997, p. 5.
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2.3.4. A New Way To View Modularity
Unlike the original computers that needed to be designed from the ground up to take
advantage of new technology, new systems inspired by System/360 did not need to create an
entirely new architecture, instruction set, peripherals, and applications software.  These
systems managed the growing complexity of computer design by leveraging a modular
approach, which gave rise to faster, more efficient design improvement.  Baldwin and Clark
assert: “Modularity – a property of designs and design processes – dramatically alters the
mechanisms by which designs can change.”3  The authors define a set of six “modular
operators” representing actions that change an existing design into new designs in structured
ways.  They are: splitting, substituting, augmenting, excluding, inverting, and porting .4
These operators are capable of generating all possible evolutions of a design, when applied in
different combinations.  Splitting entails breaking an existing system into two or more
modules.  Substituting involves replacing one module with another.  Augmenting a system
means adding a new module.  Conversely, excluding entails removing a module from the
system.  Inversion is the process of making previously hidden information, such as a
subroutine, visible to a group of modules.  Finally, porting allows a hidden module to
function in more than one system, under different design rules, when it was previously
confined to a single system.  Thus, a modular design in effect creates a new set of modular
operators that open up new pathways of evolution for the design as a whole.
Modular design requires more up-front effort on behalf of the system architects or designers,
but the savings in subsequent design evolutions and upgrades far outweighs the initial
investment.  Splitting a design into modules is organized into three phases.  Stage 1 entails
formulating the design rules, and it follows that costs should go up as the number of modules
increases.  However, formulating the design rules for a modular design can be seen as an
investment, because once they are established they can last for quite along time, and they need
                                                
3 Baldwin, Carliss Y., and Clark, Kim B., Designs and Structure of Firms and Industries:
Chapter 1, Harvard Business School Working Paper, 1997, p. 1.
4 Baldwin, Carliss Y., and Clark, Kim B., Designs and Structure of Firms and Industries:
Chapter 1, Harvard Business School Working Paper, 1997, p. 12.
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not be accounted for in subsequent rounds of the design process.  Stage 2 involves selecting
design parameters, which unlike design rules will incur additional cost each time a module is
redesigned.  Finally, in stage 3,  “…as knowledge about the system accumulates, interactions
requiring ‘fixes’ will be  codified in the design rules.  As a result, the testing and integration
process will become more efficient and may even disappear.  The ideal is ‘plug and play’
compatibility, where the consumer can do his or her own integration of modules.”5  Such
plug-and-play capability is the ultimate goal in modularity, and the potential benefits on
supportability and upgradeability on the military weapon system are obvious.
Modularity presents many potential advantages in the weapon-system procurement process, as
well.  The essential aspect of modular design is that the design can be broken into subsets
from the beginning, enabling tasks within separate modules to proceed independently and be
combined in the future.  For the system’s architects, this autonomy can be somewhat
disconcerting, but the customer benefits greatly.  “The value inherent in a modular design is
potentially dangerous to its creators.  The danger arises because modularity, in addition to
creating options and option value, also “moves” the options from the center of the system to
the modules.  The initial designers of the systems thereby “lose control” of their creation.  In
this respect, it is misleading to view modularity as simply a scheme for multiplying option
values.  Modularity is also a powerful organizational tool that makes possible decentralized
decision-making while at the same time maintaining those forms of coordination that are
essential to the system’s functioning.”6   Thus, organizational issues, foreshadowed in the
introduction and addressed at length in the following section, are a critical factor in the
management of modularity in complex systems.
                                                
5 Baldwin, Carliss Y., and Clark, Kim B., Value of Splitting and Substitution: Chapter 7,
Harvard Business School Working Paper, 1997, p. 6.
6 Baldwin, Carliss Y., and Clark, Kim B., Value of Splitting and Substitution: Chapter 7,
Harvard Business School Working Paper, 1997, p. 25.
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2.4. Organizational Structure of Firms
The centerpiece of theory behind this research is a six-year study led by Kentaro Nobeoka and
Michael Cusumano from the MIT International Motor Vehicle Program (IMVP), which
resulted in a book entitled Thinking Beyond Lean: How Multi-project Management is
Transforming Product Development at Toyota and Other Companies.7
The book originated out of a desire to know more about how firms design products from
shared components and then coordinate projects that they link strategically, technically, and
organizationally.  Data is drawn from a database of 210 auto products and interviews with 335
managers and engineers from 17 automobile manufacturers around the world.  The book
concludes that multi-project management, or platform-sharing, is the most effective means of
achieving increased commonality across multiple products and a necessary structure for
creating new products that share key components.
2.4.1. Multi-Project Management at Toyota
Six years ago, in an effort to increase coordination between projects, Toyota underwent a
substantial organizational change, transitioning from the project-centered management system
it held for 15 years to multi-project management.  Figure 2-2 illustrates the structure of the
change.  The most salient feature of Toyota’s reorganization was the creation of three product
development centers, into which all of its new projects were divided.  The centers were
organized based on similarity of platform design; center 1 was responsible for rear-wheel-
drive platforms and vehicles; center 2 for front-wheel-drive platforms and vehicles; and center
3 for utility-vehicle/van platforms and vehicles.  Each center worked on approximately five
new vehicle development programs simultaneously, which were coordinated by a center head.
The reorganization also reduced the number of functional engineering divisions from 16 to 6,
thus decreasing the specialization of each functional engineering division.  The change did not
increase the size of functional divisions, however, because each functional division, headed
                                                
7 Cusumano, M. A., and Nobeoka, K. (1998).  Thinking Beyond Lean: How Multi-project
Management is Transforming Product Development at Toyota and Other Companies . New
York : The Free Press.
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Figure 2-2 - Reorganization from Project-centered to Multi-project Management
by a functional manager, was only responsible for a limited number of projects, where his
responsibility spanned all projects in the old organizational structure.  This simplification of
the functional manager’s responsibility was a major goal of Toyota executives in the
restructuring effort.  Each functional manager was now in charge of several interrelated
projects, enabling him to spend more time coordinating across projects in conjunction with
chief engineers, leading to more effective resource allocation and technology sharing.  The
reorganization also significantly reduced the complexity of the chief engineer’s job, who was
in charge of all aspects of an individual project.  Prior to 1992, chief engineers had to
coordinate people in 48 different departments and 12 divisions to launch a new product, and
they often had difficulty getting cooperation from senior functional managers, who had
coordinated their specialized functional department across the company’s entire range of
products for many years.  The details of the restructuring emphasize Toyota’s main concern:
the need to reduce costs by effectively leveraging resources and components across multiple
PRE 1992
POST 1992
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projects. “Specifically, each center has incentives to increase component sharing among
multiple vehicle projects, which is one of the best ways to reduce product cost.”8
The reorganization created a fourth center, the special projects division, which develops
components for all projects.  The components developed in the fourth center do not need close
coordination with individual projects.  For the most part, they are components with modular
characteristics, such as electronic components, air conditioners, and engines, that can be
inserted into each project.  The fourth division creates these components that require a great
deal of new technical innovation and provides them to the three vehicle development centers.
2.4.2. Benefits of Multi-Project Management
The benefits of multi-project management are not achieved through economies of scale only.
The new organizational structure leads to a reduction in prototype design, production and
testing, and component development and handling, because the individual projects coordinate
these efforts to a greater extent than they did in the old structure.  In addition, the concept of
multi-project management usually fits reality much more than single-project management for
project managers, as projects are always competing for engineers and funds.  Sharing these
resources across similar platforms eases this contention and creates more equity.  In single-
project management, a “heavy” project manager often would monopolize resources, creating
an optimized product with few common components and too many options.  The new
organization also enables functional managers and engineers to see the entire picture of a
project, giving engineers a greater sense of achievement and ownership, which in turn
positively affects the firm’s productivity as a whole.  Because engineers move through the
ranks with a broader view of the product development process, they are more easily promoted
to project manager.  Multi-project management is a critical means of managing complexity, as
it simplifies the integration of functional activities and brings people together from different
component areas to work on a project in conjunction with work being done on a similar
project.
                                                
8 Cusumano and Nobeoka, p. 46.
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2.4.3. Platform Sharing
The world automotive industry is extremely competitive, and to survive a company must
constantly seek to reduce costs while increasing performance and customer value.  For this
reason, automotive firms have adopted different strategies of multi-project management,
aligned with the size and structure of their individual organization, to enable them to reduce
cost.  Several of the largest auto makers have adopted a center organization similar to Toyota,
but most companies use a mix of semi-center and matrix (pre 1992 at Toyota) organization to
balance what is optimal for each individual product verses what is optimal for the firm as a
whole.  Strategies of managing multiple products are discussed below for several selected
automotive firms, based on data collected by Cusumano and Nobeoka.
All automobile manufacturers worldwide agree the most critical subsystem in an automobile
is the vehicle platform.  The platform is usually the most expensive component of a vehicle
design, with the possible exception of the engine, and it incorporates critical aspects of design
and manufacturing for the vehicle as a whole.  “The platform consists of the floor panels,
suspension system, fire wall, and rocker panels.  It is essentially the ‘architecture’ of the
product, even though modern automobiles contain some 30,000 parts.  The platform provides
a structure for major components by determining the body size as well as the size and type of
engine and transmission.”9  Because the platform accounts for a large percentage of product
development costs and engineering time, automobile manufacturers are focusing increased
attention on reusing platforms in as many distinct products as possible.  “They have to
modularize platforms and related components, though, to transfer platforms easily across
projects.  For these reasons, platform standardization and reuse are key elements of any multi-
project strategy and rely heavily on the organizational capabilities needed to coordinate across
multiple projects and different component engineering groups.”10
                                                
9 Cusumano and Nobeoka, p. 106.
10 Cusumano and Nobeoka, p. 107.
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2.4.4. Multi-Project Management in Other Firms
Mitsubishi uses its portfolio planning process to direct product development activities rather
closely to ensure a high degree of platform sharing.  As a result, even products that have very
different characteristics have shared common platforms since the early 1980s.  The company
analyzes relationships among projects at the component or subsystem level and forms
different groups to accommodate coordination between related projects.  The system in
essence creates a semi-center approach by forming different functional teams to coordinate
between similar projects on their respective subsystem of expertise.  Unlike the full center
approach, Mitsubishi engineers do not coordinate all functions between similar platforms.
Mitsubishi is one of several firms that has engaged in the most complex form of multi-project
management, namely multi-firm, multi-project management, which entails two firms
cooperating to design a single  platform and then using that platform to produce separate
products.  Mitsubishi and Volvo developed a platform together and shared it  on the
Mitsubishi Charisma and the Volvo S40/V40 models.  Ford and Mazda have pursued similar
relationships.
A large number of auto makers currently are attempting to reduce the number of different
platforms they produce, thus reducing their costs dramatically.  For example, Nissan presently
manufactures 15 different platforms or platform variations but announced that it hopes to
reduce the number of platforms to 5 by the year 2000.  Similarly, General Motors (GM) has
set a goal of reducing the number of platforms it produces in North America from 19 to 5.
GM is the largest automobile manufacturer in the world, but high costs have hurt the
company’s profitability.  Indicative of the problems at GM is the example of its 1993 models
that had more than 200 different steering columns, 89 steering gears, and 44 power-steering
pumps.  In its effort to increase the commonality across products, the auto maker hopes to cut
these numbers to 50, 14, and 5, respectively, by the year 2000.
GM has made significant efforts to improve its product development process in recent years
and has made impressive strides towards more effective multi-project management.  In
particular, the carmaker’s Vehicle Launch Center is an important organization for multi-
product management at the firm.  All new products are born in this center, where engineers
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working on the project stay for the first two years of the product’s life. The co-location of
engineers working on the embryonic stages of products encourages the sharing of process
knowledge and components.  “Another key practice at GM is the coordination of component
development, selection, and procurement through a new ‘bill of materials’ process.”11   The
process divides the product into a small number of subsystems and encourages engineers and
product managers to standardize products around these modules by choosing from this menu
of components.  Many other companies, such as Ford, Mazda, Nissan, Fiat, and Toyota,
attempt to strategically share components in the same manner.  At Toyota, the sharing
program monitors component and subsystem usage in individual projects.  Engineers choose
from a list of 290 subsystems (25 in the case of Ford, 50 for Mazda) and develop a new
subsystem only if they can demonstrate a higher value-to-cost ratio.  If they choose to develop
a new module, or subsystem, it will replace the one on the list, and other projects will take
advantage of this component.
Ford recently regained its status as the world’s most profitable automobile manufacturer, and
at the root of its revival is its management of multiple projects.  Ford followed on the heels of
Toyota’s transition to a center structure, and in 1997 the company reduced its number of
development centers from 5 to 3, matching Toyota.  With the company’s new organization,
Ford has set goals of shortening its lead time (from concept decision to start of production) to
24 months, from its present value of 36, and designing more vehicles in parallel from
common platforms.  Ford also encourages projects to reuse its 25 standardized modules in
different product lines.
2.4.5. Concurrent Technology Transfer
Cusumano and Nobeoka define four types of new products, (1) those that result from a
completely new design and often require radical innovation, (2) those resulting from
sequential technology transfer from another design that is already complete, (3) those derived
from concurrent technology transfer from a project in progress, and (4) those requiring only
design modification and not resulting in a new platform.  Developing new products requires
                                                
11 Cusumano and Nobeoka, p. 94.
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time for concept generation, producing prototypes, and testing.  New products also tend to
require new manufacturing equipment and expertise.  Thus, developing new technology and
incorporating technological features new to a firm requires a longer lead time and more
engineering hours than leveraging this technology from current projects.  The last three types
of new products listed above incorporate technology transfer in their development, resulting
in significantly lower cost and cycle time.
According to the authors of Thinking Beyond Lean,  “…it is more efficient for companies to
make advance plans during the base project for future reuse of a platform,… [because] time
lag between a base project and a concurrent technology transfer project is much shorter than
between a base product and other transfer strategies.”12   In other words, a strategy of
launching new projects based on existing projects is the most cost- and time-effective means
of developing a new product.  The major advantage of a concurrent technology transfer over a
sequential technology transfer, that develops a new product based on a completed project, is
that engineers working on the two projects simultaneously can communicate and make mutual
adjustments to common components.  Also, face-to-face communication, versus technology
transfer through specifications and drawings, can be much more efficient, especially for
complex knowledge transfer like vehicle layouts and subsystem integration.  In addition, “the
rapid reuse or transfer of new technologies among multiple ongoing projects may improve the
average level of newness and technological sophistication of a firm’s overall product
offerings.”13  The quicker a firm can leverage new technology in the transfer of key
components across multiple product lines, the larger the impact on corporate-level
performance.
2.4.6. Multi-Project Management Challenges
Multi-project management is by no means easy, especially when a firm has many different
projects that are producing a variety of complex products with a multitude of components.  In
addition, scale economies can be difficult to achieve for center or semi-center organizations,
                                                
12 Cusumano and Nobeoka, p. 130.
13 Cusumano and Nobeoka, p. 139.
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unless firms adopt the appropriate product grouping schemes, as well as effective
management techniques within the centers.  The biggest fear companies face with multi-
project management, however, is that it will stifle the creativity of their engineers by placing
too many restrictions on them.  However, the argument in favor of multi-project management
is that more strategic use of engineers and engineering resources and elimination of
redundancy leads to more efficient use of the company’s resources.  Indeed, Honda takes the
latter view, as one manager pointed out in his statement that “…the strategy of reusing
components [has] not reduced the creativity of Honda’s engineers…rather, he believed that
through more effective use of resources, Honda is able to develop…products even more
quickly and efficiently than before – when speed is important.”14  Cusumano and Nobeoka
suggest that executives who embrace multi-project management might encourage their
engineers to channel their creativity towards designing components that more than one project
can use effectively and attempt to discourage engineers from developing a “not-invented-
here” mentality.
Despite its many advantages, multi-project management is not a logical solution for all firms.
Companies with relatively small product lines may not benefit from the strategy, because they
run the risk of eliminating product differentiation.  Renault’s concern with this organizational
structure is that reusing too many platforms and other components will hurt the performance
of their small number of products.  To an even larger extent, a luxury sports-car company, like
Lamborghini, that has only a few state of the art products, should focus on the distinctiveness
of each product and maximizing performance.  In such products, customers are willing to pay
for maximum performance at virtually any cost.
2.4.7. Quantitative Results of Multi-Project Management
The results of multi-project management on product development cost and cycle time in the
auto industry are impressive.  Toyota discovered that under the new organizational structure
development costs decreased by 30 percent because of an increase in component sharing.  The
company also noticed a 40-percent reduction in the number of prototypes required for each
                                                
14 Cusumano and Nobeoka, p. 81.
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new product.  Simplified communication and project coordination increased the extent of
simultaneous engineering, which reduced lead times by several months.  Stronger project
management led to quicker decision making, which, in turn, resulted in faster progress in the
product development stage.  In addition, based on the data compiled by Cusumano and
Nobeoka, concurrent technology transfer saved between 33 and 64 percent in engineering
hours and reduced lead times as much as 17 percent.  These reductions in engineering hours
and lead times arose from the elimination of interference between subsystem components as a
result of cross-functional coordination and project-centered management.  One auto firm
determined that such interference problems caused 70 percent of design changes, which are
the primary causes of schedule delays.
2.5. Current Efforts in DoD
2.5.1. Open Systems
In recent years, especially in the computer industry, the commercial sector has been setting
the pace for research and development, partly due to the shrinking R&D defense budget and
partly because of intense competition and innovation among computer and electronic firms.
As a result of this changing paradigm, the military is looking to the commercial sector to
supply some of its high-technology subsystems and anticipates procuring a growing
percentage of its hardware from commercial firms in the future.  The major benefit of using
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) technology is that it spreads research and development and
manufacturing costs across different models and firms, creating economies of scale.  It also
ensures that the product has been sufficiently tested for durability and reliability, which
results in reduced engineering hours and lead time.
The entire world has access to state-of-the-art commercial technology in today’s global
economy, and the country that can integrate this technology into its defense systems most
readily will gain a military advantage.  To take advantage of COTS components rapidly,
systems should be designed with widely-used, non-proprietary interfaces and standards.
Standards and specifications should be based on commercial, industry-recognized standards
bodies, where possible.  They should rely on market research evaluating short- and long-term
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availability of products, a disciplined systems engineering process examining cost-
performance tradeoffs, and an allowance for continued access to technological innovation.
Such standards and specifications will make the systems physically modular and functionally
partitioned to allow them to be easily upgraded or expanded with new subsystems.  The
military calls this form of bus modularity “open-systems design” and has established the Open
Systems Joint Task Force (OS-JTF) to determine the extent to which defense acquisition will
embrace the concept.
2.5.2. Establishing OS-JTF
Secretary of Defense William Perry  issued a policy memo entitled “Specifications and
Standards – A New Way of Doing Business” in June of 1994.  The memo challenged the DoD
to use commercial specifications and standards, as opposed to military standards, wherever
possible.  In November of that year, Under Secretary of Defense Kaminski issued a letter,
“…directing that “Open Systems” specifications and standards (electrical, mechanical,
thermal, etc.) be used for acquisition of weapon systems electronics to the greatest extent
practical.”  He went on to write, “Effective immediately, these systems and subsystems shall
be designed, developed, and constructed as Open Systems during the acquisition and
modification process to reduce life-cycle cost and to facilitate effective weapon system intra-
and interoperability.”15   This letter established the Open Systems Joint Task Force (OS-JTF),
a cooperative effort of the Departments of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and the Office of the
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology.
The vision of the OS-JTF is: “To establish in DoD an open systems approach as the
foundation for all weapons systems acquisitions in order to lower life cycle costs and improve
weapons systems performance.”16  Open systems are characterized by well-defined, widely-
used, non-proprietary interfaces, a use of standards that are developed by industry-recognized
standards bodies, and explicit provisions for expansion and upgrading with minimal impact to
the system.  One critical approach to establishing open system architectures is selecting
                                                
15 “Air Force Open Systems Implementation Guide (DRAFT),” HQ AFMC/ENPI, April 8,
1997.
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industry-recognized interfaces and standards.  To this end, the OS-JTF conducts briefings on
DoD efforts in open systems to industry associations and professional societies.  These
briefings encourage technical discussion on how industry’s business opportunities within
DoD will be affected by open systems implementation.  The task force also hopes to
encourage future industry involvement in the Committee on Open Electronic Standards
(COES).  In addition to establishing a homepage on open systems efforts within DoD, the OS-
JTF, in cooperation with the American Defense Preparedness Association, distributed a
survey polling a cross section of the industrial base in this country to gauge awareness of the
open systems effort and assess willingness to embrace its concepts.  In doing so, the DoD also
can assess the barriers faced by those who want to work in the defense market segment.  The
task force’s other official duties include overseeing the Military Departments’ transition to
open systems-centered acquisitions, advising acquisition executives on open systems
implementation, and establishing a repository to facilitate communication of open systems
ideas.
2.5.3. Open Systems Policy
Open systems requirements have been incorporated into four different DoD policy
documents: DoDD 5000.1, 5000.2-R, 4630.5 and the Acquisition Desk Book. Section 4.3.4 of
DoD 5000.2-R dictates that project managers “shall address the use of open standards in the
design of all systems elements (mechanical, electrical, software, etc.).”  Open standards are
selected based on a strategy that “focuses on fielding superior war-fighting capability more
quickly and more affordably by using multiple suppliers and commercially supported
practices, products, specifications, and standards, which are selected based on performance,
cost, industry acceptance, long-term availability and supportability, and upgrade potential,” as
outlined in section 3.3.1 of that document.  The Air Force is the only service to implement the
open systems approach, thus far, into its systems engineering process.  Future Air Force
contracts will include contractor incentives to include open systems in the architecture of new
projects, and will require contractors to justify the use of unique interfaces.  Part 2.3.1 of
DoDD 5000.2-R suggests that performance requirements should be re-examined if they
                                                                                                                                                        
16 Report of the Open Systems Joint Task Force: A Year of Progress, OS-JTF, 1997.
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reasonably can be modified to facilitate the use of commercial components, specifications,
open standards, processes, technology, or sources.  By describing the system in performance
terms, and defining only form, fit, and function of components, the manufacturer has more
flexibility and a greater opportunity to offer a system that incorporates commercial-off-the-
shelf technology.
2.5.4. Examples of Systems that Utilize an Open Systems Approach
Several defense projects, such as the AV-8B, F-15, AIM-9X, NSSN, H-1, Army Intelligence
and Electronic Warfare Common Sensor (IEWCS), and Joint Strike Fighter (JSF), currently
incorporate an open-systems approach.  The AV-8B demonstrates core avionics requirements
using open systems.  The Multi-purpose Display Processor (MPDP) for the F-15 represents
another open systems effort.  These programs are examples of legacy systems, previously-
fielded systems that are being upgraded with new technology.  With current constraints on the
defense budget, it is more cost effective to modify, upgrade, and sustain weapon systems than
to develop new ones.  As a result, the defense inventory is growing increasingly older, and the
costs incurred over the service lifetime of a weapon system are expanding.  Considering that
currently these costs account for 72 percent of a system’s lifecycle cost, the need for an open-
systems approach to facilitate sustainability is evident.  Open systems can have dramatic
effects on supportability and should be applied according to the following principles.  First,
identify the interfaces to components that are dependent on rapidly-changing technology,
have high replacement rates, or high costs. After identifying these critical interfaces, devise
open standards for them to reduce the need for redesign as the system is upgraded.  As an
example of a system designed with open systems in mind, the Army’s IEWCS accounts for a
64% reduction in research, development, and acquisition and a substantial life-cycle cost
avoidance.  Defense systems that are considered to have a high priority for open systems
implementation are the Next Generation Target and Control System (JTCTS), Joint STARS
airborne and ground support module, the Navy Area TBMD Block IVA, and the Amphibious
Transport Dock (LPD-17).  Finally, the JSF represents a program, currently under
development, that was designed from the outset with open systems in mind.  The program
represents the largest military aircraft program ever, calling for at least 3,000 aircraft to be
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supported by four different customers – an ideal platform to realize the dramatic advantages
of an open-systems design.
2.5.5. Implementing the Open Systems Concept
Despite all the benefits of an open systems approach, implementation of the concept has been
slow to gain acceptance.  Challenges presented by open systems implementation include a
certain lack of supplier control and technical data that goes along with supplier-provided
components.  The DoD gives up some control of its hardware when it allows suppliers to
provide “black boxes” with standard interfaces, and, as a result, it will need to contract out
any changes, fixes, or upgrades to the supplier.  Open systems also require ongoing standards
and product management, as technologies constantly evolve, and will demand more
knowledge of the state-of-the-art on the part of the government.  Finally, testing becomes an
ongoing activity to verify that components integrate successfully.  Current efforts by the Open
Systems Joint Task Force have been focused on electronics.  Though DoDD 5000.2-R
suggests that open systems efforts should be applied to “all system elements (mechanical,
electrical, software, etc.),” the current opinion among program managers is that open systems
only apply to information systems.  “The prevailing view among those weapons systems
acquisition personnel interviewed was that open systems was an information systems/C4I
initiative…The result is that there is no proactive proponent for open systems, nor is there an
organization with specific responsibility for issuing policy guidance and ensuring that open
systems is considered in all functional areas.”17
2.5.6. Efforts in Establishing Greater Commonality in DoD
Commonality is not a new concept in DoD.  As early as the 1960s, the Defense Department
was considering ways to satisfy the requirements of multiple users with a single system.  The
Tactical Fighter Experimental (TFX) is a good example of such a program (Appendix 9.1).
Certainly efforts to establish standards (such as MIL standards) were other approaches to
                                                
17 Open Systems Joint Task Force Baseline Study
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reduce the amount of unique equipment procured by the military services.18  There were a
number of lessons learned from standardization, which prompted a report on the 25 top
lessons learned from avionics standardization.19  The report states that “…standardization was
originally a result of mass production, motivated by manufacturers’ desire to lower costs
through competition and longer production runs…other benefits arose as a by-product – better
supportability and lower maintenance costs.”20  This report goes on to discuss the levels at
which standardization makes sense, namely the line replaceable unit (LRU), shop replaceable
unit (SRU), and component levels.  A few years after this report, the 1994 Scientific Advisory
Board (SAB) Summer Study, “Life Extension and Mission Enhancement for Air Force
Aircraft,” concluded that, if the Air Force established a “process to optimize avionics system
upgrades both within and across systems through appropriate commonality,” it could better
leverage its avionics investment.21  Some of these principles seem to have been taken to heart
in the rewrite of the DoD 5000 series.  While not explicitly calling for commonality, DoD
5000.2R requires that program mangers ensure that market research is conducted to determine
if any existing non-developmental items will be suitable prior to a new development effort.
Most recently, efforts to incorporate commercial items in the acquisition of new technology
have led to a number of conclusions that encourage the principles of commonality.  A Year
2000 report by the SAB encourages designers and developers (including individuals working
acquisition) to be more tradeoff oriented and flexible on requirements, to focus on spiral
development, and possibly to buy from a catalogue of widely accepted commercial
standards.22  These principles encourage commonality.  Again, though “commonality” is not
called out by that name, the general ideas behind all of these concepts are essentially the
same.  This research attempts to draw all of these principles together into one coherent
strategy.
                                                
18 MIL standards obviously had other intents, such as assuring a certain level of quality and
performance.
19 Twenty-five Top Lessons Learned in Avionics Standardization During 1978-1991, Deputy
for Avionics Control, ASD-ALD/AX
20 ASD-ALD/AX, p. 24.
21 Horizontal Avionics Analysis Report, The Horizontal Avionics IPT, ASC/SMYA, 1999.
22  Ensuring Successful Implementation of Commercial Items in Air Force Systems, U.S. Air
Force Scientific Advisory Board, April 2000.
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3 .  R E S E A R C H  D E S I G N  A N D  O B J E C T I V E S 
3.1. Introduction
Given that commonality has not been a highly studied topic in DoD acquisition, researchers
spent the better half of two years defining the problem and determining the important
questions to ask.  The qualitative nature of this early research required full immersion in the
subject to allow the problem to develop inductively.  The intent of this methodology was to
determine what aspects of the problem were important, rather than imposing a framework for
the research too early that presumed what issues were important.  During this time period,
researchers studied the literature and interviewed experts in industry, government, and
academia.  In addition to the topics discussed in Chapter Two, the literature review examined
historical issues that might have implications for increased subsystem commonality today.
These issues included a review of the failed effort in the 1960s to build a common tactical
fighter (TFX, which later became known as the F-111) to satisfy both Navy and Air Force
requirements.23  Researchers also met with experts on Soviet technology to discuss the
organizational benefits of the Soviet design bureaus, which maintained high degrees of
commonality to reduce total ownership costs.  In addition, researchers visited or spoke with
various organizations, such as the Open Systems Joint Task Force, NAVAIR, several different
airlines and aircraft manufacturers, system program offices, and the Air Logistics Centers, to
get a feel for who was thinking about the issues of commonality and who placed the highest
importance on such an acquisition strategy.  Finally, researchers attended meetings between
Air Combat Command (ACC) and Boeing Defense and Space Systems to discuss the
company’s efforts in increasing commonality across its product line.  Multiple plenary
meetings (conference meetings) with both industry and government officials during this time
period generated a host of ideas on how this research should proceed to have the greatest
impact on Air Force acquisition.
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As a result of these initial inquiries, researchers developed the thesis that increasing
subsystem commonality in DoD is a potentially important means of reducing a system’s total
ownership cost, and DoD can work towards a strategy of procuring an increased number of
common subsystems by adopting different organizational and acquisition strategies.  The
following questions represent the most critical concepts to address in testing this thesis:
• What level of commonality makes the most sense in the defense aerospace
industry, and when is it appropriate?
• What are the benefits and costs of commonality over the system’s life cycle, and
under what conditions do they accrue?
• How should the government be organized to support increased use of common
subsystems?
• How should contractors and suppliers be organized to utilize subsystem commonality, and
what incentives do they need to do so?
3.2. Laying the Groundwork
The major intent of this research was to determine all the potential benefits and costs of
commonality and to understand under what conditions they accrue.  It was not immediately
clear at the onset of the research what was the best strategy to use in gathering data to answer
these fundamental questions.  Several research methods were considered, including surveys
and modeling, but the nascent exploratory nature of the research did not facilitate these
methods.  Case studies appeared to be the best method for this particular research, because
they leave the researcher open to whatever emerges of significance.  The case studies began
with an intended focus, based on the literature review and early data gathering, but the scope
of the cases was not set in stone at the onset – researchers were open to the possibility of
expanding the cases to include organizations not originally identified as being important.  As
David Krathwohl writes in his book on social science research, “Case studies are ideal for
                                                                                                                                                        
23  See Appendix 9.1 for more detail on the TFX Program.
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illustrating the complexity of causation.”24  Thus, it seemed the case study was the ideal
method for this research.
Extensive review of the literature and consultations with industry and government officials
led to identification of several organizations that have a product platform approach to either
development or sustainment.  The goal was to identify commercial organizations that manage
products of roughly equivalent complexity to military systems.  For instance, there are many
examples of platform-based design in the consumer electronics industry, but the product
development effort on these products and the “sustainment” issues pale in comparison to
those of the aerospace industry.  Even the much-studied automobile industry cannot match the
sheer scale of a new product development effort in the aerospace industry.  The average car is
not intended to be in service for more than 50 years, as many of today’s aerospace products
are.  Therefore, the researchers chose to study only organizations in the aerospace industry.
This decision limited the scope of the research somewhat to organizations developing or
supporting aircraft, helicopters, launch vehicles, or satellites.
3.3. Study Design
Researchers identified eight organizations, five government (three Air Force, two Navy) and
three commercial, who maintain a strategy on commonality that was identified during the
initial phase of the research as being a best practice in one of three different segments.  Four
of the organizations were military organizations with a market focus on defense hardware.
One organization was a military program with a commercial hardware focus.  The remaining
organizations were commercial with a commercial market focus, as indicated in Figure 3-1.
All eight of the organizations identified manage commonality across fleets of different types
of aircraft.  Five of the organizations are considered “upstream” cases, meaning that they
primarily manage the acquisition or development of common items.  The other three
organizations are considered “downstream,” because they maintain fleets of different aircraft
and are faced with the prospect of increasing subsystem commonality on legacy systems.
                                                
24  Krathwohl, David R., Methods of Educational & Social Science Research, Second Edition,
Addison-Wesley Educational Publishers, Inc., New York, 1998. p 332.
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Figure 3-1 - Eight Primary Case Studies
These eight organizations represent the backbone of the research, around which the other
thirteen organizations were identified.  In each of these organizations the author endeavored
to meet with, at a minimum, the program manager and chief engineer.25  In an effort to
address subsystem commonality issues across the entire life cycle, each of the eight
organizations was asked to identify its primary contractors or suppliers and customers/users,
as indicated in Figure 3-2.  These upstream and downstream organizations represent the
remaining thirteen organizations, of the twenty-one visited.  Organizations F, G, and H
essentially represent the users of common (and unique) equipment.  The author never spoke
directly with operators or maintainers actually working in the fleets.  In many cases, however,
the individuals in the organizations interviewed had come directly from an operational
assignment in the fleet and openly shared this perspective.
                                                
25 Quite often the author met with a host of other individuals, as indicated in the case studies
in Chapters Five and Six.
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Figure 3-2 – Example of Case Study Organizational Structure and Methodology
Figure 3-2 illustrates how the other organizations in this research were identified.  The author
scheduled interviews at each of the four main organizations, and branched out from there
based on contacts obtained during those interviews.  In the case of Organization A, the author
identified the program office’s customers (aircraft SPOs) and contractors (avionics subsystem
vendors).  While each major case study spanned a slightly different phase of the life cycle,
there was significant overlap for comparative purposes.
3.4. Research Methods
Research initially focused on a comparative assessment of strategies used to achieve greater
subsystem commonality in both the commercial industrial sector and the defense aerospace
industry.  During the problem definition phase of the research, unstructured interviews were
conducted both in person and over the phone to gain a clear understanding of the issues
related to commonality, as observed from the perspective of individuals in both industry and
government.  Once the thesis statement and questions discussed above were developed, the
author conducted onsite personal interviews at selected organizations.  Overall, 84 personal
interviews were conducted at 21 different organizations.  Three of these organizations are
commercial aerospace firms, while the balance of the organizations were system program
offices (SPOs), offices in the air logistics centers (ALCs), and major commands (MAJCOMs).
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Five of the offices interviewed were part of the program management, Air (PMA)
organization at Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR).
For each personal interview, the author distributed a standard questionnaire containing 15
major questions and five secondary questions (Appendix 9.3).  These questions focused on
addressing the four primary research questions described above.  In general, the questions can
be grouped into two major categories.  The first category of questions addresses the benefits
and challenges of increased subsystem commonality.  Researchers refer to this category as
“making the business case for subsystem commonality.”  The second category of questions
deals with organizational issues, namely what is the most efficient organizational structure to
take advantage of increased subsystem commonality.  All of the questions are framed with the
intent of addressing the principles of lean.26  To this end, the research focuses on increasing
life cycle value for the Air Force as a whole by delivering a better product in less time, at a
lower cost, and with a minimum amount of wasted effort.  Each interview lasted around an
hour, during which the interviewee was asked to address the questions at his own pace while
the author provided feedback and took notes.  The author made every effort to transcribe these
notes into Endnote27 at the end of each day, when the details of the discussions were still
fresh.
Throughout the data collection process the author made every effort to obtain quantified costs
and benefits of commonality.  In cases where this effort met with success, the numbers are
presented in the case studies in Chapters Four, Five, and Six.  Far more frequently, however,
researchers encountered extreme difficulty obtaining quantified results of the benefits and
costs of commonality.  In many cases interviewees stated that the numbers simply do not
exist, either because they are not tracked or because they are not documented.  In the
commercial cases, cost data is highly proprietary.  If it exists, the companies would be hard
pressed to produce it.  On the government side the numbers are even more elusive, especially
in operations and support.28  Quite often an interviewee would suggest talking to a particular
                                                
26 Research was commissioned by the Lean Aerospace Initiative at MIT.
27 Endnote is a computer software package developed by Niles & Associates for organizing
references and building bibliographies.
28 Acquisition costs are fairly easy to obtain.  DoD knows the price of everything and the cost
of nothing.
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person to obtain cost figures.  Speaking with that person, however, revealed that he did not
have the data either.  In most cases, the author was unable to retrieve the data in question.
This fact, alone, leads to an important conclusion for this work – the DoD should track
operations and support cost data more carefully and more accurately.
Many organizations were able to produce documents to support the interview material.  This
supplemental material consisted of working papers, cost analyses, presentations, contracts,
and memorandums.  Many of the organizations also maintain extensive Internet sites that
contain additional information related to the interviews.  When available, the author utilized
this supplemental material in writing the case studies.
3.5. Validity and Analysis of Data
Researchers took a number of steps to ensure the validity of the data and observations
collected from this study.  First, researchers feel the length of the study, two and a half years,
was sufficiently long to develop a firm grasp of the issues related to commonality.
Researchers also refrained from framing the research too soon, before the relevant issues were
fully understood.  This extended amount of time (more than a year) before the main research
questions were solidified was sufficient to convince researchers that they were asking the
important questions.  In addition to the length of the study, all interviews were conducted in
the same manner to ensure validity.  The author e-mailed each interviewee a copy of the
questionnaire in Appendix 9.3 several days prior to the interview.  A definition of
commonality, as it applies to this research, appeared at the top of the questionnaire, ensuring
that all interviewees understood the context of the research and the definitions of terms used
in the research questions.  Rather than reading each question aloud, the author asked each
interviewee to proceed through the questionnaire at his or her own pace.  The author did not
attempt to direct the conversation in any particular direction, but rather asked questions only
for clarification and to potentially probe phenomena observed in other organizations.  All
interviewees were informed at the onset of the interview that their comments were non-
attributable, in the hopes that interviewees would be more forthcoming with potentially
controversial information.  This research is sponsored by the Lean Aerospace Initiative, a
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consortium of industry, government, and labor, with the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology as the neutral broker.  Researchers hope the academic nature of the research,
under the auspices of M.I.T., provided an unbiased perspective for both researchers and those
being interviewed.
Researchers have confidence in the validity of the data collected based on the method of
triangulation of both persons interviewed and organizations.  At each organization, the author
made every attempt to interview at least three individuals to gain an understanding of the
different perspectives within an organization.  Generalizations in the case studies represent
convergent observations from multiple individuals in that organization.  Where observations
in the case studies are based on the comments of only one individual, this singularity of
opinion is noted.  In the analysis section of this document (Chapter Seven), generalities are
again based on triangulation.  In this case, however, the observations are based on at least
three different organizations.  Again, where observations are based on data collected from
only one organization, the author notes this distinction in the text.   
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4 .  C U R R E N T  S T R A T E G Y 
4.1. Case Study Introduction
Chapters Four, Five, and Six are dedicated to addressing the case studies conducted during the
course of this research.  The cases are split into three groups, and thus are presented in three
separate chapters: current strategy, upstream, and downstream. Chapter Four comprises
organizations that manage a single program and whose goal is not necessarily to increase
commonality with other platforms but rather to control the life cycle of their particular
system.  The organizational structure of the cases in Chapter Four is representative of the
majority of system program offices (SPOs) in the Air Force under integrated weapon system
management (IWSM).  The author refers to “upstream” cases in Chapter Five as those
organizations that address subsystem commonality from the beginning of product
development.  That is, these organizations seek to develop and procure subsystems that will
be common across multiple platforms.  Finally, “downstream” cases, as they are referred to in
Chapter Six, are organizations that manage a portfolio of different platforms and are seeking
to increase the commonality across their fleet.
4.2. Integrated Weapon System Management
Integrated Weapon System Management began as a prototype program with the F-15 SPO in
1991.  The intent of the new program was to foster more of a “cradle-to-grave” organizational
perspective, whereby SPOs manage a system from the early requirements phase through the
system’s retirement.  The benefit of this new single organization is that decisions made by the
acquisition community will be approved by the sustainment community, thus increasing the
likelihood that the system will be sustainable for many years.  In the past, acquisition
programs often handed a system “over the wall” to the sustainment organization, whose
responsibility it was to keep the airplane flying.  The new organization under IWSM
combines the acquisition and sustainment communities into one integrated product team (IPT)
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under one system program director (SPD).  This SPD provides a single face to the user, where
previously the operators and maintainers in the field may not have known which organization
to contact if they had a problem with the system -- SPO North (acquisition) or SPO South
(sustainment).  The SPD position also creates a clear line of responsibility and accountability.
Personnel working in system program offices generally agree that the new organization
established by IWSM is beneficial from the system perspective.  By entrusting a single entity
with responsibility for the weapon system’s cost, schedule, and performance, IWSM has
enhanced the life cycle value of the system.  The argument against IWSM, however, is that it
turns each major weapon SPO into a “silo” organization.  While each program optimizes its
own costs and performance over the life cycle, it has little incentive to coordinate with other
SPOs.  The potential result is that the Air Force as a whole is no greater than the sum of its
parts – opportunities for synergy are lost.
4.3. Aircraft System Program Offices
During the course of this work, researchers visited eight different Air Force aircraft SPOs,
which included fighter, bomber, transport (often referred to as “heavy”), and reconnaissance
platforms.  Some of the SPOs manage hundreds of aircraft, while others manage as few as 20.
The SPOs were located in three different geographic locations: Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio;
Warner Robins ALC, Georgia; and Oklahoma City ALC, Oklahoma.
4.3.1. Incentives for Commonality
Of the eight aircraft SPOs visited, three were at one location, four were at the other, and the
final one was at the third location.  The co-location of SPOs at the first two sites certainly
appeared to be a benefit from a commonality standpoint.  In both cases, the SPOs at those
locations mentioned that they communicate with one another rather frequently and sometimes
coordinate efforts.  As one SPO described the process of a new acquisition, “We look at
commonality first, because it’s the easiest.”  In their opinion, the SPOs have been looking at
commonality for years, because it offers them the possibility of procuring a new system
without having to “reinvent the wheel.”  SPOs are increasingly borrowing software from other
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program offices to avoid the high development costs.  Other SPOs mentioned that they pursue
commonality for its affordability and manpower benefits.  SPOs are constantly making cost,
performance, and schedule tradeoffs, and commonality is one of the factors affecting these
decisions.  In the SPOs’ opinion, commonality reduces cost and schedule risk, which
definitely is an incentive to pursue such a strategy.  The fighter SPOs also mentioned that Air
Combat Command (ACC) communicates a preference for commonality to the program
offices.  Besides being easier to maintain, common systems broaden the acquisition base,
thereby allowing market pressures to influence the cost of equipment.  SPOs that maintain
small fleets of aircraft, like the B-2 (20), F-117 (54), and U-2 (35), have slightly different
incentives for commonality.  The program offices seek commonality with larger fleets to
guard against diminishing manufacturing sources (DMS) and to reduce the cost of
development.  If these platforms have to develop all their own new systems, they would not
have money left over to fly the aircraft.  To these SPOs, commonality is driven by cost and
schedule needs within a certain window of time.  For instance, when the author was visiting
the C-130 SPO, folks from the U-2 SPO came in to discuss the possibility of doing a joint
development/procurement of new displays.  Since the SPOs are co-located at Warner Robins
ALC, the coordination seemed natural.  Given the small number of aircraft in the U-2 fleet, it
would greatly reduce their costs if they could get onboard with a larger fleet of aircraft.
While most SPOs agree the real incentive to pursue commonality is financial, a common
procurement also can be easier to manage, because it only requires one contract, and the items
all have the same warranty.  If commonality means buying a common item off of a catalogue,
where the testing, qualification, and safety analysis already is complete, then the strategy
definitely reduces cycle time.  The end result is that commonality gets the customers, the men
and women flying and fighting, the equipment sooner with less question of whether it is safe
or adequate.
4.3.2. Current Approach to Commonality in the SPOs
Though no formal avenue for communication exists between the SPOs, several of the SPOs
indicated that they often coordinate on new developments.  Interviewees cited electronic mail
as a primary means of encouraging communication and coordination between SPOs.  As one
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individual said, “I don’t need to be at my desk for someone to get a message to me.”  E-mail
is known as the “grapevine,” because it enables an individual to see all the other folks who are
included in the message.  If the message regards a change or modification to their system,
they can see what other platforms are affected by the change.  If those other program offices
are at the same base, they can walk over to talk to the individuals who received the e-mail and
discuss a course of action (which might be common).  It appears there is little communication
with SPOs that are not located at the same base, however.  Different locations have varying
levels of coordination, as well.  People interviewed at Wright-Patterson AFB believe they
have good channels of communication through the “grapevine,” because engineers are more
permanent and move around within the Aeronautical Systems Center (ASC) organization.
They acknowledge, however, that there is no rigorous process for communication.  Rather, it
is described as happenstance.  Some SPOs work with a common program office that provides
common avionics system GFE (Organization A in the next chapter).  These SPOs indicated
that the user conferences held by the common SPO are a great way to get people together
from different aircraft SPOs.
Interviewees in the SPOs related that commonality is part of their systems engineering
process for program managers, engineers, and logisticians.  They say that acquisition policy
requires them to ask a set of questions before embarking on an entirely new development.
The first question is whether or not the user can change its doctrine to meet an emerging need.
The second question is whether or not the need can be satisfied by an existing system in the
inventory.  The SPOs maintain that not until all of these questions are negated can it begin a
new development.  According to the SPOs, new acquisition policies also provide incentive for
them to seek commonality.  One such policy, entitled “Cost as an Independent Variable”
(CAIV), basically forces the program offices to see what they can get for the amount of
money that has been allocated to them.  As one interviewee stated, “If you don’t have the
dollars, you don’t have a requirement.”  This new policy has driven the SPOs to expand their
trade space.  Performance did not use to be in the trade space, but with affordability on
everyone’s mind, it is.  Commonality becomes an attractive option when performance
becomes a variable and not a threshold.  The problem is that presently most of these trade
studies are performed by the SPO’s prime.  Though the SPOs insist that commonality is
always a part of these studies, the prime has little incentive for commonality.  The dilemma
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forced one interviewee to exclaim, “I wish we could get our primes to talk to each other.”
Another challenge the SPOs encounter with the trade studies is that when commonality is an
alternative it requires a solid life cycle cost analysis.  The problem with determining accurate
life cycle costs is that there are a lot of unknowns.  The SPOs volunteered that they often are
forced to make their best guesses in these cases.  It is reasonable to assume that these best
guesses also take into consideration the amount of extra work they might need to invest to
become common.  While the SPOs feel they encounter no resistance to commonality, one
program manager at a major system program office believes that the SPOs will not voluntarily
talk to each other, because they simply do not have enough time to do so.  He believes the
solution is to have a common advocate with “teeth,” meaning a common office with enough
authority to make common solutions work.
4.3.3. Challenges for Commonality in the SPOs
The biggest challenge facing commonality, according to the aircraft SPOs researched, is that
it often means that someone must compromise on requirements.  As a result, requirements
definition takes a little longer.  In the past, requirements were cast in stone.  Now, however, if
something looks like it is close to fitting into common requirements, SPOs are slightly more
willing to make some tradeoffs.  The prime difficulty with melding different requirements is
that in many cases the platforms have legitimate differences.  Different types of aircraft have
varying temperature, pressure, weight, size, and quality of electronic power profiles.  For
instance, while the majority of aircraft maintain a cabin pressure of a few thousand feet, the
C-130 opens its door at 30,000 feet to let high-altitude, low-opening (HALO) jumpers out of
the cargo bay.  This routine depressurized operation is a condition other aircraft only
experience in emergencies.  Therefore, the C-130’s subsystems must be designed to operate in
such extremes.  Even on a seemingly simple item like a glass cockpit display, different
requirements can make it difficult to achieve commonality.  For instance, the C-130 has a
huge instrument panel, while the U-2’s panel is tall and narrow.  The two SPOs might have
different requirements for the size of their displays.  Polarization also might be an issue,
because the C-130, with a copilot, requires a 30- to 60-degree viewing angle.  The U-2 pilot
looks at the display straight on, and the aircraft does not have a copilot.
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Another difficulty with increasing commonality across multiple weapon systems is that all the
SPOs have different schedules and funding profiles.  As one SPO said during talks of putting
together some common requirements, “[We] must make a decision very soon and spend the
money.”  If the SPOs do not spend the money they have been allocated, they will lose it, and
they will receive less in the next funding cycle.  Another funding-related challenge with
commonality is that integration often turns out to be more difficult than anticipated.  It is easy
for a SPO or a common program office to assume that if another platform has had no
difficulty integrating a certain subsystem that it will be easy for this particular platform, as
well.  This assumption can result in too little money being left over for the integration effort.
One cited example of the difference between platforms is that “heavies” have low-frequency
vibration modes, while fighters are high frequency.  The two categories of aircraft also have
very different thermal cycles.  The result is that integration in a fighter verses a heavy aircraft
might require a different set of components with higher standards.
At first glance, one interviewee expressed his opinion that the SPO’s customers, the users in
the fleet, do not care about commonality.  Another individual at the table interjected that, even
if that used to be true, it was true no longer with the creation of the Air Expeditionary Forces
(AEF).  The individual qualified his statement to say that the customer’s main concern is
reliability.  In his opinion the measure of customer satisfaction is whether or not a system will
achieve its claimed mean time before failure (MTBF).  Another challenge to commonality
that arose from this discussion was that a faulty common item can potentially ground several
fleets at once.  Other SPOs felt that commonality also can be a deterrent to upgrading the
system.  The challenge here is determining, based on life cycle costs, when it is cost effective
to keep old technology and when it makes sense from a reliability standpoint to upgrade.  The
quest for commonality also can lead to a situation devoid of competition, which virtually
ensures that costs will increase.
A really sore point with the SPOs is the mention of government-furnished equipment (GFE).
According to them, GFE has always been a bad word in the SPOs.  The fighter SPOs are
particularly sensitive to GFE, because they have more constraints on space in the aircraft.
Their major concern with a government organization that provides GFE is that it often tries to
fit the equipment in an architecture where, in their opinion, it does not fit.  They also feel that
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programs providing GFE often allocate no money for integration, assuming that if it works on
one platform it will work on another.  To add insult to injury, the SPOs concluded that usually
GFE is late, but they feel they cannot beat up a government organization for being late (where
they feel they have more leverage with a contractor).  Interestingly enough, however, the
author observed that every time GFE is mentioned and examples of GFE horror stories are
cited, they almost always revolve around joint programs.  Credible research indicates that
joint programs have a much higher probability of failure and often result in a slipped
schedule.  Thus, the arguments against GFE might not be as strong if, to many, “GFE” did not
also imply “joint.”
The SPOs concluded that, while commonality is an important means of reducing costs, their
mission is not to maintain common aircraft.  Rather, their primary mission is to keep the
airplanes flying.  Second, they focus on keeping the aircraft survivable in changing threat
environments.  Finally, the SPOs look to increase the weapon system’s performance wherever
possible.  The SPOs believe that they are always seeking the cost-effective means of
achieving these three goals, and if commonality serves that purpose, it certainly will be a
serious consideration.  It is important to keep in mind, as the SPOs pointed out, that “[They]
never save a dime – [they] avoid cost.”
4.4. Avionics Planning Baseline (APB)
The Avionics Planning Baseline is a database maintained by ASC/SMYA of all the avionics
systems in the Air Force.  The intent of the database is for aircraft SPOs and MAJCOMs to
use it to determine which subsystems other platforms are using, in the hopes of encouraging
more commonality.  The database enables a user to look up a particular aircraft platform to
see what subsystems are installed on that aircraft.  It also allows users to look up a particular
subsystem and determine on which platforms that subsystem is installed.  For each subsystem
there is information on its cost, year developed, and who manages that subsystem (in general
a contact at one of the ALCs).  The database is a potentially useful tool if all platforms and
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primes used it faithfully before procuring a new subsystem.29  During the interviews for this
research, the only organization that mentioned using the APB was Air Force Special
Operations Command (AFSOC).
The author examined the APB to get a feel for present levels of commonality in the Air Force
and discovered that, for most subsystems, there is not a lot of commonality across platforms.
For example, the author counted seventeen different transponders in the Air Force inventory.
The transponder was one system identified by commercial airlines as being particularly suited
for commonality, because it has no real relation to the aircraft – in general, its function is
independent of the airplane.  Advancements in technology certainly have a hand in the
number of different transponders in the Air Force, since the subsystems presently in the
inventory were developed anywhere between 1965 and 1996.  Many of the subsystems,
however, are installed on only one or two platforms.  The cost of the subsystems also varies
dramatically.  The IFF transponder installed on the B-2 bomber is more than 80 times more
expensive than the IFF transponder installed on the B-52, C-130, and KC-135.  While
differences in technology probably account for a large portion of this difference, it seems
quite logical to assume that another major reason for the disparity is the fact that there are
only 21 B-2s and hundreds of B-52s, C-130s, and KC-135s.  The list of avionics subsystems
that have little commonality across platforms in the Air Force is extensive and includes such
items as VOR receivers, VHF radios, attitude indicators, and tactical air navigation receivers,
of which there are 25, 24, 22, and 16 different types, respectively, in the Air Force inventory.
While items like attitude indicators seem quite insignificant, the average cost of these
particular subsystems is nearly ten thousand dollars.  Given that there are an average of two
attitude indicators installed on every aircraft in the Air Force, the result in an inventory of
more than $100 million in attitude indicators alone.  It appears to make little sense why there
are 22 of these subsystems in the inventory, when they all serve the same function.  One of
the major arguments against commonality is that it makes systems potentially easier to defeat.
While there are several counters to this argument, it certainly does not hold water with
subsystems such as attitude indicators.  The APB makes it clear that there are many
opportunities to increase subsystem commonality in the Air Force.
                                                
29 The primes may not even have access to the APB.  If they do, they have no incentive to use
it.
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5 .  U P S T R E A M  C A S E  S T U D I E S 
5.1.   Introduction
The following five case studies represent organizations that are responsible for the product
development phase of the life cycle.  These organizations develop requirements, design, and,
in some cases, manufacture multiple different systems.  They also are responsible for the
procurement and integration of subsystems on multiple aircraft platforms.
5.2.   Organization A - Common Avionics System Program Office
SAF/AQ directed the creation of Organization A to meet operational deficiencies in
communications, navigation, and surveillance (CNS) and take advantage of new technology
for increased safety and weapon system effectiveness.  The organization’s program
management directive (PMD) instructs it to:
• Develop and optimize common acquisition strategies to make maximum use of
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) and non-developmental item (NDI) avionics.
• Provide systems engineering support that converts operational needs into 
technical requirements and assists aircraft program offices in the creation of 
architectural requirements.
• Meet with avionics vendors to develop familiarity with their current product 
line and express military needs in terms of future requirements.
The direct customers of Organization A are the aircraft SPOs, and it is the organization’s job
to convince the SPOs to choose avionics subsystems that will be common with multiple
platforms.30  By decree from the Pentagon, Organization A has to qualify three vendors for
each subsystem, limiting the array of choices while preventing sole source procurement and
erosion of the defense industrial base.  Each SPO puts out a request for proposals (RFP), with
solicitations being limited to the three chosen vendors.  When the SPO chooses a supplier,
Organization A provides the subsystem as government furnished equipment (GFE).  In
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addition to providing technical assistance to aid in the decision of which vendor to choose,
Organization A encourages SPOs to pick a subsystem that another platform also will be
installing.  “We make it very clear to them that if they buy this [unique] system, they’ll be the
only one in the Air Force with it,” related the chief of acquisition at Organization A.  Beyond
encouraging common procurement, however, the organization also encourages SPOs to order
concurrently, therefore decreasing the acquisition cost of each unit through high-quantity
buys.  This strategy adds a certain amount of complexity, because SPOs sometimes do not
have their money yet or have obligated it already to other uses.  Structuring order periods
around the funding cycle eases many of these constraints, however, as illustrated below.
• July – Before the Investment Budget Review
• August – Take advantage of any fall-out money
• November – When the SPOs get their money – add-ons
• March – New Program     
SPOs have the option not to purchase subsystems from the catalog if they can demonstrate
that another alternative is better from a lifecycle cost perspective for only their system.  In
addition, the SPO must propose an alternative in conjunction with another SPO; thus
eliminating an entirely unique procurement.
5.2.1. The Role of Technology in Organization A
Organization A’s task of integrating common avionics on multiple aircraft platforms is
facilitated by the fact that much of the technology is COTS.  Off-the-shelf technology
certainly makes the procurement cycle faster by eliminating, or greatly expediting, the
development phase.  Organization A was able to award contracts only 57 days after the
acquisition strategy panel adjourned and requests for proposals were sent out to vendors.  This
short turn-around stands in contrast to Electronic System Center’s (ESC) goal of 180 days for
the process of putting out the RFP, waiting for proposals, interacting with vendors, and
                                                                                                                                                        
30 Indirect customers are DoD and the Air Force as a whole, for whom the goal of
Organization A is to save money.
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awarding contracts.  Interviewees largely attributed this rapid program execution to the use of
commercial technology, though admittedly the 57 days included most weekends during that
time period.
Commercial procurement definitely made it easier to affect commonality by reducing the
integration effort.  Commercial technology or not, the ease with which a subsystem can be
integrated into the existing architecture of a legacy system plays a crucial role in determining
procurement cycle time.  As a general rule, engineers and managers at Organization A stated
that the greater the number of interfaces, the harder it is to be common and the higher the
integration cost and time.  Fortunately, the avionics boxes managed by Organization A have
relatively few interfaces and, more importantly, do not affect the software in the flight
management computers (FMCs) on any of the aircraft platforms.  This ease of integration is
due, in large part, to the use of similar avionics subsystems on commercial airliners.  The
Airline Electrical Engineering Community (AEEC) defines form-fit-function interface (F3I)
standards for most avionics boxes and ensures vendor compliance.
5.2.2. Organization A Customers
The platform SPOs, specifically the program manager, chief engineer, and GFE
representative, are Organization A’s immediate customers.  Presently the office works directly
with five transport/tanker aircraft SPOs and is in the process of developing relationships with
several fighter program offices.  Customer satisfaction with Organization A has generally
been quite high.  While many SPOs are initially apprehensive to entrust the schedule of their
programs to a GFE provider, the cost savings and engineering expertise (discussed in section
4.2.3) provided by Organization A generally delights the customer.  Organization A tracks
delivery schedule as the principal metric for customer satisfaction and endeavors to have no
impact on the SPO’s integration schedule.  While this goal might seem facile, aircraft SPOs
have come to expect GFE to be late.
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5.2.3. The Benefits of Organization A’s Structure on Commonality
The major advantage of an organization like Organization A is the ability to look across
platforms.  Interviewees at Organization A believe that it is successful because it has truly a
cross-platform perspective and is not part of a larger matrix.  As an example, at one point
during integration a cargo aircraft SPO (that had not procured subsystems from Organization
A) asked Organization A if anyone else was encountering the same problems they were.  It
turned out that all of Organization A’s customers had encountered similar problems, and
Organization A was able to lend advice based on this experience.  Interviewees insist that
products and engineering services are integral, and that it does not make sense to do one
without the other.  Maintaining a common engineering group enables faster solutions to
unexpected difficulties that arise and reduces rework as a result of lessons learned.  By
providing both central procurement and integration support, Organization A eliminates the
need for each SPO to use precious personnel and fiscal resources to support an entirely new
engineering staff.  Additionally, Organization A is able to become more familiar with each
vendor’s product line and establish a good rapport with each; thus making the contracting
process more efficient.
Interviewees at Organization A also stress the criticality of staying in touch with customer
needs as a primary means of achieving commonality.  It is important to recognize that each
aircraft platform has slightly different requirements, and members of Organization A are
involved with the writing of these requirements prior to the RFP.  The chief engineer at
Organization A related that the mentality of similar “common” program offices often has been
“let the SPOs come to us,” while Organization A has taken a proactive stance by spending
significant time at the SPOs.  Another observation he had of other “common” program offices
is that they often are forced to compromise commonality and “cave in” on certain
requirements because they do not fully understand each customer’s technical requirements.
Such an observation lends additional credence to the argument that a common program office
must maintain resident systems engineering expertise.  Another individual at Organization A
gave the example of the flight management system (FMS), which is a complex subsystem
with multiple interfaces.  According to this individual, the key to integrating systems with the
FMS is performing thorough market research and working closely with the vendor.
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Organization A’s approach to managing this complexity has been to build elaborate stoplight
charts of all FMS requirements and make modifications, where necessary, to turn red lights to
green.
Organization A presently staffs approximately 35 people, about 25 of which contribute
engineering services.  The program manager at Organization A has seen estimates indicating
that a similar number of personnel would be required at each SPO to accomplish the same
objectives if Organization A did not exist, and several of the SPOs affirmed this observation.
Organization A does not preclude the need for personnel at the SPO who are working on the
same issues, but it does decrease the manpower required.  The lead engineer for the
surveillance upgrade at one of the SPOs remarked of Organization A that “they were my
salvation.”  Organization A was able to provide technical reasons for all of his questions and
push his issues through the system.  In his opinion, Organization A was able to take all of his
needs and desires for his program and turned them into contractual line items.  The SPO
wanted the new equipment fast, with little effort or time invested.  Organization A eliminated
the contractual red tape and prevented the aircraft SPO from having to do its own source
selection; thus reducing the effort and time it invested in the acquisition process.
In addition to the reduced manpower requirements at each SPO as a result of a common
program office for particular subsystems, there is the added benefit that aircraft SPOs do not
need to spend resources to go to each vendor and evaluate their wares.  Rather, Organization
A’s engineers build an increased knowledge base on a particular technology and manage all
configuration changes.  Organization A writes one indefinite-delivery/indefinite-quantity
contract with each vendor, versus each SPO issuing a separate contract.  A single contract
enables larger “bulk” orders, which drives down the purchase price and allows fixed pricing
based on annual quantities.  Organization A demonstrated nearly a ten-percent cost savings
for the Air Force, based solely on higher economic order quantities.  Ten percent of the
almost $100 million spent by five SPOs over two years is a significant savings.  Finally,
Organization A is able to participate on 17 different industry committees, keeping track of the
big picture across the industry, something SPOs have little time to do.
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Aside from the cost and manpower savings mentioned earlier, Organization A cited several
other benefits of commonality.  The ability to have common support equipment with the
airlines leads to significant savings.  Whenever the military can leverage commercial
technology with an existing support structure it generally is beneficial from a cost and
availability standpoint.  Another benefit of commonality is the reduction in complexity for the
military supply system.  Since the military is unable to track items by part number, it cannot
keep track of common items with peculiar warranties, as often occurs when multiple aircraft
SPOs deal separately with the same vendor.  Therefore, these items must be treated as unique,
and the cost of maintaining the increased inventory is a requirement for more people in the air
logistics center (ALC).  In contrast, Organization A was able to fix a warranty issue for one of
the SPOs because of its familiarity with the vendor’s product line and service offerings,
thereby ensuring the SPO would have the same warranty as other SPOs.
5.2.4. Perceived Challenges with Commonality in Organization A
Interviewees identified several challenges they have faced while attempting to implement a
common acquisition strategy.  As alluded to earlier, the primary challenge as a purveyor of
common subsystems is convincing SPOs to give up a certain amount of control over their
platforms.  System Program Directors (SPDs) are measured by the cost, schedule, and
performance of their systems.  By seeking a common solution, they assume a certain amount
of increased risk that they will not meet their schedule, due to their reliance on the actions and
decisions of other SPOs.  Generally speaking, the fewer organizations involved, the easier it is
to accomplish something.  By introducing a common program office like Organization A (that
provides equipment GFE) the perception is that it gives the prime integrator a scapegoat
should he not meet his contracted objectives.  To some extent, GFE, therefore, flies in the face
of acquisition reform, which advocates giving more responsibility and autonomy to the prime
vendor.
Another difficulty associated with the quest for increased commonality is that SPOs most
often have established a good working relationship with their prime integrator.  As a result,
the SPOs are more likely to look to the prime for upgrades in capability, new functionality, or
modifications.  The prime usually tells the SPO that it can provide the new box for less than
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the common program office can and with fewer integration problems.  Organization A found
this not to be the case.  Most often the prime was offering the box at a significantly higher
price.  In one case, a SPO, that ultimately did its procurement through Organization A, was
planning to purchase the boxes through its prime for three times the price Organization A was
able to procure.  In addition to an increase in price, the result of separate procurements (as
discussed in Section 4.2.3) is that a single item manager cannot manage both boxes.  The
ALCs do not have the ability to track items by serial number and, therefore, are unable to
distinguish between two items that are common but have different warranties.  An item
manager at an ALC cannot agree to manage a common item if it is not identical.  Vendors
manage by serial number and are able to distinguish between common items with different
warranties, rendering these items unsupportable by the ALCs.
Organization A quickly discovered that the primes are not in favor of a common program
office for the obvious reason that it represents lost business.  The vendors, on the other hand,
favor a common procurement office, because it reduced their costs, while supplying the same
amount of business.  Because the prime integrator is so close to the aircraft SPO, however,
Organization A needed top-down direction, such as that which came from SAF/AQ, to
convince the SPOs to choose common procurement.  Another difficulty cited by those
interviewed was that the major command (MAJCOM – Air Mobility Command in this case)
allowed Organization A to sit on the configuration control board but did not allow it to have a
vote.  The result is that the technical authority in a certain mission area is impotent when it
comes to decisions on aircraft configuration within the MAJCOM.  Organization A believes it
is making headway with AMC towards having more input on aircraft configuration, but the
key issue remains a question of who has control of aircraft configuration and who has control
of the configuration of the subsystem box.
A major obstacle to commonality, as identified by Organization A, is that different aircraft
platforms have legitimately different requirements and architectures.  For instance some
aircraft have the common MIL-STD 1553B data bus, while others are equipped with an
ARINC 429 bus.  Interviewees at the fighter aircraft SPOs stressed the different operating
environments between fighters and heavies, citing the major differences between both
vibration frequencies and thermal cycles.  The result of these differences is that a careful
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analysis of the integration effort required for each platform and subsystem is essential before
attempting to enforce commonality.  If integration requires a huge amount of effort, as it does
on the FMS, for example, it may cost more than the benefits that will be derived from
commonality.  The key is determining ahead of time which battles are worth fighting and
which are better left untouched.  This analysis can be made only with accurate lifecycle cost
estimating tools.  Given their programmatic incentives under IWSM, the SPOs likely will
assume that integration of common subsystems is not worth the effort, because it generally
increases schedule risk.  For this reason, a common organization like Organization A is in a
better position to make an objective decision.
There definitely are costs associated with commonality.  Standing up a common program
office is probably the most obvious cost attributed to Organization A’s approach to common
procurement.  In this case that is the cost of personnel, travel, office space and equipment, etc.
For Organization A, these costs are on the order of the savings realized by large-quantity
buys.   Despite economies of scale and economic order quantities, common subsystems may
cost more than unique systems because of the need to satisfy multiple requirements.  For
example, Organization A was offering a common box that provided for future growth and met
the requirements of all platforms.  At the same time, a vendor approached the SPOs with an
unsolicited proposal to modify the existing boxes and provide a “patch kit.”  Several SPOs
liked the idea, because it was significantly cheaper, despite the fact the future growth was not
defined.  According to interviewees at the SPOs, the common box was ten to fifteen times
more expensive than the patch kit and provided technology growth in a mission area where
the SPOs have no requirement for growth at this time.  Undefined future growth often is an
impediment to commonality, because SPOs are likely to choose the cheapest option at any
given time.  If it is not clear whether a capability will be needed in the future, it is difficult for
the fiscally constrained SPO to justify it in the near term.  Usually a lifecycle cost analysis is
required for all new procurements, but in this case time pressures precluded a rigorous
analysis.  Planning for growth in the near term to save money in the long run is generally a
good practice.  If the platform is retired before the growth potential is realized or if the system
never needs the capability, however, it can lead to a sub-optimal outcome.
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The following example of a COTS avionics subsystem clearly illustrates the direct cost of
maintaining commonality.  To meet individual requirements, each SPO tweaked the software
during integration of this particular subsystem, resulting in a common box with 17 different
variants.  While the box is essentially the same, and the vendor still benefits from common
components and manufacturing processes, the Air Force supply system is unable to track the
different variants.  Therefore, Organization A paid $275 K to reduce the variants to two, thus
maintaining the benefits of commonality that accrue in the operations and support phase of
the lifecycle.  The question remains whether it cost more to drive this subsystem to be
common than will be gained from the commonality itself.  The hypothesis is that over the
lifecycle it will be money well spent, but accurate life cycle costing methods are required for
proof.  These methods will be discussed in Chapter 7.
Finally, a potential sub-optimal outcome of Organization A’s approach to commonality is that
it may have an adverse affect on cycle time.  The goal of large-quantity buys causes spikes in
the order schedule, which in turn might cause production to get backed up.  Organization A
encountered this phenomenon with one of the vendors in the early stages of the program, but
that vendor is now delivering all orders on time, with some orders even arriving early.
5.2.5. Overcoming Challenges to Commonality
To overcome the challenge of meeting multiple requirements, subsystems are designed to
carry functionality for all applications.  In avionics, this increased functionality often is
captured in software, meaning it does not adversely affect aircraft performance.  A hardware
pin in the back of the box tells it which aircraft it is on, and the system has user-configurable
tables to meet unique customer requirements.  In striving for commonality, it is important to
appeal to the least common denominator, or in this case the system with the most stringent
requirements.   As the chief engineer in Organization A stated, “Never let anyone go
without.”
The biggest technical challenge encountered by Organization A is that every SPO thinks it has
completely unique requirements.  It is Organization A’s experience, however, that quite often
the SPOs have similar requirements, but convincing them of that fact is not easy.  The key to
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putting the SPO at ease is establishing a good working relationship with the customer,
proving that Organization A can perform the work and do it well.  Showing that it can offer a
cost benefit also is a huge selling point for Organization A.  The SPOs that decided to procure
subsystems through Organization A saved between one and two million dollars each, and
their manpower requirements were significantly lower than they would have been for a
similar acquisition program.
5.2.6. SPO Perspectives
SPOs that work with Organization A are generally pleased with the results.  The fighter SPOs
had only one requirement for equipment provided by Organization A and were able to satisfy
that requirement through other means, as discussed in section 5.2.4.  In this case the common
item was simply too expensive for the SPOs to justify.  Interviewees at the fighter SPOs
acknowledged that they do not favor organizations that provide GFE, mostly because SPOs
do not like centralized authority.  SPOs believe, for obvious reasons, that no one in the Air
Force knows more about their platform than they do, and therefore no one else should be able
to make decisions that affect that platform.  They argue that programs trying to provide GFE
often allocate nothing for integration.  In this case, the SPOs related that Organization A
zeroed out integration dollars because the common item already was flying on a cargo
aircraft.  “They figured it could just be dropped into the fighters because it was designed with
form-fit-function interfaces.”  Program SPOs do not just drop in equipment, however – they
must test it.  The fighter SPOs have a process for how they put line replaceable units (LRUs)
on their aircraft, and they do not violate that process.  Based on this process, the SPOs gave an
estimate of how much it would cost to qualify the common component offered by
Organization A.  SAF/AQ intervened, saying that the SPOs were testing too much, but the
SPOs argued that SAF/AQ was not properly accounting for integration costs.  In light of these
integration costs, the SPOs believe that the policy of buying out of catalogues needs to be
retracted.  The patch kit that the SPOs chose will be installed in the entire fleet in three years,
while the common box would have taken eight years to upgrade the whole fleet.  During this
time there is less commonality than the status quo, because some aircraft have the new system
and others still have the old one.  In cases such as this it is important to consider how long the
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platform will be in service to determine if it will have the chance to benefit from
commonality.
Another criticism the fighter SPOs have of Organization A is the perception that the program
office tends to interact more with the users and less with the SPOs.  The SPOs feel that it is
difficult to tell the difference between Organization A and its vendors, because, like the
vendors, the existence of Organization A is dependent upon how much business it is able to
generate.  As a result, the SPOs believe that Organization A is essentially marketing the items
it offers from its catalogue, often accentuating the positive attributes of each offering.31  As
the SPOs related, “when people want to sell to multiple programs, they oversell the
commonality.”  The SPOs believe that Organization A did not have a market for the avionics
box they developed, so they created a market by trying to back in the new CNS requirements
from SAF/AQ.  It is important to note that the fighter SPOs all are located at Aeronautical
Systems Center (ASC), Wright-Patterson AFB, while Organization A falls under Electronic
Systems Center (ESC) at Hanscom AFB.  The author observed a marked rivalry towards ESC
on behalf of organizations at ASC.  Perhaps this sentiment is a product of different focus,
since programs at ASC often work at the system-level versus ESC’s subsystem-level focus.
Interviewees at ASC also remarked that ESC has a stronger relationship with SAF/AQ, which
may fuel the rivalry.  Indeed, Organization A’s process of offering items from a catalog is
approved by the Acquisition Strategy Panel chaired by SAF/AQ.  To date, none of the SPOs
have demonstrated that another method of procurement is indeed cheaper or offers more
benefit to the Air Force.
The cargo aircraft SPOs that deal with Organization A have a vastly different view than the
fighter program offices.32  All of the cargo SPOs feel there are definite financial incentives for
working with Organization A and being common with other platforms.  They believe the most
important incentive is the ability to do more with limited funds.  Organization A’s user
conferences provide a means for SPOs to get together to ensure that contractors are not
playing “divide and conquer” by selling each of them slightly different versions of the same
                                                
31 Organization A responded that it does not “market” the items on its catalogue.  Rather, the
program office held a competition to determine which products to offer on the catalogue.
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equipment.  Without a means of communicating across platforms, the SPOs rarely would talk
to each other.  As one of Organization A’s customers said about another cargo SPO that was
not a customer of Organization A, “I don’t interface with them at all.  They’re doing their own
thing.”  Interviewees at these SPOs feel that the ability to purchase equipment directly off the
catalogue provided by Organization A greatly reduces cycle time, since testing, qualification,
and safety analysis is already complete.  It also guarantees that they are getting the best price
for the hardware, because Organization A has expended significant effort in comparing
multiple vendors.  By broadening the acquisition base, Organization A allows capitalistic
pressures to influence the price of the new equipment.  The SPOs also cited a reduction in
manpower required for development as a benefit of common.  As one interviewee at a
“heavy” SPO remarked, “[We] would have needed at least three people to perform the
minimum work necessary to put the…hardware on contract.  In order to provide all the other
services [Organization A] provides, we would probably need 10 to 15 people.”  In general,
SPOs that have requirements to work directly with Organization A have been pleased with the
experience and results.
                                                                                                                                                        
32 It is interesting to note that none of the “heavies” interviewed are located at ASC.  Rather,
they are all located at the ALCs.
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Table 5-1 - Benefits and Challenges of Commonality in Organization A
Life Cycle Benefits/Advantages General Savings Costs/Challenges
Greater familiarity
with each vendor
More efficient
contracts
More intimate
knowledge of
subsystems
More efficient
contracts
Reduced time for
source selection
Reduced cycle time
Participation on
industry committees
Higher mission
effectiveness
Requirements
Generation
Eliminates
duplication of effort
Design reuse /
reduced headcount
Faster solutions to
unexpected problems
Reduced risk / cycle
time
Reduced rework Lower cost/cycle time
Design
Reduces vendor costs Lower costs
Production Bulk orders Economies of scale
Common support
equipment
Lower overhead
Reduced complexity
in supply system
Higher mission
effectiveness
Operations and
Support
− Convincing SPOs to
give up some control
− SPDs assume more
schedule risk
− More organizations,
greater complexity
− Potential problems
with GFE
− SPOs rely heavily on
prime integrators
− Primes feel
threatened by
common SPO
− Aircraft platforms
have different
requirements /
different architecture
− Integration may cost
too much
− Each SPO thinks
they are different
− Cost of standing up a
common office
− Common subsystems
may cost more
− Commonality may
increase cycle time
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5.3. Organization B– Commercial Aircraft Manufacturer
Organization B offers customers a complete, proven line of commercial aircraft, and the
researchers felt it would be insightful to learn about how this commercial company addresses
commonality across its product line.  The primary benefit of choosing a company like
Organization B is that its products are on roughly an equivalent level of complexity as
military aircraft systems.  Organization B also manages a product portfolio that includes many
legacy aircraft platforms spanning several decades.  Thus, the organization’s perspective is
similar to a military airframe manufacturer that has been producing aircraft for a number of
decades.  Managing a portfolio of products with different generations of technology is a
significant challenge when attempting to maintain or increase commonality across platforms.
Not surprisingly, interviewees stated that subsystem commonality is most prevalent in
airplanes of the same era, and radios and navigation units are subsystems that are most likely
to be common across multiple platforms.  Many of these common subsystems are industry
standards developed by ARINC, a company owned by the airlines that provides buyer-
furnished equipment (BFE) engineered to industry standards and functions as the standards
body for electronic subsystems.  Similar standards apply to aircraft of the same generation.
For instance, the most current ARINC standards are the 700-series, which were developed in
the early 1980’s for the Boeing 757 and 767, Airbus A310, and McDonnell Douglas MD-80.
The 700 series specifications represent essentially digital versions of the older analog 500-
series specifications, which were developed in the 1960s.  While ARINC is responsible for
maintaining avionics specifications, the society of automotive engineers (SAE) represents the
standards body for almost all other aircraft subsystems.
Interviewees at Organization B cited their newest non-derivative aircraft program as an
example of a product that is so new it does not rely on much technology from the existing
product line.  In fact, it set new standards with its data bus.  Technology has advanced so
dramatically in the realm of electronics and computers that older subsystems often do not
make sense from a life cycle cost perspective.  Interviewees went on to explain that, since
there generally is so much time between new aircraft platform developments, Organization B
usually pursues the new technology rather than standardizing with the rest of the product line.
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Therefore, with legacy systems, only when the company decides to develop an aircraft
derivative do engineers get a chance at standardization with newer systems.  Customers
identified certain subsystems on the newest platform, such as the radios, however, that were
important to keep common with two previous platforms, despite the fact that radio suppliers
wanted to revise their product line.  Interviewees from Organization B noted that giving
suppliers free reign to do what they want often means they will make all of their products
unique.  Even when it does not make sense to force certain items to be common across the
entire product line, interviewees explained that a major goal in development is to maintain a
common set of procedures, for example, a standard test set for all items with the same
function.
When two platforms are being developed in parallel, Organization B attempts to maximize
commonality between them.  The primary example of such an effort is the development of
two aircraft platforms that took place a few years ago.  These two platforms have essentially
identical flight decks, in that all major avionics and electronics are the same, despite the
significantly different missions for the aircraft.  The impetus for such an effort was a common
type rating for the two aircraft, meaning pilots qualified in one cockpit would automatically
be qualified in both.  To minimize duplication of effort and maximize commonality, one
design group worked the development of both flight decks, an approach that interviewees
consider essential to effecting commonality.  If commonality truly is the goal, it is important
to have a common design group.  Because of the difference in size between the two aircraft,
however, certain subsystems, like the hydraulics, could not be common.
5.3.1. Organization B’s Customers
The author interviewed numerous groups within Organization B, all of whom have a slightly
different focus as to who are their direct customers.  With a large company like Organization
B, many groups’ customers are internal.  For instance, of the eight individuals interviewed at
Organization B, only one person said his immediate customers were the aircraft operators.
Other responses included the factory, suppliers, product development - aircraft systems, IPTs,
and the airplane program itself.  Aircraft operators represent Organization B’s ultimate
customer, and their requirements should drive the majority of design decisions.  These
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customers’ major concern is supportability, and commonality is a major driver in the
supportability of an aircraft.  Aircraft operators also would like to avoid a single supplier for
any particular subsystem if at all possible, meaning Organization B must endeavor to design
each component with an open systems approach.  Certainly qualifying a single supplier for a
particular subsystem would be a lot easier, and with the exception of most buyer-furnished
equipment (BFE), Organization B is down to a single supplier for each major system.
Organization B believes strongly in giving customers a choice, and qualifying multiple
suppliers also guards against DMS issues.  As another means of positively affecting the
supportability of its aircraft, Organization B goes through the pains of ensuring that every
LRU is interchangeable.  Design decisions at Organization B are made based on life cycle
cost analysis.  Unless the equipment will reduce the customer’s operating costs (or improve
safety), the air carrier generally will be unwilling to pay more for it.  Organization B is
developing the most advanced life cycle cost analysis tools of all the organizations visited.
Using these simulation tools, finance estimators can determine if downstream savings justify
higher up-front costs.  A senior manager of finance estimating at Organization B says that
from his opinion commonality has high nonrecurring costs, but that these increased costs
make the chances for high commonality much better, resulting in lower operations and
support costs for the customer.  It is important for Organization B to be able to quantify these
O&S savings, because they will determine how much the customer is willing to pay for the
potential increase in nonrecurring costs.
For Organization B’s suppliers, customer satisfaction is measured by the delivery of
engineering on schedule and the number of requirements changes after requirements are
considered complete.  A supplier’s ability to reduce cycle time and complete work on
schedule is based on Organization B’s ability to define requirements.  Rework, or waste,
generally is driven by engineering changes after the design has been frozen.  Commonality,
therefore, reduces rework by leveraging an existing, proven design.  Though specifying a
common subsystem might not enable suppliers to sell an updated version of their product, it
ensures they will be able to meet cost and schedule goals and generally ensures that
engineering changes will not halt production.  Organization B also allows suppliers to update
the internal components of a particular box as long as it meets the same architecture and
functionality requirements.  Commonality reduces risk for all other customers identified by
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those interviewed at Organization B.  It enables organizations to make more accurate
estimates of cost.  For the internal aircraft program, performance, cost, and schedule are the
primary metrics of success (or failure), with schedule presiding as king.  Commonality, or
design reuse, is one means of reducing cycle time.  One interviewee ventured that the true
metrics of success are “(1) Did we meet customer needs, and (2) Did we make money?”
More of a long-term assessment of customer satisfaction is tracking how long an aircraft
remains in the customer’s fleet.  This longevity is closely related to the aircraft’s direct
operating costs (DOC).
5.3.2. Organization B’s Incentives for Commonality
Different groups within Organization B have different incentives for increasing subsystem
commonality.  In flight control systems research the program manager believes that all
individuals are aware of the benefits of commonality, because 80 percent of the engineers are
working multiple models.  Inherently they would like to work a common solution, because it
would be less work for them.  An engineer in the electronics responsibility center, which
develops electronics systems that Organization B is unable to procure from a supplier, says
that his incentives for using common subsystems are reduced cost and increased business.
Commonality increases business for a supplier by making its products more attractive
(another selling point).
A manager of airplane systems development strategy says there are no explicit incentives in
his group for commonality (unless he is working on a derivative program).  Commonality
does not appear on individuals’ performance reviews, and there have been few rigorous cost
analyses that demonstrate the benefits of commonality.  Without demonstrated benefits, it is
difficult for engineers and managers to justify the potential increase in cost to develop a
common item.  This manager cited development cost reduction as an implicit incentive for
design reuse, but stated that one downside is that the technology might be older.  Also,
effecting commonality is not easy with existing aircraft platforms, because their architectures
already are defined.  Sometimes there is a directive from the program management office that
says systems must be common with existing platforms.  An interviewee in Organization B
noted, however, that typically requirements for backward commonality disappear.  Such was
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the demise of an initial requirement for a common type rating for the newest aircraft program
at the company.  The general incentive for commonality on traditional platforms, however, is
an incremental reduction in costs.
It is interesting to note that, according to the manager for new airplane development at
Organization B, the top drivers for new development at the company are commonality and
flexibility.  The company predicts that commonality, when applied to a new family of
products, can produce a significant reduction in cost.
5.3.3. Requirements for Commonality at Organization B
When asked if commonality appears in their requirements, numerous interviewees at
Organization B answered “yes, but probably not as well as we would like.”  Organization B
maintains a common parts lists and common processes and strives for open system
architecture, with form-fit-function interfaces.  These practices are somewhat defeated by the
customer’s desire for multiple vendors, however.  New development efforts often do not have
requirements for commonality, and while derivative programs obviously are seeking a higher
degree of commonality, the emphasis in these developments is on payload and range.  There
certainly may be requirements that the subsystems do not change for cost and schedule risk
management reasons.  Organization B is in an interesting position when it comes to
commonality, because there essentially are two ways to view it.  The first approach is to look
at the amount of commonality between different generations of an aircraft platform.  What
should change from one derivative to the next?  The second approach to commonality is to
look across the entire product line.  The intent of this research is to understand the
circumstances under which commonality of subsystems makes the most sense.  Derivative
aircraft likely will have higher degrees of commonality, because much of the aircraft structure
will be common with the base design, but technology advancement between generations may
drive subsystems to be unique.  Modern technology often will trump commonality, because
there are essentially two ways to reduce the number of spares an air carrier has to stock: one,
increase commonality, and two, increase the mean time between failures (MTBF) of an item.
An increase in reliability often means the air carrier can accept lower levels of commonality.
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Each platform used to be a stovepipe at Organization B, with each program developing its
own requirements.  Now, in defining the airplane designers are looking at the total system
requirements.  Presently no person or group is specifically driving requirements only, but
Organization B recently convened a task team to provide top-down requirements that take into
consideration what is good for the company as a whole.  The difficult issue has been finding a
group that is credible, and IPTs appear to offer a solution, by enabling cross communication
and a feeling of ownership or at least representation.
5.3.4. Benefits of Organization B’s Structure on Commonality
The product development organization at Organization B has been changing a lot over the
past few years.  In the past, each platform was essentially its own empire, and chief engineers
made decisions based on what was best for that program alone.  In recent years there has been
an increased focus on the system as a whole, in an effort to view the product line more as a
product family than a collection of independent entities.  Chief engineers now are responsible
for advocating commonality, and all programs have been brought together under one
individual who is responsible for optimizing product development for the company as a
whole.  True commonality means that Organization B may need to consider a single
integrated organizational structure, rather than the more federated organizational structure of
the past.  Organization B does have a functional chief for avionics systems who is able to look
across platforms and has a great deal of authority.  This organizational structure has been in
place for a number of years.
5.3.5. Perceived Benefits of Commonality in Organization B
From Organization B’s perspective, commonality reduces overall resource requirements.
Fewer people are needed to support a common system or process.  One program manager
gave the example that if all of Organization B’s airframes were entirely different, the
company would need a lot more people than it does now.  Interviewees also believe that
commonality should reduce the cycle time to design a new airplane.  When suppliers provide
common items, it is possible to reduce the cycle time of components, in addition to lowering
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cost and schedule risk.  An engineer in the electronics center at Organization B said rather
definitively that commonality reduces his cycle time, citing an example of some discrete input
interfaces.  In this case cycle time is measured from the time requirements start to be
generated to the first article inspection.  One manager feels that subsystem commonality does
not affect the cycle time of the airplane development program, because subsystems usually
are not the “long pole in the tent.”  Cycle time for new aircraft development often is driven by
structural changes to the aircraft.  Systems with long lead times, like engines and landing
gear, can potentially have an effect on overall cycle time, however.  He went on to conclude
that cost-wise, commonality has a positive effect.
Almost all interviewees at Organization B remarked that commonality reduces program risk
and, therefore, should reduce waste.  Virtually all new aircraft programs experience some
amount of waste, because with the complexity of integration in aircraft it is virtually
impossible to get all the requirements correct up front. The more a company uses existing
designs, however, the less probable it is that it will have waste, assuming those existing
designs satisfy customer requirements and meet the strategic objectives of the firm.  Also,
when a company is trying to secure customers, it is important to make a solid bid that is
representative of the company’s true costs, but it is even more important not to be too high.
Commonality reduces the risk of bidding on a new development by leveraging experience
from previous programs.  It also reduces the overall work statement, which has a positive
effect on cost and schedule.  Because there is less work to do with commonality, an
organization will use fewer resources, and there will be a reduction in inventory and fewer
parts to manage.   As one interviewee put it, “Commonality means you will be more
efficient.”
There definitely are ways to exploit commonality across multiple platforms from different
generations, both new development and legacy systems.  One example provided by an
engineer at Organization B was to design a backward compatible box that requires a software
modification to keep it updated.  When the hardware and software are separated, with two
different part numbers, it is possible to continuously update the system by pushing a new
software modification into the fleet to enable commonality.  Loadable LRUs provide
commonality while enabling a platform to customize the box for its own use.
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Another benefit of commonality cited by interviewees at Organization B is the familiarity
both manufacturing floor technicians and field mechanics will have with the equipment.  This
familiarity leads to higher operational efficiencies both in the shop and in the field.
Engineering drawings also can be reduced if commonality is addressed early in the
development phase, as it should be.  One major disadvantage of not being common, from a
development standpoint, is that engineers often design purely for functionality, losing sight of
how their decisions will affect supportability.  For instance, on one design engineers at
Organization B used a unique set of fasteners that worked perfectly for their intended
function.  The problem was that mechanics did not carry the required hex wrenches in their
tool kits to operate the fasteners.
Once again it is evident that, even in a commercial firm like Organization B, the benefits of
commonality remain quite notional.  The lack of quantifiable examples is representative of the
majority of answers that stated “we don’t measure that.”  Thus, the benefits of commonality,
while they often are observed and make intuitive sense, cannot easily be compared with other
strategies.
5.3.6. Perceived Challenges of Commonality at Organization B
Several interviewees at Organization B feel that to reap the rewards of commonality
downstream, the organization must be willing to spend something up front.  Part of that
expense is effecting a culture change among engineers that provides incentives for using an
existing design.  The difficulty is communicating to them that instead of doing something new
and challenging they should first do research to find out what is currently available to them.
Engineers, by nature, often suffer from a not-invented-here (NIH) mentality, whereby they
would rather reinvent the wheel than use someone else’s.  In addition, engineers, and
especially engineers in the aerospace industry, have been educated and trained to maximize
performance, and commonality is by definition sub-optimal from a performance standpoint.
It, therefore, is not surprising that engineers balk at the thought of commonality.  One
program manager at Organization B felt that the engineer’s desire to design a new system is
not as much a result of NIH or the desire to design as it is an inability to understand the design
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intent of another engineer at another period in time.  This interviewee believes that in many
cases it takes more time for a designer to figure out what the other guy was doing than it takes
to design the part himself.  To combat this phenomenon, Organization B is working on
increasing the amount of information conveyed by typical three-view engineering drawings.
Commonality probably makes the most sense to product family planners and marketing
personnel, and ultimately the accountants, because commonality makes sense from a whole
system perspective.  Engineers generally have a perspective limited to their particular system,
and their decisions are optimal from that perspective.  Commonality as a whole can be better
than a bunch of point solutions, according to managers at Organization B.  Thus, one
challenge with commonality, as discussed previously, is that it requires top-level buy-in, or
support from individuals who are concerned with the system as a whole.  If the upper echelon
of management in an organization makes commonality a performance factor, it can work.  As
one manager phrased it, “the only thing that drives someone to do something is if his
paycheck depends on it.”  Another manager cautioned, however, that results are driven to the
incentives in place.  Therefore, it is important to set up the correct incentives.  Stated
differently, “Incentivize, and do it with money, but remember that perverted things can
happen with silly metrics.”
A major challenge facing commonality is the long evolution time of an airplane and the large
number of years between new developments.  By the time Organization B is ready to begin a
new development, all the engineers are “chomping at the bit” to invent something new.  By
the time Organization B was prepared for its latest non-derivative development, certain
technologies had changed so much that no consideration was given to making them common.
In this case, the hope is that the next program will take advantage of this new technology.
With COTS technology there is constant technology rollover, which can make commonality
almost impossible.  Another risk with COTS technology is that the supplier will no longer
produce it after a few years.  Aircraft development cycles are completely out of phase with the
rapid clock speeds of the computer industry.  It currently takes two to four times as long to
develop a new airplane as it takes to make a generation of processors obsolete.
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Communication can be another complication with commonality, according to interviewees at
Organization B, because commonality typically requires more people to coordinate with each
other.  Commonality demands close coordination across multiple organizations to ensure that
all requirements are satisfied, and somehow all platforms need to feel that they benefit from
the strategy.  Commonality requires cost sharing across multiple platforms, as well, and it
often is difficult to get the lead platform to spend more money to support other platforms.
Ideally, interviewees at Organization B believe it would be optimal to structure the
organization in such a way that a single program is not burdened by commonality.  Otherwise,
there will be no incentive for that program to be common.  The key is making funds available
that support the common effort as a whole.
One manager from purchasing provided a drastically different perspective on commonality for
aircraft than the rest of the individuals interviewed at Organization B.  This individual’s main
contention is that a look at Organization B’s product line illustrates that there is little logic in
commonality, since all the big-money systems on aircraft are necessarily different.  He went
on to say that he cannot think of many systems on the airplanes in Organization B’s inventory
that are the same, citing even differences in entertainment systems on different sized aircraft
with multiple missions.  He explained that a large percentage of the cost of a new aircraft is in
the flight control software, but the flight characteristics of each type of aircraft are quite
different, making commonality difficult.  This individual does not believe that the entire
airplane must be unique, but he feels that the parts that can be common, like fasteners, are so
inexpensive that it makes little difference if they are common or not.  He cited hydraulics,
brakes, tires, and trucks as higher cost items that generally are unique to an aircraft type.  He
views commonality as a major detriment to performance, because it runs the risk of making
the airplane too heavy.  While commonality may save non-recurring costs, according to this
individual, the recurring costs will kill the program, because customers only pay for payload-
range.
From this manager’s perspective, few incentives exist in Organization B for increased
subsystem commonality, other than in areas with standards, because it is too expensive.
When asked which items in the inventory are common, the interviewee replied that very few
items are actually common across multiple platforms (though there is quite a bit of
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commonality across derivatives of a certain type of aircraft).  He went on to explain that low-
dollar items like printed circuit boards often are common, however.  This individual believes
that commonality could reduce cycle time if it was practical, but he does not think it is
practical from a cost verses value perspective.  While this interviewee’s immediate customers
are the divisions for which he buys the parts, he believes the ultimate customers, the air
carriers, are more concerned with cross-crew qualification than commonality.  As he sees it,
air carriers care more about the portion of the aircraft that their customers see and feel than
whether the hardware is common.  From his perspective, commonality only makes sense if
the organization has a good supplier and a long enough production run.  He went on to
conjecture, however, that if it was possible to order all the same parts he would save time and
money.  “But it’s not practical,” he concluded.  The size and mission of each aircraft is so
different that it requires unique hardware, he explained.  A hydraulic actuator for the rudder of
a 100,000-pound MTOW aircraft cannot possibly be used on an aircraft that weighs 500,000
pounds.  The electrical and dynamic loads on the aircraft will be completely different.
Finally, this individual concluded that it would be impossible to purchase all the same
systems, because buying from one vendor will almost guarantee higher costs, regardless of the
degree of commonality.  It is a constant balance.  Designing all the same systems or
subsystems is a possibility, but it is rarely good to eliminate competition among suppliers.
Quite often on a new design, Organization B is forced into stretching the envelope in order to
characterize the new product as being significantly different.  Customers need a compelling
reason to switch to another aircraft platform, and unless that new platform delivers superior
payload-range or operating economics it is not considered.
5.3.7. Overcoming Challenges
For reasons mentioned above, much of Organization B’s product line has little commonality
from one aircraft to the next.  Derivatives of an airplane type begin development with a high
degree of commonality with their predecessor, but customer preferences gradually drive
uniqueness.  In the past, Organization B was highly responsive to unique customer requests in
the new airplane design, at the price of increasing cost and decreasing margins.  A new
strategy at Organization B seeks to reverse that trend, while continuing to pay close attention
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to the needs of the customer.  This strategy is designed to simplify the way Organization B
defines and produces airplanes by offering a standard set of options, much like buying a new
car.  As one manager put it, “Tell them what they want (because you know your customer),
and they’ll pick it.  Don’t wait for them to tell you what they want.”
There is a high cost associated with maintaining a constantly changing architecture.  Thus, the
earlier the architecture is defined the better.  The new strategy enables simplified
configuration management by automating the process to configure by options, thus reducing
the variability of engineering and manufacturing data.  Through this strategy, data is available
from a single source, rather than the 400-plus different sources required previously.  A single
system for customer options, configuration, engineering, manufacturing, and customer service
data maximizes the reusability of data and enables later configuration decisions and better
airplane support, while at the same time contributing to reducing the time to market.  As an
example, the main landing gear of one particular platform has a common side strut, main
strut, uplock, actuator, and support link.  Customers have an option on the wheels, brakes, and
tires, with carbon brakes being one unique option.  Another example demonstrates that in
some cases additional functionality will be built into the airplane in the interest of
commonality.  The wing spar of this platform is provisioned for an auxiliary power unit
(APU) fuel pump, with the basic structure and fuel tubing installed on all aircraft.  If the
customer does not choose the fuel pump option, a cover plate is simply placed over the spar.
In the past, the two options would require separate engineering and manufacturing processes.
Thus, at Organization B, common processes are considered just as important as common
hardware, because they lead to considerable cost and cycle time reductions.
Interviewees at Organization B agree that rigorous life cycle cost analysis is necessary to
determine what should be common and what should be unique.  Once the business case is
made for commonality in a particular application, with quantifiable benefits and cost savings
for the organization, it is relatively easy to convince engineers and program managers to
pursue this strategy.  A life cycle cost analysis enables managers to assess tradeoffs such as
the development costs with commonality versus the savings in operations and support.  It also
will make the decision of when to seek commonality and when to pursue new technology
easier.  The life cycle cost analysis should be commissioned from a portfolio management
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standpoint, because otherwise programs will optimize from their own perspective only.
Presently, decisions about commonality are very much based on intuition and personal
judgement, rather than the quantifiable means of making other important design and
development decisions in Organization B.  With the development of new simulation tools, this
deficiency may soon be addressed.
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Table 5-2 - Benefits and Challenges of Commonality in Organization B
Life Cycle Benefits/Advantages General Savings Costs/Challenges
Increased business Competitive advantage
Reduces resource
requirements
Increased efficiency /
lower costs
Requirements
Generation
Reduces program risk Reduce waste
Avoid duplication of
effort
Reduce waste and cost
Enables engineers to
meet cost and
schedule goals
Reduces risk, reduced
life cycle costs, higher
customer satisfaction
Reduces engineering
changes
Reduced waste, cycle
time, cost
More accurate cost
estimation
Reduced risk
Design
Requires less work Greater efficiency
Standard
manufacturing
procedures
Economies of scale,
increased efficiency
Reduction in
inventory
Reduced resources
EMD
Reduced engineering
drawings
Reduced resource
requirement
Production Common processes Economies of scale
Cross qualification in
cockpit
Lower life cycle costs,
operational efficiency
Enhance
supportability
Enhanced mission
effectiveness
Lower O&S costs Lower life cycle costs
Fewer people required
for support
Lower life cycle costs,
Reduced headcount
Operations and
Support
Increased familiarity
with systems
Enhanced mission
effectiveness
− Diverse portfolio of
products from
different generations
of technology
− Technology
advances in
electronics
− Desire to maintain
multiple suppliers
− Potentially high non-
recurring costs
− Lack of tools to
quantify benefits
− Not a requirement
− Appointing a
credible
commonality
advocate
− Silo organization of
platforms
− NIH mentality
− Mentality that
performance is king
− Top-level support
− Long aircraft
development times
− Requires more
coordination
− Different missions
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5.4.  Organization C – Common Aircrew Systems Program Office
Organization C is the Navy program office that develops, integrates, and supports common
aircrew systems, such as ejection seats and helmets, for multiple aircraft platforms in the
Navy and other services.  Aircraft program offices come to Organization C when they are
interested in procuring an aircrew system that already has been developed or is in
development for another platform.  Organization C also secures funding for preliminary
research and development of common aircrew systems and goes out to aircraft platforms to
convince them to acquire the system through the common program office, verses procuring it
on their own.  In general, the more customers Organization C can convince to buy on to a
program, the lower the acquisition costs will be for everyone involved.  As an example, one
aircrew system is being considered by four different platforms.  Organization C estimates that
if only one platform chooses to procure the item (resulting in 360 units), the per-unit cost of
the system will be more than 25 percent higher than if all four platforms decide to acquire the
item through Organization C (resulting in 1,188 total units).
In 1985, Organization C laid out a philosophy of pre-planned product improvement for its
ejection seats, a decision that drove the design to modularity.  The goal was to reduce costs
through common production processes and training procedures, by forcing high-value
consumables to be as common as possible.  “We defined high-value consumables upfront and
tried to keep them common at the component and subsystem level,” related the chief engineer
of ejection seats in Organization C.  The consumables consist of replaced or scheduled
maintenance items, which in the case of ejection seats include such items as straps, lap belts,
pyrotechnics, and parachutes.  Those items are identical from one system to another.  As a
result, training procedures are identical, since all seats require standard pull forces and
procedures to operate.  Of the three to four thousand components of an ejection seat, the parts
that physically attach to the aircraft often are unique, because each aircraft architecture
generally requires a unique interface.  Enabling the seat interfaces at the aircraft level to
change makes integration a lot easier.  Warfighters still benefit from common maintenance
and operation procedures, training, and lower acquisition costs, but it is not possible to take,
for example, a seat out of an F/A-18 and put it in an F-14.  Not even the front and back seats
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of these aircraft are identical, though they are 80 to 90 percent common according to the chief
engineer.
Organization C also manages common helmet systems across multiple platforms.  The
helmets are common with the exception that several helmets have different voltages,
depending on the aircraft system.  Like ejection seats, Organization C’s goal in the design of
helmets is to make all the costly items common.  As one interviewee pointed out, with
avionics, 20 percent of the items generally account for 80 percent of the total cost.  In the case
of helmets, the big-ticket items are cathode ray tubes (CRTs), night vision cameras, and CCD
cameras.  What is even more important, according to one interviewee at Organization C,
however, is that the base system must be common -- all other components rely upon the base
helmet.  Each helmet actually consists of two parts, inner and outer.  The inner helmet is
identical across platforms, and the outer helmet is missionized for a particular application.
Again, the approach is one of mass customization, where one tailorable design takes the place
of 20 completely different designs.
Originally, Organization C wanted to purchase the Army helmet being developed for the AH-
66 Commanche Helicopter.  This helmet was designed with drastically different requirements,
however, and as a result was too expensive for Navy and Marine applications.  Different
requirements included such differences as helmet weight, field of view, and mounting of the
cameras on the helmet verses on the helicopter.  In cases such as this, when an organization is
striving for commonality, it is essential to take a look at everyone’s requirements and
understand why they exist.  Sometimes the requirements are somewhat arbitrary and can be
adjusted to meet the needs of all platforms.  An example of this case is the field-of-view
requirement for the Commanche helmet display system.  It is specified for 53 degrees, while
the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) requirement is 40 degrees horizontal.
According to some individuals at NAVAIR, the Army requirement might be considered “gold
plating” and could be reduced, while still meeting operational objectives.  Another seemingly
small difference between the two systems is the NAVAIR requirement that the helmet weigh
4.8 pounds or less, while the Army requires that the helmet weigh no more than 5.2 pounds.
NAVAIR maintains that a head-supported weight of greater than 4.8 pounds would put
unacceptable loads on the pilot.  The Army’s weight requirement probably is driven by the set
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of accessories the service would like to see on the helmet, coupled with the service’s intention
to use the helmets only in rotary-wing aircraft.  NAVAIR’s requirement stems from its
intention to use the helmets in fixed-wing aircraft (that pull higher g’s than rotary-wing
aircraft), as well as helicopters.  It is Organization C’s job, as a common program office, to
understand the origins of certain requirements and recognize that some requirements cannot
be compromised.  In the case of the helmet, if NAVAIR’s requirement of 4.8 pounds is based
on the typical g-loading of its aircraft and the strength of the average human neck, it may not
be a negotiable requirement.  Therefore, if the Army wanted to remain common it would have
to accept the lower weight requirement. As an example of a unique requirement for ejection
seats, interviewees explained that the AV-8B Harrier requires zero-zero (“zero” altitude and
“zero” forward airspeed) ejection capability in hover, a requirement shared by no other fixed-
wing aircraft in any of the services.  In general, all platforms must conform to the least
common denominator, or most stringent performance requirement of the group, if they are to
be common.
5.4.1. Customers of Organization C
When interviewees at Organization C are asked who their customers are, almost all of them
reply that ultimately the fleet is their main customer.  The reasoning they provide for this
response is that they feel the fleet is directly impacted, through logistics savings, by the
decisions they make.  This observation is in contrast to the Air Force common program
offices that responded first that the aircraft program offices are their main customers.  The
author noticed a perceptible difference in the experience of interviewees at NAVAIR, in that
it seemed as if they are closer to the warfighter than their counterparts at the Air Force
program offices.  Many more interviewees at NAVAIR came directly from the operational
fleet, where they were pilots or worked aboard a ship.  To solidify this perception that the
NAVAIR program office has more of a fleet focus, interviewees explained how they measure
customer satisfaction.  Organization C receives constant customer feedback directly from the
fleet through a website they have developed for real-time feedback from the field.  For
example, the program office recently equipped several platforms with new night vision
goggles (NVGs).  The responses from pilots using the new NVGs in the field have been
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overwhelmingly positive, in that they are awed by the increase in performance over old
equipment.
Despite having more of a fleet focus, interviewees at Organization C acknowledge that their
immediate customers are the aircraft program offices, and satisfying them is the most difficult
aspect of their job as a common program office.  Organization C, like Organizations A and B,
affirmed that the biggest challenge for the common program office is convincing aircraft
program offices that it is possible to deliver GFE on time, and that there is an advantage for
them to procure the system through the common program office.  As one interviewee at
Organization C explained, the aircraft program office gives up a certain amount of control
when it decides to seek a common solution.  The program manager of each platform is
“graded” on cost, schedule, and performance.  When he allows a common solution, he accepts
additional risk by not maintaining full control of the cost and schedule of his program.
Interviewees echoed the thought captured above that enforced commonality, or GFE, gives
the contractor another vehicle to cause a delay, and an aircraft program office cannot hold
another program office as accountable as a contractor.  In addition, the PM often must accept
that system performance will not be one hundred percent, since a common solution is almost
never an optimal solution from strictly a performance standpoint.  With these thoughts in
mind, an interviewee at Organization C stated, “I must realize that this is where the customer
is coming from.  If I don’t meet the program goals, they’re [the aircraft program office] going
toes up.”
5.4.2. Incentives for Commonality
The reason Organization C is successful in convincing aircraft platforms to take a potential hit
in performance is that there is the general perception in the Navy that commonality will
reduce maintainability costs.  Since operations and support accounts for the bulk of lifecycle
costs, these savings can be significant.  More than just cost, however, the Navy is acutely
aware of the operational efficiencies afforded by commonality.  Given the space constraints
aboard a ship, commonality is crucial to ensuring that enough spares will be available on
extended deployments.  A reduction in spare equipment is not the only operational gain
associated with commonality, however.  Common systems and subsystems enable the use of
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common support and test equipment, which also reduces space requirements aboard the ship.
What is more, an increase in common systems potentially reduces the number of maintenance
personnel required to maintain them or enables the present number of personnel to work
fewer hours, thus increasing job satisfaction and subsequently retention.
From Organization C’s standpoint, commonality makes development programs achievable for
multiple aircraft platforms.  The example they cited was that, while two different aircraft
programs need a new helmet, neither of them can afford the $20 Million it costs to develop
one on their own.  Instead, by pursuing a joint development and encouraging other platforms
to join the bandwagon, they are able to allocate to acquisition of a brand new helmet money
that otherwise would have gone into development.  The acquisition dollar goes farther, too,
because of economic order quantities.  Interviewees at Organization C admit that a
development effort for multiple aircraft platforms requires a little extra work upfront, but they
feel the benefits downstream more than offset the difference.  If each platform’s requirements
are in order at the start of development, the extra effort often is minimal.  Organization C
works with NAVAIR’s requirements body, N88, on taking the requirements for a new aircrew
system from the fleet and generating an operational requirements document (ORD).
Occasionally N88 will resist writing commonality into the requirements, because it can
potentially make it more difficult to run a program, but in general commonality is perceived
as beneficial.
5.4.3. Benefits of Organization C’s Organization Structure on Commonality
Interviewees at Organization C feel that, from an aircrew systems standpoint, the Navy should
be common across the board.  They acknowledge that the only way this will happen, however,
is to look at the Navy from a total system perspective.  Organization C is in a better position
to do just that, because it is not part of the typical matrix organization of NAVAIR, but rather
is completely outside of the chain.  The program manager at Organization C says his job is to
emphasize commonality across multiple aircraft platforms.  He works with the integrated
product teams (IPTs) of each aircrew system within his organization to encourage more
common solutions.  Interviewees agreed that it takes high-level direction to push
commonality, otherwise programs will simply avoid the potential hassle and risk.  If direction
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is sufficiently strong (i.e. from a high enough position) commonality likely will work.  For
example, when the PEO of aircraft systems at NAVAIR called all the programs together and
told them they should go common with a new helmet, Organization C suddenly found itself
developing a common helmet.  To ensure adequate high-level direction on commonality,
NAVAIR has a commonality review board (CRB) that is chaired by the PEOs.
To illustrate Organization C’s proactive role in encouraging commonality within NAVAIR,
the author obtained a copy of a memorandum from Organization C’s program manager that
was sent to seven aircraft program offices and the PEO of both Tactical Aircraft Programs (T)
and Air Anti-Submarine Warfare, Assault and Special Mission Programs (A).  Each program
on the distribution list identified at some time that it was interested in fielding a new helmet
mounted display system.  The memorandum alerts the program offices of a new program
currently underway to provide helmet mounted display systems to several platforms.  It goes
on to explain and quantify the benefits of commonality in this case, providing estimates for
the reduction in recurring engineering costs with increased unit production.  The document
also hints at the possibility that an infusion of non-recurring engineering (NRE) funds may
result in a new modular design that would ensure “logistical commonality within a Marine
Expeditionary Unit (MEU) Air Composite Squadron (i.e. commonality with both rotary wing
aircraft and fixed-wing jets).”  If there is sufficient interest from multiple program offices,
Organization C will provide additional NRE to ensure commonality.  The memorandum
concludes that a working group, consisting of several program offices, is forming to address
programmatics and commonality issues and encourages other programs to participate in this
process to ensure that their requirements are addressed.
5.4.4. Perceived Benefits of Commonality in Organization C
Again, the following observations comprise a compendium of perceived benefits of
commonality from multiple interviewees in Organization C.  The general lack of quantitative
data to support these perceptions is a recurrent theme in this work.  While Organization C
tends to recognize the benefits of commonality to a greater extent than many other
organizations, the benefits still are not measured or tracked extensively (if at all) in a
quantitative manner.  According to the program manager at Organization C, the biggest
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benefit of commonality is more operational flexibility, which translates in military terms to
“more iron on target.”  In general, the more common systems are the easier they are to
maintain, and consequently the higher their operational availability.  This higher availability
means an equivalent force strength can achieve a higher sortie rate, enabling the military to do
more with less, as it has been increasingly forced to do in recent years.  Commonality enables
a reduction in the number of spares required to support multiple systems and reduces the
amount of test equipment needed.  Common subsystems require the same tools and
procedures for installation, inspection, and repair.  When mechanics are accustomed to
working with a particular system, the time it takes them to maintain that system is reduced.
Commonality also reduces careless mistakes or human error by establishing standard
procedures for all common equipment, regardless of aircraft platform.
In addition to the operational efficiencies gained by commonality, interviewee statements at
Organization C agreed with Organizations A and B that a common program office enables the
use of one contract, verses an individual contract for each aircraft program office.  Such
efficiencies in procurement should reduce manpower and the amount of duplicated effort, or
waste.  Commonality also can be a means of effective life cycle management of a subsystem,
by sharing the burden with other platforms and guarding against diminishing manufacturing
sources (DMS) and parts obsolescence.  Finally, interviewees at Organization C feel strongly
that, while striving for commonality can potentially increase the cost of research and
development to meld different requirements, the operations and support cost savings and unit
price reductions more than offset this nominal increase upstream.
5.4.5. Perceived Challenges of Commonality in Organization C
Commonality can potentially increase development cycle time, because by definition it
requires dealing with multiple platforms and organizations, which takes more coordination
than a solo development.  As one interviewee at Organization C pointed out, however,
commonality’s effect on cycle time is dependent upon the point at which a program decides to
jump on the bandwagon.  Programs that decide to procure common equipment late in the
development phase likely will benefit from a reduction in cycle time.  But these programs run
the risk of not getting their requirements in on time, because they are not involved in the early
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requirements-definition process.  If the program’s requirements are easy to incorporate, that
program gains a new system without having to pay for R&D and hopefully without causing
the other programs’ schedules to slip.  The aircraft program offices that are involved at
program genesis will not be happy with a common program office that accepts too many late
comers, especially if these late comers impact the program’s schedule.  Though the life cycle
benefits of commonality are enhanced as the number of platforms increases, it is important for
the common program office to identify the point at which other program offices’ schedules
will be negatively impacted.  From this perspective, commonality can be somewhat of a
game.  Since it is potentially beneficial for a platform to “miss” the early phases of a new
development, thereby avoiding the responsibility of paying for R&D, program offices might
wait until the last possible minute to join a program.  The gamble is that they get involved
early enough to effect a change in the requirements.  Joint service development often follows
this model, whereby one service will stand by and allow another service to pay for the
development of a new system, and at the last minute it will jump into the fray, trying
desperately to add service-specific requirements.  Many joint programs fail, or are considered
to be failures, for this reason.
Another observed challenge with commonality is the difficult task of gaining an aircraft
program office’s trust.  When the program offices do not completely trust the common agent
to act in their best interest, the result is an inefficient duplication of efforts.  In such a case,
program offices will staff the same number of personnel on a project to oversee the efforts of
the common program office as they would if they were doing the procurement on their own.
Generally the larger the aircraft program office and the more funding it receives, the larger the
staff it will stand up to oversee Organization C.  IPTs are an important step towards avoiding
this phenomenon and building trust.  When each program office has representation on the
IPT, it is less likely to feel a need to duplicate the efforts of Organization C.  One team lead in
Organization C confirmed this observation, relating that the IPT structure has worked
perfectly in his program; there is no overlap.
The fundamental differences between platforms represent one of the biggest challenges with
commonality.  Different platforms have different funding lines and different original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs), which can make integration difficult.  As an example, an
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interviewee at Organization C cited a particular aircraft platform that has to make a critical
engineering change proposal (ECP) midway through development.  The result is that two
other platforms essentially have to pay for the change in order to keep a common system, and
they will not realize a benefit from the change.  There are integration differences between
virtually all military aircraft platforms, even if they are the same type.  For instance, it
presently is not feasible to design an identical drop-in box that will function in, say, an F-15,
F-16, F-18, and F-22 without modification.  That is not to say it is impossible or an
impractical idea, however.  Presently, interviewees in Organization C estimate that integration
costs tend to grow linearly with each additional platform, because many aircraft, by the nature
of their different missions, have really strict requirements in one particular area.  Some
platforms, like the AH-1Z Cobra helicopter, are simply constrained by space limitations
within the airframe.  Many platforms would like to package new equipment in the same size
box as old equipment, even if it could be a lot smaller, because the center of gravity (CG) of
the aircraft already has been calculated.  A change in the size of the box typically means a
change in the CG, which requires the aircraft to be tested and re-certified.  Thus, a common
subsystem will have different impacts on different aircraft.  Programs offices often have
different levels of commitment to commonality, as well, based on the number of aircraft they
support and the amount of procurement money they have.  In addition, the program manager
in Organization C observed the trend that when acquisition-spending goes up, support for
commonality wanes.
Sometimes Organization C does not control the budget for platforms that want a common
item.  As on interviewee put it, “We have to hold out our hands and say ‘show me the
money.’”  The common program office might have a product on the shelf, but the aircraft
program office wants to infuse new requirements.  Then the contracting issues can get a little
dicey, because Organization C must get the money to make the change that will affect all the
other platforms, which requires coordination from all the team leads.  The program manager
is forced to go to the platforms and say, for example, “This widget will save you money, but
you must mount it this way, and you have to buy this change.”  Aircraft program offices
understandably push back, at times, because their costs may be going up simply for the sake
of commonality.  Organization C also must realize that by enforcing commonality it is
causing some aircraft program offices to take a hit in performance.
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The program manager at Organization C explained that working with other services often
adds another burden to commonality, in that there is a lot more inertia when trying to get all
multiple services to make joint decisions.  Part of the difficulty is a product of the different
cultures among the services.  Each service has unique requirements to meet, just as different
platforms within a single service have unique requirements.  To illustrate this point, one
interviewee offered the example, “FEDEX doesn’t fly out to ships,” meaning that the Navy is
more constrained in its logistics operations than the Air Force and, therefore, must be more
self-contained.  Another example of the difficulties with being joint involves a helmet-
mounted system that both the Air Force and Navy were interested in procuring.  The Air
Force already had invested money into development of the system when the Navy came in
with a different requirement.
5.4.6. Overcoming Challenges
The solution to many of the challenges that face commonality is the formation of an IPT at
program initiation.  IPTs that accept input from each of the platforms involved and act on this
input will avoid waste and prevent early mistakes that might threaten commonality.
Organization C, as the lead organization of the IPT is able to influence requirements but does
not force requirements.  The IPT enables common requirements generation from the
beginning, which drastically reduces potential problems downsteam.  The IPT also creates the
feeling of one team working together for the good of the country and not just for what is best
for the individual program.  When people accept the concept of sharing costs and take the
time to understand the lifecycle cost implications of their actions, commonality becomes a
much easier sell.
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Table 5-3 - Benefits and Challenges of Commonality in Organization C
Life Cycle Benefits/Advantages General Savings Costs/Challenges
Makes development
affordable
More efficient
contracts
Requirements
Generation
Need for one only
contract
Reduced cycle time /
reduce headcount
Lower acquisition
costs
Economies of scaleProduction
Common production
processes
Economies of scale
Common training
procedures
Lower cost, higher
mission effectiveness
Common
maintenance
procedures
Reduced maintenance
time / higher mission
effectiveness
Increased availability
of spares
Higher mission
effectiveness
Reduced support
equipment
Reduced space and
cost
Reduced spares
requirement
Reduced space and
transport requirement
Standard procedures Reduced waste
Fewer maintenance
personnel required
Higher mission
effectiveness
Operations and
Support
Guards against DMS Avoid parts
obsolescence
− Potential problems
with GFE
− Potential reduction
in system
performance
− Increased
development effort
− More risk for the
program office
− Potential increase in
development cycle
time
− One program’s
requirements can
cause another
program’s schedule
to slip
− Common office must
gain trust of aircraft
program office
− Different programs
have different
requirements,
funding lines, and
OEMs
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5.5.  Organization D – Common Avionics System Program Office
Organization D, like Organization A, provides a common avionics box as GFE to aircraft
SPOs.  Thirteen different types of aircraft in three services use this avionics product family,
and nearly 2,000 boxes have been produced.  Development of the avionics box began in 1993
with the RFP directing NDI procurement, performance-based specifications at the box level,
and commonality “to the maximum extent possible.”  The program manager at Organization
D remarked that it is quite freeing to tell vendors that it is their responsibility to meet
performance-based specifications.  Vendors are, thereby, responsible for managing obsolete
parts – it is not the government’s job according to this program manager.  Organization D
ensures that the power, signals antenna, data bus, test, and crypto interfaces to the box are
common and have a certain level of accuracy, and beyond that the two vendors are free to
design the box as they choose.  The product family actually consists of five different boxes
(two boxes from one vendor and three from another) with approximately twelve
“missionizations.”  Welch and Blizzard define “missionization” as additional hardware and
software required to adapt a core avionics box to a specific platform.  Missionizing a box
enables Customers to tailor hardware and software to meet their unique needs and space
requirements.  Seventy-five percent of the product line from one vendor uses the same
chassis, while the remaining customers install a unique box, mainly to meet space constraints.
For the most part, the internals of each box are modular, identical components, a quality that
greatly benefits the vendors, as the reader will discover later in section 5.5.7.  By providing a
common family of products, Organization D believes its approach makes the most sense by
not mandating commonality at the subsystem level, but rather leveraging off of common piece
parts for lower acquisition costs.
5.5.1. Technology in Organization D
Organization D’s RFP instructed the use of non-developmental item technology, meaning it
essentially should be government-off-the-shelf (GOTS).  The premise of NDI is that it
eliminates the need for costly and time-consuming, government-funded research and
development.  While the connotation of NDI is that it represents technology that is ready to
install in aircraft platforms, the reality is that it often requires some amount of modification
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for the specific environment and architecture into which it will be placed.  People often
assume, incorrectly, that NDI technology does not require 3600 (development) money.
Because it necessitates development to tailor it to a specific mission, one interviewee said that
the common interpretation of NDI is “needs development immediately.”  The bottom line
with NDI, however, is that it represents the possibility of getting technology that someone
else paid to develop.  The point of this discussion is that Organization D is dealing with
similar, but slightly different, technology as Organization A.  While odds are good
Organization D cannot use COTS technology directly, generally the equipment only needs to
be ruggedized for the military environment.  It represents mature technology.
5.5.2. Organization D Customers
Like Organization A, aircraft platforms represent Organization D’s immediate customers.
Aircraft program offices from the Army, Navy, and Air Force purchase this avionics
subsystem from Organization D, primarily because they are able to get a better price for the
equipment than they could on their own in a shorter amount of time.  Organization D
measures customer satisfaction by a lack of complaints, inferring that a quiet customer is a
happy customer.  Organization D’s existence also benefits the vendors by reducing their costs
and saving them time (will be discussed in section 5.5.7).  The vendors often refer aircraft
program offices to Organization D, because the existing contract and resident expertise at
Organization D reduces the vendor’s costs.  Vendors benefit from a uniformity of approach,
where much of the work already is done.  Other than the incentives to increase commonality
for its customers and vendors, Organization D has few internal incentives for commonality.
As the chief engineer related, “We haven’t been as successful for that reason.”  The only
major internal incentive for the program office is approval to move on with the program, a
program that personnel at Organization D believe is beneficial to the Air Force as a whole.
5.5.3. Benefits of Organization D’s Structure on Commonality
The original program manager of Organization D conceived a family of products that would
benefit from commonality while relieving the tension of the standards days, when the
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government defined the standards and the aircraft SPOs had to make do.  The chief engineer
at Organization D previously worked on a standard inertial navigation system, and he related
that the high number of interfaces made him wonder if it was worth it to try to have a
standard.  “Standard” most often means that part numbers are identical.  The approach taken
by Organization D is essentially mass customization, where the customers are all buying a
subsystem with the same functionality and internal components but are tailoring it to fit
within their existing architecture.  With Organization D’s avionics subsystem, the platforms
have some freedom to define its form, and yet it is still an enormous task to integrate across
platforms.  The chief engineer feels that a common box is not necessarily the solution.
Rather, common line replaceable cards would enable customers to customize their boxes to
meet their requirements.
Interviewees at Organization D agreed that is essential for a common program office to listen
to its customer’s requirements.  It often is easy for a common SPO to lose sight of customer
requirements, because as the center of excellence for a particular subsystem the SPO might
think that it knows what is best for the customer.  According to interviewees at Organization
D, one joint program office (JPO) that provides common avionics to all the services is
notorious for not listening to the customer and sending down direction on what to install and
how to install it.  The joint program office had a module within Organization D’s subsystem,
and the JPO wanted to define the interfaces, thus voiding the warranty by opening the box
from the vendor.
In contrast to the JPO’s approach, Organization D guides, but does not control, development
of its subsystem.  Each aircraft platform is the governing organization for the appendices of
the RFP.  Thus, commonality is in their hands.  As Organization D’s chief engineer related,
“If they drive a unique requirement, we must pay those costs.”  Organization D does not
control the platform requirements but rather works with the aircraft SPOs to make sure it
understands their unique requirements.  Organization D has tested the core requirements for
the common avionics equipment but has no money to make changes to the boxes.  The
common SPO encourages commonality anywhere it can and often answers questions from
other platforms, with which it does not work.  The program manager believes that if contracts
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are to be managed the same way and contractors are to be treated the same way it requires one
common program office.
5.5.4. Perceived Benefits of Commonality in Organization D
Engineers and program managers in Organization D listed numerous advantages and
disadvantages of commonality but acknowledged that few of these benefits are presently
quantified or measured.  For the most part, commonality is justified in these organizations by
an intuitive sense that its benefits are real and outweigh the potential costs.  Most
interviewees, for lack of information, declined to answer the interview questions on the
documented savings and costs of commonality.
Organization D’s chief engineer concluded that cycle time is not affected as much by
commonality as it is by technology maturity.  Commonality of mature technology almost
always will reduce cycle time, because lessons learned from integration on one platform can
translate to another, and procuring a system for which there is an existing production line
usually leads to quicker delivery.  Parallel development of a common subsystem for multiple
platforms adds risk and can increase cycle time, because each customer has unique
requirements.  The chief engineer at Organization D is of the opinion that GFE NDI
equipment almost guarantees an increase in cycle time.  Thus, interviewees at Organization D
feel that the effect of commonality on cycle time is dependent upon technology maturity.  A
prime example of this difference is illustrated by the ARC-210 and Joint Tactical Radio
System (JTRS).  The former represents mature technology and has been extremely successful
as a common subsystem across multiple platforms across the services.  A platform that
chooses to install ARC-210s in its aircraft can expect a drastic reduction in cycle time over
developing its own radio or having its prime install another radio.  The JTRS, on the other
hand, has been in development for several years in an attempt to integrate new technology and
meld requirements from multiple platforms in multiple services.  As a result, cycle time has
suffered severely.
Interviewees at Organization D related that the platforms depend heavily upon the common
avionics program office for technical guidance and expertise on this particular subsystem.
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Engineers in Organization D are extremely knowledgeable about the equipment, and this
expertise precludes the aircraft SPOs from having to staff additional personnel to work the
acquisition.  As mentioned in the case on Organization A, each platform is required to do a
cost-benefit analysis before acquiring new equipment.  If the aircraft SPOs did not recognize a
cost benefit from using the common SPO, they would go through their prime vendor (and
some do).  Of course, it is not difficult to make a cost-benefit analysis turn out a certain way,
and a common program office like Organization D definitely makes the aircraft SPO’s job
easier.
5.5.5. Perceived Challenges with Commonality in Organization D
From the perspective of interviewees at Organization D, one of the biggest issues to overcome
with commonality is that, to many people, commonality implies GFE.  Most, if not all,
aircraft platforms have had bad experiences with GFE, and it is this stigma that often prevails
in people’s initial perception of commonality.  As one interviewee related half seriously,
“There are two kinds of GFE – late and deficient.”  The common fear is that contractors will
hide behind GFE.  It gives them an out during integration, because a SPO cannot hold the
contractor responsible for something the government is providing, and a question arises as to
who is responsible for the interfaces.  The government, therefore, takes on a lot of risk when it
decides to provide equipment as GFE.  When there are multiple vendors for the same
equipment, it can be difficult to integrate, because each vendor has a unique interface.  As a
result, the government becomes more of the integrator.  Whether or not GFE is successful
depends on the maturity of the equipment.
The chief engineer at Organization D feels that, in general, commonality increases the need
for human resources because of the requirement for additional management of assets and data.
Organization D is mainly focused on the development and care of the common avionics
subsystem and trying to work with the customer.  The platforms take on the bulk of
responsibility of working integration.  According to the chief engineer, having an engineer
who is an expert on a particular subsystem in the common program office does not preclude
the need for an engineer in the aircraft program office.  The program manager at Organization
D related that it is important for a common program office to have a staff large enough to get
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side by side with each platform.  It sometimes is difficult to get funding to staff a common
office with the manpower to work the interfaces and manage subsystems.  Keeping the
interfaces defined and well understood requires management and interpretation of an interface
across multiple platforms.  Organization D presently staffs thirteen people.
5.5.6. SPO Perspectives
Interviewees at the three Air Force platform SPOs that used Organization D to procure this
particular equipment are generally positive about the experience.  One interviewee described
the experience of working with Organization D as “very rewarding.”  From their perspective,
the biggest advantage for the aircraft SPOs is that the subsystem already is developed, and the
contract already is in place.  All the SPOs have to do is missionize the equipment for their
own platform.  One aircraft SPO interviewee mentioned that the integration is potentially
easier with a common program office, because there is the opportunity to learn from the
experiences of others.  As an example, he explained that his fighter platform procured the
subsystem after another major fighter SPO.  Though the boxes on the two platforms are not
identical, many of the lessons learned by the first SPO during integration applied to the
second.  Thus commonality reduced waste by enabling the second SPO to anticipate the
challenges ahead of time and avoid duplicating the mistakes encountered by the first SPO.
Similarly, another SPO noted that there is a synergistic effect of having multiple platforms
solving similar problems.
The aircraft SPOs related that establishing a contract to procure a new piece of equipment
requires a great deal of time and effort.  In fact, writing a RFP and establishing a new contract
often is as effort intensive as integration of the new subsystem.  Thus, by already having a
contract in place, Organization D greatly reduces the workload at the aircraft SPOs.
Organization D enabled the SPOs to reduce the contractual oversight they typically would
require for a new acquisition.  Interviewees cited manpower reductions across the board at the
SPO, from program management and engineering to logistics functions, as a direct result of
Organization D’s work.  If each SPO procured this particular subsystem on its own, there
would be a lot of duplication in effort.  The entire front end of acquisition would be repeated
in its entirety.  With a common SPO like Organization D, the SPOs agree they need many
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fewer people to work the procurement.  As one interviewee at a fighter SPO put it,
“[Organization D] did a lot of the work, and we didn’t need as many people here.”  Another
SPO estimated that at a minimum Organization D permitted the program office to staff one
fewer person on contracting issues, one fewer for quality assurance, and one less person to
work reliability issues.
 The aircraft SPOs also agree that the cycle time to procure the new subsystem definitely is
reduced with a common SPO like Organization D.  By using an existing contract, cycle time
is essentially reduced by the time it takes to accomplish the entire front end of the acquisition
process.  The SPOs still take part in defining their requirements, but Organization D is
responsible for turning these requirements into an RFP and letting the contract to the most
qualified vendors. The SPOs need only participate in the selection of a vendor and work the
integration effort, which is present in any procurement.
The aircraft SPOs acknowledged that there are few disadvantages to working with
Organization D.  If anything, the SPOs mentioned that Organization D represents another
organization between the customer and the people doing the procurement.  By introducing a
third party, there is the increased potential for encountering problems with communication.
This argument did not appear to be an issue for any of the SPOs in this case, however.  One
SPO mentioned that lead time to get a fully coordinated solution can be longer when going
through a common SPO than going directly to the contractor, but the SPO did not experience
a schedule delay by working with Organization D.  Finally, another potential disadvantage
raised was the near impossibility for Organization D to be as involved with integration and
testing as the aircraft SPO.  Though Organization D would like to be as intimately involved
with each customer as possible, the number of customers makes it difficult without a very
large staff.  Thus the aircraft SPOs have to devote additional manpower to this phase of the
procurement (but still not more than they would in the absence of Organization D).
An interesting aside encountered during interviews with certain fighter SPOs was that they
felt Organization D’s close proximity to the SPO was integral to the success of the acquisition
program.  Interviewees reiterated more than once that it is difficult to work with a common
SPO that is not located at the same base.  In this case, both program offices are located at
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Wright-Patterson AFB, and the SPO felt this co-location was one of the best advantages of
working together.  This observation might suggest why Organization A, which is not located
in Dayton, encountered some difficulty working with the fighter SPOs located at Wright-
Patterson.  Outside organizations also often characterize the culture at WPAFB as being
Wright-Patterson centric.  Regardless, the point is well made that, given the need for tight
collaboration between the common SPO and its customers, it is much easier for a common
SPO to work with aircraft SPOs when it is located at the same base.
5.5.7. Vendor Perspectives on Commonality
The author spent a day at one of Organization D’s vendors, call it Vendor X, to gain insight
into how commonality affects these organizations.  Vendor X supplies all of the Air Force
platforms and ten of the thirteen platforms supported by Organization D.  The vendor offers a
family of three products that maximize commonality of sub-components, the most expensive
of which are identical across the entire product family.  The most distinct difference between
the products is the chassis, or box, into which the common modular sub-components are
placed.  The first product includes two expansion slots for platform missionization and is
approximately ten inches long, while the second box has four expansion slots and is three
inches longer than the first.  Both boxes have the same width and height.  In each case,
enough space is left within a box to provide for further expansion and missionization, with the
belief that one size does not fit all and that different customers (in this case the aircraft SPOs)
will need to customize the box to meet their needs.  One box has an entirely unique chassis in
order to meet the unique installation requirements of one fighter platform.  At eleven inches,
the box’s length is directly in between the other two products, with the connectors and
handles being placed on the “side” of the box as opposed to the “end.”  These differences are
a result of the unique space constraints on this particular platform.
Vendor X’s products are self-contained subsystems that implement a MIL-STD-1553B
interface message structure, which simplifies insertion into different avionics architectures.
Each chassis hosts modular building blocks that are common with other products at Vendor
X.  These common modules use the latest electronic packaging, computing and software
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technologies, and their modular design enables “plug-and-play” replacement for future
upgrades.
Vendor X’s product family is designed to maximize commonality of hardware and software,
while endeavoring to make integration across multiple platforms as easy as possible.  To that
end, the product line employs a configurable avionics integration card, which translates
analog to digital (and visa versa) and can go from one aircraft to another.  This circuit card
assembly is required to communicate with specialized serial data bus interfaces and is
designed to maximize flexibility and ease of integration across a wide array of applications.
At power-up, the on-board microcomputer utilizes built-in test equipment (BITE) to check the
hardware circuitry and communicates with the circuit card assembly’s controller to configure
input-output circuitry in accordance with the specific mission requirements of each aircraft.
In this way, identical hardware can be tailored for specific applications.  Vendor X’s product
family has identical system processors, sensor assemblies, and electronics modules.
Software also is modular, with the principal design intent being to maximize reusability.
Again recognizing that different platforms have slightly different software requirements, each
aircraft platform begins with common software foundation and missionizes it to meet
platform-unique needs.  For instance, two fighter SPOs in the Air Force have many of the
same system requirements due to a common need to replace the same kind of avionics
equipment with common requirements.  Each aircraft has a unique requirement, however, that
is not shared by the other.  For instance, one platform has requirements to implement tactical
air navigation, while the other platform has software-loading requirements.  Thus the two
aircraft require separate, but very similar, operational flight programs (OFPs).
Vendor X also strives to keep the software as common as possible.  When an aircraft OFP
changes, it requires software development, test, quality assurance, and configuration
management, which can drive the non-recurring cost up nearly half a million dollars, not
including factory test on the production floor.  Common hardware and software also makes it
easier to maintain common test equipment, which results in a considerable cost savings.
Vendor X’s incentive to keep part variation down is that the cost to qualify a new part is on
the order of one million dollars.  There are also monetary incentives for commonality at the
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piece part and shop replaceable unit (SRU) level, where the vendor benefits from economies
of scale and economic order quantities.
Vendor X’s customers dictate product requirements, and most customers want off-the-shelf
technology for cost and schedule reasons.  According to a program manager at Vendor X, his
organization often suggests that customers use something off the existing product line to
reduce cost and cycle time.  He went on to explain that if a customer wants to change the
hardware and software on an existing product it takes a minimum of twelve months to
develop, test, and qualify the new equipment.  Conversely, if the customer can use a common
box, he can have it next week.  Commonality also reduces the vendor’s costs, by reducing the
number of personnel required.  Common subsystems are easier to test, and fewer types of
parts means both a lower chance of making a mistake and that less effort is invested keeping
them stocked and filled.
The big cost savings with commonality from Vendor X’s perspective is the reduction in
research and development, probably the most important of which is not development of the
new product but development of the manufacturing processes to produce the new product.  A
new design requires new test procedures, new layouts, and significant operator training, all of
which can be quite costly.  In that respect, it is beneficial for the vendor to sell an existing
design, even if it requires a software change.  Commonalty contributes to higher reliability of
the product, which translates to reduced operating costs for the vendor.  It reduces the man-
hour requirement to track parts and get the product ready for production, as well as decreasing
engineering change order lists.  The entire organization recognizes that commonality saves
money not only in development but also by reducing tracking, configuration support, and
administrative costs.
The program manager at Vendor X stated that the one challenge with commonality is
convincing customers not to stovepipe spares.  If each customer (aircraft SPO) buys a full
supply of spares to maintain his platform, independent of what other platforms are doing, the
result is a significant amount of duplication and added cost, given that Vendor X supports all
the boxes.  He gave the following hypothetical example:
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Suppose there are three customers, X, Y, and Z with a requirement for 25, 50, and 25
subsystems, respectively.  Each subsystem contains four modular components or sub-
assemblies, as illustrated by Table 5-4.
Table 5-4 - Hypothetical example of stove-piped sparing cost
Customer X Y Z
# of Subsystems 25 50 25
Component 1 spares 2 3 2
Component 2 spares 1 1 1
Component 3 spares 1 1 1
Component 4 spares 3 4 3
Sparing Cost $50K $75K $50K
When a subsystem fails, components 1 and 4 are the reason for the failure 25 and 30 percent
of the time, respectively.  Thus, these components require more spares than the others do.  If
customers X, Y, and Z had not stove piped their spares and allowed Vendor X to support the
systems from a common spares pool, the total sparing cost to support 100 subsystems might
be $80 K, as opposed to the $175 K in the example.
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Table 5-5 - Benefits and Challenges of Commonality in Organization D
Life Cycle Benefits/Advantages General Savings Costs/Challenges
Common office
provides guidance and
expertise to SPOs
More efficient contracts
/ reduced headcount at
SPOs
Requirements
Generation
Contract in place Reduced headcount /
cycle time
Lessons learned from
other SPOs
Reduced waste / cycle
time
Reduced cycle time Lower cost /cycle time
Synergy of multiple
platforms
Higher visibility / lower
costs
Reduced manpower Lower headcount
Avoid duplication of
effort
Reduced waste /
reduced cycle time
Design
Reduced R&D for
vendor
Reduced cost and cycle
time
Use of existing
manufacturing
processes (vendor)
Reduced cost and cycle
time / reduced
headcount
Use of existing test
procedures (vendor)
Reduced cost and cycle
time
Reduced tracking
requirements (vendor)
Reduced headcount and
costs
EMD
Reduced
configuration support
Reduced headcount and
cost
Production Reduced training Reduced cost
Operations and
Support
Higher reliability of
product
Higher mission
effectiveness
− SPDs assume more
schedule risk
− More organizations,
greater complexity
− Potential problems
with GFE
− Lead time for fully
coordinated solution
can be longer
− Aircraft platforms
have different
requirements /
different architecture
− Difficult to integrate
unique vendor
interfaces
− Each SPO thinks
they are different
− Difficult to obtain
funding to staff a
common office
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5.6. Organization E – Commercial Aircraft Manufacturer
Organization E embraced a product platform strategy more than a decade ago, when the
company announced the launch of the X3 and X4.33  These aircraft were designed with the
intent of achieving the highest levels of commonality, in terms of operations and man-
machine interfaces, with the recently certified X2.  Years later, the Organization E family of
aircraft has the same flight deck, the same systems, and similar handling qualities and
operating procedures.  This high degree of commonality is the result of design requirements
established prior to launch of each new system.
The X3 and X4 aircraft borrow heavily from the designs of both the X0/X1 and the X2.  The
new aircraft utilize the same fuselage and systems from the X1 and the same flight deck, fly-
by-wire control system, and avionics from the X2.  The X3 is outfitted with two engines from
the X0/X1, while the X4 is powered by four of the same engines used by the X2.  Certain
performance constraints necessarily preclude complete commonality between the X3 and X4.
The latter is intended to be a very long-range aircraft with high reliability on long
transoceanic routes.  The aircraft’s four engines and increased fuel requirements necessitate a
center fuel tank and landing gear.  It should be noted that the landing gear is common between
the X3 and X4, with the exception of the additional center gear.  Other differences, that
directly relate to the increased number of engines, are electrical power, fire protection, flight
controls, fuel system, ice and rain protection, and pneumatic systems.  Despite these
differences, the X3 and X4 benefit from an extremely high degree of commonality, which not
only reduces the cost of the airplanes but also encourages customers to purchase only from
Organization E to fulfill different mission requirements.  The two platforms even are
manufactured on the same mixed-model production line.  Organization E also is pursuing
subsystem commonality within its newest platform development, the X5.  The X5 will be the
first modern commercial aircraft, to the knowledge of individuals interviewed, to have
interchangeable actuators for the elevator, rudder, and ailerons.  This design philosophy will
                                                
33 For the purposes of this case study, Organization E’s products will be referred to as X1, X2,
X3, etc.
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drastically reduce the spares inventory an airline will be required to carry, having a direct
impact on the customer’s bottom line.
Organization E has placed a great deal of emphasis on operational commonality in addition to
design commonality.  To this end, the flight deck of all Organization E aircraft is designed to
provide the same layout, look, and feel.  This commonality includes the general arrangement
and appearance of cockpit panels and the same location of all controls, handles, knobs,
pushbuttons, and switches, all of which have the same philosophy of operation (i.e. pushing a
button in always engages that system).  The result of such commonality is that crew
interaction and procedures are standard across the entire product family.  This philosophy has
safety implications in that all abnormal and emergency procedures are standard for each flight
crew, regardless of which airplane they are flying.  The standard location of emergency
controls contributes to this element of safety.  Finally, the fly-by-wire control system in all
Organization E aircraft enables different airplanes to react in a similar manner to pilot inputs.
Thus, although size, gross weight, and aerodynamic characteristics are different from one
aircraft to the next, the control laws enable the aircraft to have similar handling qualities,
precluding the need for extensive difference training.  Even training up from the smallest
aircraft in the Organization E product line, the X2, to the largest, the X4, only takes nine days,
compared to the industry average of 25 days to transition between aircraft.  Given the
exorbitant cost of training, this operational benefit is significant.
5.6.1. Incentives for Commonality at Organization E
Interviewees at Organization E cited the company’s three major strengths as a willingness to
apply new technology, commonality, and a unique method of production.  With reference to
commonality, one high-level executive at Organization E stated, “The enemy of profitability
and productivity is variability.”  This interviewee cited multiple incentives for commonality at
Organization E, the most compelling of which is productivity in both development and
production.  Commonality also reduces inventory holdings and increases reliability, because it
is easier to work on a problem when there is only one problem to solve.  Commonality has a
number of incentives from a customer satisfaction standpoint, as well, because it makes the
maintainer and operator’s job easier.  From the mechanics standpoint, a common system is
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easier to troubleshoot, quicker to fix or install, and results in a lower requirement for technical
information.  Another major incentive for commonality from a customer satisfaction
standpoint, according to interviewees at Organization E, is that commonality lowers the cost
of equipment.  Interestingly enough, essentially the only cost an airline can control after it
chooses to add a new aircraft to its inventory is the cost of maintenance (fuel and labor costs
have external drivers).  This fact provides a great incentive for the airline to lower the cost of
maintenance, and commonality provides a primary means of doing just that.  The opportunity
to exchange parts with parts already out in the field ultimately ties directly to costs, because
airlines often maintain huge inventories of spares at stations around the world.
5.6.2. Perceived Benefits of Commonality in Organization E
A primary benefit of commonality from Organization E’s standpoint is that it discourages
customers from buying from the competition by increasing switching costs.  Once the airlines
have made a decision to purchase a particular type of aircraft from Organization E, they will
be encouraged to purchase other types from the company if for no other reason than to reap
the benefits of commonality, both in operations and support.  A common family of products
encourages follow-on buys, thus creating consumer allegiance and brand loyalty to a
particular manufacturer.
Organization E’s products are designed to maximize maintenance commonality across
products within the family to have a positive impact on maintainability.  In this regard, tests
across all equipment require standard procedures, and common test equipment works on all
platforms.  Even though some components, such as actuators, might be different from one
platform to the next, they all have common operational design, meaning a mechanic who is
familiar with one actuator will be able to troubleshoot, repair, and install an actuator on any
platform in the product family.  In the same respect, commonality also reduces waste.  When
a mechanic anticipates, for example, that the wiring is going to have the same layout as it does
on another platform from the same manufacturer, it can cause a failure of the system when it
is not.  According to this executive at Organization E, other companies have been known to
switch wiring diagrams from one platform to the next with little rhyme or reason (or even
more frequently airlines will make their own modifications that make it difficult to get a
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standard wiring diagram).  The result of such a lack of commonality is that a mechanic must
open the hatch, get out a flashlight, and read the wiring diagram on each aircraft, because
assuming they will be the same can lead to a subsystem failure.  Organization E believes
strongly in procedural commonality, and therefore has ensured that all built-in test equipment
(BITE) checks are standard.  Another major problem with the commercial aerospace industry,
according to this individual, is that there has been a proliferation of low-cost items, such as
special fasteners and clips, that each require a unique tool to operate.  The main benefit of
standard hardware is that it enables an airline to minimize the amount of equipment it needs to
carry or stock at remote locations.  It is silly to impact operations because of low-cost items.
Finally, cross-crew qualification (CCQ), as discussed above, is a major selling point of
cockpit commonality from Organization E’s perspective.  Pilots inherently want to transition
up to larger aircraft, because the move often comes with a commensurate increase in salary.
Plus, pilots are always looking for a challenge.  The time it takes to qualify a pilot on the next
largest aircraft in the fleet can be a significant cost to the airline customer.  Considering that
the average commercial jetliner pilot is making on the order of $180,000 per year, it costs the
airline around $15,000 per pilot to send him to three weeks of training.  Because of cockpit
commonality, Organization E’s CCQ time is significantly reduced compared to the industry
standard, with the time to go from the least complex aircraft to the most complex aircraft in
the fleet taking only nine days and smaller transitions half that time.
5.6.3. Perceived Challenges of Commonality in Organization E
The primary challenge with commonality, according to interviewees at Organization E, is
determining at what point the benefits of new technology outweigh the benefits of
commonality.  In an industry that traditionally has relied on cutting-edge technology, it is
imperative to look towards the future.  Possibly the new technology will produce some
operational gain not previously realized that goes directly to the airline’s bottom line.  In this
case, accurate life cycle cost analysis is the only means of determining which strategy is
appropriate, staying with the older technology for the sake of commonality or embracing the
new technology for the benefits it entails.  Of course, engineers can achieve almost anything
they set their minds to, and it is not necessarily difficult to make new technology look and
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function like old technology, thus maintaining the operational benefits of commonality.
Commonality is not appropriate in all applications, however.  In fly-by-wire software, for
example, it is common practice to have redundancy in the system, but this redundancy should
not necessarily be common.  Organization E has separate vendors for each flight control
computer to ensure that one mistake does not propagate across the entire system.  In certain
safety-of-flight operations, it might not make sense to be 100 percent common.
Other general observations of the challenges Organization E encounters with commonality
also surfaced in previous sections, such as the engineer’s natural desire to create something
new.  In the commercial aircraft industry engineers do not get a chance to design a clean-sheet
aircraft very often, and when they do they want to attach all the bells and whistles.  Engineers
also fall prey to NIH syndrome, whereby they refuse to embrace another engineer’s design.
What is more, engineers tend to be organized in design groups that are responsible for a single
subsystem, and their decisions can be made without regard to what other groups are doing.
The challenge for commonality in this respect is creating an organization that encourages
cross-platform communication and cooperation to avoid reinventing the wheel.  Finally, the
executive-level individual interviewed stated that there comes a time in each program’s
development where the customer is always right.  If the customer is driving a decision that is
not common, in some cases it makes good strategic sense for the company to listen to that
unique request and write off the benefits that might have been gained from commonality.
It is potentially more difficult to design an aircraft with the same actuators on all control
surfaces than it is to choose an actuator that meets the unique requirements of each individual
control surface.  If this aircraft development is unprecedented in the industry, however, as is
the case for the X5, chances are that an existing actuator is not available “off the shelf.”  If
each actuator must be designed anyway, it probably makes sense to design only one that
meets all three applications as opposed to designing three different actuators.  The approach
certainly makes sense from a customer perspective.
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Table 5-6 - Benefits and Challenges of Commonality in Organization E
Life Cycle Benefits/Advantages General Savings Costs/Challenges
Requirements
Generation
Discourages
competition
Higher repeat sales
Design Avoid duplication of
effort
Reduce waste, decrease
cycle time / cost
EMD
Production Higher productivity Economies of scale
Reduce spares
inventory
Reduce overhead costs
Standard operating
procedures
Higher operational
efficiency / safety
Minimum difference
training
Lower life cycle costs
Higher reliability More efficient use of
assets
Less support
equipment
Reduced overhead costs
Less technical
information
Lower life cycle costs
Operations and
Support
Easier to maintain Higher mission
effectiveness
− Unique missions
− Benefits of new
technology vs.
commonality
− NIH mentality
− Engineer’s desire to
create anew
− Silo organizations of
systems or platforms
− Customer-unique
demands
− Potential more
difficult to design a
common system
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6 .  D O W N S T R E A M  C A S E  S T U D I E S 
      
6.1. Introduction
The following case studies represent organizations that manage multiple aircraft fleets.  In
most cases, these organizations are not engaging in the design of new common systems.
Rather, they are faced with a present level of commonality, from which they seek to increase
subsystem commonality across their portfolio through modifying or upgrading the subsystems
on their platforms.  In most cases this initial level of commonality is quite low, as the different
aircraft types were fielded or modified at widely different times by different SPOs and prime
contractors, none of which were motivated or rewarded for common solutions.
The level of technology often varies significantly across the fleet and even across a single
aircraft type.  An older aircraft can have most of its avionics based on “steam gage” displays
and analog technology, while some new avionics subsystems, such as a GPS receivers,
employ the latest in digital processor and LCD display technology.  One particularly
frustrating aspect of this disparity for the operating organization is that most new avionics are
designed to be integrated on a data bus and controlled via glass cockpit control and display
units, but a large number of older airplanes do not have the data bus or glass cockpits.  The
result often is that new subsystems are installed in old aircraft as stand alone systems with
separate control and display units that add to cockpit clutter and cost.  Aircrew workload and
confusion also increases as crews are forced to crosscheck a mix of old analog steam-gage
displays with new digital displays.  A primary goal of the organizations in this chapter is a
more sustainable and economical fleet that can be easily upgraded with new OSA hardware
and software.  Unfortunately, due to budget constraints, modernization programs are usually
funded for a single aircraft platform and limited in scope to the funding available.
The case studies in this section offer a perspective on the technical and organizational
challenges of how to approach commonality with legacy systems.  It should be noted that,
unlike previous case studies, the organizations in the first two case studies are not disguised.
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Researchers feel that the unique operational characteristics of these organizations warrant full
disclosure of their identity in a discussion of the benefits of commonality.
6.2. Organization F - Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC)
Organization F is the special operations command of the U.S. Air Force and operates seven
different aircraft platforms, six of which are C-130 variants.  While the aircraft are all of the
same type, they are quite different vintages and carry drastically different equipment,
resulting in different types of software, avionics, subsystems, interfaces, and vendors.
Because of AFSOC’s special mission, many of the electronic warfare (EW), radar, and sensor
subsystems on its aircraft are unique or modified (not common with the greater Air Force
fleet).  Some EW systems, communications (UHF/VHF) and navigation (VOR, TACAN, etc.)
subsystems, displays, and processors are common across AFSOC’s fleet, but the different
interfaces and software from multiple prime vendors and aircraft SPOs result in drastically
different integration approaches.  In the case of the displays and processors, the level of
technology varies significantly across the fleet and even across a single aircraft. Older aircraft
such as the MC-130E and AC-130H have most of there avionics based on “steam gage”
displays and analog technology and some limited new avionics systems, such as a new GPS
receiver employing the latest in digital processor and LCD display technology.  AFSOC’s
newest aircraft, the AC-130U and MC-130H, have glass cockpit technology throughout, but it
is not open system architecture hardware or software and is unique to each platform.
While the glass cockpits in AFSOC’s newer aircraft should facilitate avionics modernization
efforts, they sometimes actually hinder avionics upgrades and commonality.  For example, to
add a simple radio to an MC-130E or AC-130H with no glass cockpit, the radio boxes and
stand-alone control and display units are simply installed and interfaced to the power and
intercom systems. Thus, with the steam gage technology, adding new stand-alone systems can
be relatively fast and low cost.  The downside of this approach for the older aircraft is that
adding more stand-alone, non-integrated systems directly impacts aircrew workload, which
already is extremely high during demanding special operations missions.  To put the same
radio on a glass cockpit aircraft like the MC-130H and control it via a consolidated control
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and display unit is much more complex and costly, as the aircraft's OFP software must be
modified to accept the new radio. For a single radio installation, this modification adds to
program cost and schedule significantly.
As new hardware additions and OFP changes are required on this glass-cockpit technology
over a period of a few years, the aircraft control and display system soon reaches its
maximum capacity.  When this point is reached, adding a new radio to the glass-cockpit
aircraft now requires a processor and software upgrade to the aircraft control and display
system.  The cost of the new radio installation increases dramatically.  Given funding
restrictions, interviewees at AFSOC related that the result is usually cancellation of the radio
installation program or delay until an aircraft processor and control/display upgrade can be
funded and fielded, which restarts the cycle.
Interviewees related that AFSOC attempts to purchase common subsystems to minimize life
cycle costs as much as possible, given funding and fleet configuration constraints.  Some
subsystems have the same hardware, but their software is programmable in the field with a
changing stock number EPROM.  AFSOC’s long-term goal is to minimize unique sensors and
software for each platform by using common subsystems that plug and play in a common core
hardware and software architecture.  Many of the newer systems are specified with an open
systems processor requirement that is an enabler to integration of common subsystems.
More so than other Air Force commands, AFSOC places a great deal of emphasis on
commonality, because its mission requires the command to deploy on a moment’s notice and
operate for extended periods of time in remote locations.  The operational logistics are similar
to what the Navy encounters in its shipboard environment, where self-sufficiency is crucial to
mission preparedness.  AFSOC, therefore, benefits greatly from the reductions in spares and
maintenance man-hours that commonality affords; though these benefits often are not
quantified.  Much of the support equipment for the different aircraft is common, as well,
further reducing mobility footprint.  Increased subsystem commonality also makes the
maintenance personnel’s job a lot easier, an issue the command takes extremely seriously.
Operational commonality is so important to AFSOC that each regularly scheduled program
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management review scrutinizes the systems and subsystems in the command’s fleet and
identifies potential areas for increased commonality.
It is important to mention that, while interviewees cited numerous examples of the benefits of
commonality, few benefits of commonality actually are quantified.  In the majority of
organizations interviewed, the perceived benefits of commonality remain largely intuitive,
and AFSOC does not appear to be an exception.  Even though the command places a high
emphasis on commonality because of its unique mission and what interviewees call an
“obvious long term impact on the command’s force structure in a fiscally-constrained
environment,” the numbers justifying this decision are no easier to obtain than at other Air
Force organizations.  When the author asked interviewees for specific examples of the costs
and benefits of commonality, the most common response was “we don’t measure that,” or
“you need to talk to…”  In almost all cases, talking to “so-and-so” shed no more light on the
question.  It should be noted that a majority of AFSOC’s systems are acquired and sustained
through the Air Force, even though they are primarily funded by Special Operations
Command (SOCOM) MFP-11 funds.  Neither AFSOC nor SOCOM is manned to collect and
analyze long-term cost data.  AFSOC relies on the Air Force data and reporting systems,
which have limited capability in highlighting the operating cost of particular subsystems and
making commonality comparisons for multiple platforms.  Therefore, the vast majority of
benefits cited here are qualitative.
AFSOC makes extensive use of the Avionics Planning Baseline (APB), a database maintained
by ASC/SMYA at WPAFB.  The APB enables the command to see what avionics systems are
installed, or planning to be installed, on all the other aircraft platforms in the Air Force.  If at
all possible, AFSOC takes the opportunity to benefit from another organization’s
development to procure a common subsystem.  The APB tracks which avionics subsystems
are installed on each platform and when they are programmed to be replaced.  AFSOC also
looks to increase commonality through new developments.  The command’s Common
Avionics Architecture for Penetration program (CAAP) was conceived as a means of
enhancing mission capability and increasing commonality between the C-130s in the fleet, the
soon-to-be-acquired CV-22, and the Army’s special operations aviation fleet.  The C-130
portion of the CAAP program was merged with the Air Force-wide Avionics Modernization
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Program (AMP) for the C-130 fleet.  With AMP, AFSOC’s C-130s will be common with the
other 500 aircraft in the Air Force inventory, with the exception of AFSOC-unique terrain
following radar and enhanced situational awareness capabilities required for the special
operations mission.34
From AFSOC’s perspective, there are significant benefits from a DMS standpoint of being
common with a larger fleet of aircraft.  AFSOC could not afford to upgrade the avionics on
each platform separately, so commonality is an enabler for modernization.  The AMP
program will upgrade AFOSC C-130’s core avionics with an open-system-architecture glass
cockpit with air force funding. The SOCOM MFP-11 funded CAAP program will add the
SOF unique CAAP LPI terrain following radar and enhanced situational awareness.
6.2.1. AFSOC’s Customers
The author interviewed ten individuals working at the headquarters of AFSOC.  Ninety
percent of interviewees came to headquarters directly out of operational assignments, and all
of the individuals interviewed stated that their immediate customers are the operators and
maintainers in the field.  According to interviewees, commonality really benefits the
maintainers, reducing their training as much as 75 percent.  While AFSOC is the smallest
MAJCOM in the Air Force, it has the largest field training squadron.  According to a chief
master sergeant in charge of training, there are approximately 125 courses that are unique to
aircraft maintenance in AFSOC, because there is not more commonality.  Each time unique
equipment is added to the fleet, the command must send an instructor to the manufacturer to
develop a new training course.  The aircraft maintainers also need parts, and commonality
increases the likelihood that those items will be available.  A common item also does not
require someone who is a specialist on that particular equipment, easing the manpower burden
on the command.  Additionally, when there is more of the item flowing through the repair
stream there is more competence on that particular part, translating to reductions in repair and
installation time.  For the maintainers, customer satisfaction is measured in aircraft downtime,
which commonality reduces.  The logistics and supply communities obviously are big fans of
                                                
34  See Appendix 9.2 for more information on C-130 AMP commonality.
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commonality, because it makes their jobs a lot easier by reducing the number of items they
need to manage.  According to a former pilot in acquisition at Headquarters AFSOC,
operators (pilots, navigators, flight engineers, and load masters) are more or less ambivalent
about commonality, because they do not routinely transition from one platform to another.
By reducing maintenance costs, however, commonality reduces flying-hour costs, which
means AFSOC can fly more hours on the same amount of money.  The same can be said
about training costs, as common systems significantly reduce the cost of simulators and other
training equipment and requirements.  In that respect, operators certainly care about
commonality.
6.2.2. Incentives for Commonality in AFSOC
According to an experienced acquisition officer at AFSOC, the MAJCOM has the following
incentives to pursue commonality: reduced flying hour costs, reduced logistics footprint,
manpower and training savings, and reduced database and software support requirements, in
that order of priority.  Flying-hour costs are composed of depot-level maintenance, contractor
support, tech reps, and flight line maintenance costs; and commonality has the potential to
reduce each of these components, thereby reducing total flying-hour costs.  Database support
is essentially a cost to the MAJCOM for manpower that does not show up at the Air Force
Materiel Command (AFMC) level.  The special operations community in the Air Force is
unique, because it recognizes high incentives to save money through commonality.  As one
interviewee in AFSOC related, the MAJCOM not only believes that commonality saves
money but that it translates to increased wartime capability by enabling forces in the field to
pool spares together.
There are several different levels of commonality, each level with its own set of incentives.
The first is the highest level of commonality, where both hardware and software are common.
In most cases this level of commonality is referred to as identicality, meaning the equipment
is interchangeably equivalent and does not need to be tracked by serial number.  Such items
can be pulled off of one the UH-1Ynd installed on another without adjustment.  While
producing the highest operational efficiency, for obvious reasons, this level of commonality is
the hardest to achieve because of the different aircraft architectures requiring a multiple-
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platform OSA approach.  The next two levels of commonality are similar but distinctly
different.  The first is common hardware with different software.  The incentive for this form
of commonality is that AFSOC still benefits from the common maintenance and repair
concepts discussed above, in that maintainers are dealing with the same hardware.  Economies
of scale drive down hardware costs, and the different software enables the common boxes to
be integrated into each unique aircraft architecture.  A similar mass customization approach is
to maintain common software, so as not to impact the aircraft OFP, but different boxes.
Again, the advantage of allowing platforms to customize the box is to make integration easier.
Unique boxes can be tailored to meet the specific size, weight, and space constraints of
different platforms.  AFSOC still benefits from the lower procurement cost of common
software, but the operational benefits are not as apparent.  Finally, the last level of
commonality is a common aircraft with unique subsystems, meaning both the box and
software are different.  AFSOC’s fleet of six C-130 variants is an example of such an
approach.  While the aircraft are all very different, it would cost the command a lot more to
operate six unique platforms.  To some extent, this is the approach the Air Force has taken
with its multi-role aircraft, and some experts argue that the Service has little need for
subsystem commonality when the number of different aircraft has been reduced to a
minimum.  There is still a large potential for increased subsystem commonality within the Air
Force’s existing inventory of aircraft, however.  Each aircraft and its systems are part of a
much bigger operational architecture that includes numerous data and intelligence feeds,
mission planning systems, and trainer and simulator systems, all of which can be impacted by
an aircraft avionics change.  From this total system perspective, the benefits of commonality
are even more pronounced.
From a supply perspective, common items are easier to support.  The more applications an
asset has, the higher the quantity of those assets that comes into supply, meaning supply
personnel can write contracts for larger quantities or money.  These large contracts mean
higher visibility, which reduces the chance that items will be overlooked.  As one supply
officer stated, it is easy for a unique item contract to slip through the cracks.  Commonality
also reduces the number of different parts on the shelf, which reduces space requirements and
increases efficiency.
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6.2.3. Benefits of AFSOC’s Structure on Commonality
AFSOC’s organizational structure fosters an emphasis on commonality.  The logistics
community reviews the ORDs and looks for areas that might be conducive to increased
commonality.  Commonality is always an objective but never a threshold.  Five of AFSOC’s
operational requirements documents and two system requirements documents (SRDs) were
examined to evaluate the extent to which commonality is included in AFSOC’s requirements.
One of the ORDs is for the AMP program, while the other documents are for navigation, EW,
enhanced situational awareness, and obstacle avoidance systems.  The following bullets
contain excerpts directly from the ORDs:
− The need to reduce the logistics tail and footprint, coupled with fiscal constraints,
drives the requirement for common systems across multiple aircraft types.
− Commonality of LRUs across all system-equipped special operations forces
(SOF) platforms is required. All system hardware and software LRUs shall be
interchangeable between all aircraft to the maximum extent practical.  Standard
interfaces shall be used between all system-added equipment and the host aircraft.
− Except for installation and mounting kits, all hardware shall be interchangeable
between aircraft.  There may be some aircraft peculiar exceptions.
− Lack of commonality results in a lack of interoperability and a tremendous
logistics footprint for deployed SOF units.
− Commonality of major components between the different SOF aircraft is required
to enhance interoperability, logistics supportability, and reduce the Life-Cycle
Cost (LCC) and logistics footprint during deployments.
− Differences in components (such as antennas) between fixed- and rotary-wing
airframes due to size constraints are acceptable, but shall be minimized.
− Support equipment shall be common at the O level and depot.
− Repairs shall be accomplished using only common hand tools.  Newly developed
components shall not require special skills, personnel, or facilities.
− The system shall consist of open architecture and common components for all
aircraft variants.
− Develop an integrated avionics solution, using an open systems approach, which
optimizes cost-effective commonality of hardware, software, and support systems
to simplify sustainment and reduce the C-130 fleet’s total cost of ownership.
− Lack of commonality between radar systems is a major logistical cost driver
within the C-130 fleet.
− The system shall be designed to put all combat delivery aircraft into a single
standard avionics hardware and software configuration, regardless of the starting
configuration of the aircraft.  To the maximum extent possible, AMP equipment
installed on special mission aircraft shall be the same as on baseline aircraft.
Additional hardware and software required for special mission aircraft shall build
upon the baseline configuration in an open systems approach.
− Life cycle cost analysis shall be a primary factor in determining the commonality
of avionics/subsystems selected for combat delivery and special mission aircraft.
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AMP Request for Proposal
− Equipment that is common to other AMC aircraft is preferred over items that
would be new to the Air Force inventory, provided it meets ORD requirements.
− An objective is commonality of equipment across platforms to reduce the overall
AMC support structure, particularly for en route locations and forward-deployed
units.
Commonality appears as a requirement in all five ORDs and both SRDs reviewed.  Obviously
commonality is a fundamental requirement for AFSOC with numerous stated benefits.  The
General Accounting Office (GAO) generated a report on AFSOC’s acquisition strategies in
which it concludes, “[AFSOC] has a sound…acquisition strategy based on a need to eliminate
operational and supportability deficiencies while maximizing commonality within its C-130
fleet.”35
AFSOC also includes maintenance personnel at program management reviews, where
discussions focus on modifications to aircraft in the fleet.  These folks bring an operational
perspective to the acquisition community, ensuring that certain decisions will not adversely
affect operations and support.  Within the acquisition community, AFSOC maintains two
offices that manage across platforms: common avionics and EW systems.  Because AFSOC
needs to deploy in a minimum amount of time with a minimum amount of equipment,
interviewees believe they put a lot of effort into being common.  From their perspective, the
ORD and mission needs statement (MNS) must address commonality.
From AFSOC’s perspective, the benefit of administering commonality at the MAJCOM level
is that separate aircraft program offices and primes have no incentives to seek commonality.
The prime does much the same thing a common advocate within the organization will do,
look out across industry to see who can provide a particular piece of equipment that meets the
stated requirements.  It essentially runs a source selection of its own with no incentive for
commonality but to work with a familiar supplier.  The prime also does not get promoted or
make more money by seeking a common solution with other platforms.  In fact, primes are
                                                
35  Special Operations Forces: C-130 Upgrade Plan Could Help Fix Electronic Warfare
Deficiencies, report of the General Accounting Office, November, 1998.
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more likely to pursue a new development because of the financial incentives to perform the
integration.
6.2.4. Perceived Benefits of Commonality in AFSOC
Multiple acquisition and logistics officers at AFSOC stated that the number-one savings
associated with commonality is a reduction in flying-hour costs.36  Reducing flying-hour costs
frees up money to fly more hours, thus maintaining a higher level of readiness.  Flying-hour
costs are comprised of essentially four major components: materiel support, general support,
fuel, and repair.  Materiel support costs go towards repairable items that are either repaired in
the field or at the depot.  General support costs consist of throwaway nuts and bolts, everyday
wear and tear items that are simply replaced.  Repair costs consist of materiel and labor and
are essentially management costs and the overhead to run the ALC.  Put together, these
components represent the total cost to get the airplane in the air.  Commonality can reduce all
of these costs, with the exception of fuel costs (which could potentially increase slightly if
aircraft weight increases with “scar” weight).  Materiel support and repair costs are the most
obvious means of reducing flying-hour costs through commonality.
Manpower represents the second most significant reduction in AFSOC’s costs associated with
commonality.  Subsystem commonality enables a reduction in manpower on the back-shop
maintenance side.  Each I-level (intermediate, back-shop) maintenance cell presently requires
a certain number of people, and according to interviewees in logistics the number of people
likely will be reduced with increased subsystem commonality.  These cells work on EW
subsystems, sensors, communication, and navigation equipment.  An aircraft maintenance
unit (AMU) consists of personnel assigned to maintain a particular airframe.  This O-level (on
equipment) maintenance would be less affected by commonality, because presently personnel
are assigned to a single platform.  With high levels of commonality, however, personnel could
potentially work multiple platforms.  AFSOC plans to restructure the manpower pool in the
next few years, and interviewees surmise that this change may produce operational
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efficiencies not presently realized.  As mentioned earlier, another advantage of commonality
is that the fewer subsystems in the fleet the lower the training requirements.  This training
requirement is measured directly by the number of hours required to teach a new soldier on a
certain piece of equipment.  Maintaining a large amount of unique equipment also can hurt
retention, because personnel discover they have lost proficiency on the common Air Force
equipment.  When enlisted folks decide they want to “go off and see the world,” they discover
their unique skills are not marketable in the greater Air Force.  Retention is a critical issue for
AFSOC because of the huge cost of training.
Interviewees in AFSOC acquisitions believe that commonality can greatly reduce cycle time
if the interfaces are written for an open systems architecture.  OSA has the promise of
reducing upgrade installation time to a matter of weeks.  If a new install requires a
modification to the aircraft OFP, however, then flight-testing is required, which can takes
months or even years.  Commonality also enables platforms to learn from others’ difficulties,
which in turn reduces the cycle time to install a modification -- a fix for the first platform
generally will apply to the second.  For example, when a new EW subsystem was installed on
one of AFSOC’s C-130s, it did not function properly.  The same subsystem already was
installed on another C-130 variant and working flawlessly, however, so the MAJCOM
pressed the contractor to go back and figure out what they had done differently.  It turned out
that the problem was associated with a different method of installation, rather than a
malfunctioning subsystem.
According to logisticians at AFSOC, one of the real benefits of commonality is that it enables
operators to pool spares in the field, thus making it easier to keep airplanes in the air.  In
wartime situations (and even during peacetime if necessary) commonality enables maintainers
to cannibalize parts from aircraft that are “down.”  It also reduces mobility footprint by
reducing the airlift requirement through a reduction in the number of spares.  The result is a
reduction in the number of C-141 or C-17 equivalents required for each mission.  This
translates directly to a cost savings, because those cargo aircraft cost a certain amount per
                                                                                                                                                        
36  Researchers encountered difficulty obtaining quantified figures for the reduction in flying-
hour costs that commonality affords.  Quite possibly the numbers do not even exist, because
savings associated with commonality traditionally have not been tracked.
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flying hour to operate, and if they are not being used for one application, can be utilized for
another.  In an era of trying to do more with less, this savings is significant.  One interviewee
gave an example of the reduced spares requirement with commonality.  If the typical spares
requirement for a particular LRU, say a radio, is five per aircraft, for a total of fifteen for three
different platforms, that number can be reduced to ten if the LRU is common across all three
platforms.  The reduction might mean fewer C-17s, as discussed above, or it might mean that
AFSOC could carry more of something else, like ammunition.  Another example involves a
radar subsystem being considered under AMP.  While the radar itself would be common
across all C-130 variants in the Air Force, AFSOC can obtain terrain-following capability
from the common box by installing one or two LRU circuit cards.  A BITE check of a failed
subsystem in the field will indicate which card is causing the trouble and allow maintainers to
replace only that card, rather than the entire system.  The entire box will not need to be
included in the readiness spares package (RSP), and common cards will enable a reduction of
spare cards from eight to three.  The RSP, or risk kit, only comprises the mission critical
LRUs that will ground the aircraft.  Peacetime operating stock (POS) will be reduced for the
same reason that an RSP can be reduced with commonality; the total base requirement for
spares is reduced.
6.2.5. Perceived Challenges of Commonality in AFSOC
Interviewees at AFSOC identified several challenges associated with increasing subsystem
commonality across platforms.  These challenges fall into essentially two groups:
technological and organization.  Each group will be discussed in more detail in the following
two sections.
6.2.5.1. Technological Challenges of Commonality
Everyone agrees that technology is advancing at an amazingly fast rate, and this rapid change
represents a significant challenge for defense acquisition.  Stories abound about technology
development in the computer industry and its impact on the aerospace industry.  A good
example is that the average automobile today has more computing power than the Apollo
spacecraft that first landed men on the moon.  Similar trends affect the defense industry, as
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well, and the difficulty often is linked to finding the funds to update old systems.  For
example, the terrain following computer used on aircraft in AFSOC has the same computing
power as a Casio address book, but it is housed in a box the size of a desktop computer.  That
fact is that the rate of technology development in electronic and computer equipment has
eclipsed the government’s cycle time to procure new “state of the art” subsystems.  This
discrepancy in cycle times makes it more difficult to procure common systems, because by
the time all platform’s requirements are satisfied and the new subsystems are fielded, the
technology is obsolete.  AFSOC acquisition officers believe the way to deal with this
challenge is to purchase systems with expandability.  The hardware and functionality of the
subsystem can essentially remain unchanged as long as there is room for increased processing
power and memory.
In addition to learning to deal with new technology, another challenge for commonality is
deciding what to do with old technology.  Integrating new subsystems into old legacy
platforms can be quite challenging.  The AMP program is simply gutting the old systems and
replacing the entire architecture.  Rather than trying to interface with old subsystems and
different architectures, AMP will force everything in the cockpit to be common through a
clean-sheet design.  This approach often is prohibitively expensive, but in the case of the C-
130 the O&S costs definitely make up for acquisition.  A related challenge, however, is the
dilemma of whether or not to upgrade a subsystem on a particular platform.  A program
manager at AFSOC gave the example of the ARC-164 UHF radio that is standard across the
entire inventory.  The radios work well, but there is a new radio available that integrates UHF,
VHF, and SATCOM in the same box.  Given that technology has advanced so dramatically in
this area, AFSOC is struggling with the decision of whether to buy more ARC-164s for the
sake of commonality or upgrading to the new radio.  Upgrading to the new radio would mean
either that one platform would not be common with the others or AFSOC would have to buy
new radios for all platforms, a significant expense.
Finally, as technology evolves platforms are likely to seek modifications and upgrades to their
subsystems.  When these subsystems are common, it makes modifications a little more
difficult, because common parties must decide whether or not they all want to take part in the
modification.  Some platforms may have a requirement to modify their system to meet an
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emerging threat that does not affect the other platforms.  For example, support personnel at
AFSOC explained that they are presently in a similar situation with their thirteen C-130
gunships.  These aircraft have a radar that is common with a fighter platform, and the fighter
SPO has decided to modify it to meet emerging requirements.  Thus, AFSOC is faced with the
choice of doing the modification also (when it does not have a requirement for it) or having
13 unique radar subsystems.
6.2.5.2. Organizational Challenges of Commonality
It has been said that money is the root of all evil, and in the case of commonality, funding
issues are a primary reason for a lot of headaches.  Many times the question of whether or not
to be common comes down to a question of how much money is available.  In today’s
environment, there often is not enough.  Each MAJCOM develops a program objective
memorandum (POM) every year that projects the resources it will require to accomplish its
missions and procure new systems.  The POM covers the MAJCOM’s funding projections for
the next six years, including fuel, maintenance of systems, training and deploying troops,
sustaining operations, and developing new systems.  Because equipping, training, and
sustaining the fleet take precedence over all other requirements, the total obligation authority
often is too constrained to pursue commonality.  According to several interviewees at
AFSOC, the current budget is so constrained and the POM is so full of “here and now” bills
that the MAJCOMs often cannot afford the up-front costs of commonality.  These individuals
add that when the MAJCOM realizes it cannot fund a common solution but that it must do
something to address obsolete or unsupportable subsystems, the result is a “Band-Aid” fix
that ultimately makes that particular subsystem even less common than it was originally.  The
logistics tail only gets longer.
Currently, a sole goal of increasing commonality will not receive funding.  As one
experienced officer explained, the Air Force will say “you have an aircraft, and it works fine.”
In most cases, that aircraft must be broken for it to receive funding.  Basically three cases
qualify a platform for funding.  The aircraft either must break all the time such that mission
effectiveness is seriously degraded, have some mission deficiency, or require so much money
to keep it flying that a new system is the obvious answer.  Since these three cases are
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essentially the prerequisites for obtaining funding, it generally only makes sense to seek
commonality at the same time that one of these deficiencies is being addressed.  The
challenges with addressing commonality at this time are that it often costs a lot more up front
to modify a common system, because the modification is constrained by existing architectures
and unique requirements.  Also, the more expensive the subsystem is the more challenging it
can be to effect commonality (and the more desirable it is to have commonality).  In such
cases, it may not be possible for all platforms to afford the procurement.  Finally, it is quite
important to take stock of the big picture when contemplating a common modification or
upgrade.  For instance, AFSOC decided it made more sense from a life cycle cost perspective
for its C-130s to be common with the rest of the Air Force than with the other platforms
(rotary-wing aircraft) in the MAJCOM.  Originally, the MAJCOM was pursuing a common
avionics upgrade for all of its platforms, but sharing the development costs for the C-130 with
the common Air Force turned out to be a greater motivating factor than operational
commonality.  A similar question arises when a legacy platform has reached the end of its
useful life.  Does it make sense to keep the platform and update all the avionics, as the Air
Force is doing with the AMP program, or should the service purchase new C-130Js?  In this
case it makes more sense to modernize the existing C-130 fleet, because the airframes are
generally still in good shape.
Contractor logistics support (CLS) is an increasingly popular topic in DoD, because many
experts believe that making a contractor responsible for maintaining the system will force it to
make decisions in design and development that will be more cost effective during operations
and support, thus lowering total life cycle costs.  The proponents of CLS argue that the
solution for commonality is to allow contractors to decide what should be common across
their product offerings and what should be unique.  If a box is managed as a commodity, CLS
works quite well, because the boxes can be sent directly back to the contractor.  Interviewees
at AFSOC fear, however, that if a prime vendor gets a CLS contract for an aircraft platform,
that vendor will then charge their subcontractor for CLS.  Thus, the government is being
charged twice for contractor logistics support.  Another concern is that, according to these
interviewees, the primes might try to sell a contract on the virtues of commonality, but that
becomes the fish hook by which the contractors can sell, say software, for the life cycle of the
program.  The aircraft primes have little incentive to maintain commonality once they have
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the contract.  Manufacturers of a common system or subsystem also have a chokehold on the
government when they become the single vendors of a common system.  In addition to the
commonly held law of economics that monopolies do not favor the customer from a cost or
innovation perspective, any problems a single vendor of a common system might encounter
can cause the entire fleet to be grounded.  The Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) program is the most
notable example of creating a potential monopoly for many years to come by selecting a
single vendor for a common system.  AFSOC is pondering a similar dilemma with the C-130
AMP, because the winning contractor will offer a ten-year warranty on the system, whereby it
will be the sole maintainer of the system for the next ten years.  At the end of the ten year
period, the contractor will own all the data on the system, the government will have little
resident expertise, and a decision will need to be made about who will be responsible for
maintaining the system into the future.  The most likely choice will be the contractor.
Another major organizational obstacle in AFSOC’s quest for commonality is the disjoint
between the using command (AFSOC) and the procurement organization (the aircraft SPOs).
Interviewees at AFSOC stated that everyone in the command appreciates the need for
commonality but that their biggest challenge is that they do not administer the contracts.
Rather, AFSOC must rely on the aircraft SPOs at ASC to represent their interests.
Unfortunately, the aircraft SPOs are evaluated on their own funding stream and have few
organizational incentives to pursue increased commonality.  The SPOs also so often have
extremely close relationships with the prime contractor for that platform, a relationship that
sometimes makes it difficult to pursue a common solution.  Interviewees at AFSOC feel that
the way to deal with commonality is to go to the management level above the SPOs.  These
interviewees believe that presently the Air Force is optimizing at the wrong level (the SPO).
Rather, ASC as a whole should begin to recognize the benefits of commonality and manage it
from that level.  According to one interviewee’s estimates, ASC and ESC can solve eighty
percent of the organizational challenges with commonality.  The ALCs and research labs
account for the other twenty percent of the solution (15 and 5 percent respectively), meaning
that, in this person’s opinion, all the organizational challenges to commonality can be
addressed within AFMC.
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Interviewees at AFSOC also feel strongly that certain acquisition reform practices are counter
to commonality (this opinion was echoed by other organizations, including SPOs).  For one,
the IWSM structure creates stovepipes for each aircraft platform that deter SPOs from
coordinating with other SPOs.  SPOs at ASC and the ALCs are supposed to be seamless
organizations, managed by the SPO at the ALC when the platform is in the field.  Since the
platforms are so tightly tied to the prime vendor, however, the SPO at ASC sometimes has
more control over what goes on the airplane than the “south” or “west” SPO (at the ALCs).
Another acquisition reform issue addressed by interviewees is the inability to be specific
about requirements in the ORD.  They cited an example of an advanced technology
demonstration carried out by the MAJCOM that verified the success of a common, modular
system.  Given the success of this demonstration, which set out to demonstrate, among other
operational requirements, a low cost, off-the-shelf common, system, interviewees would have
liked to be more specific in the ORD.  Acquisition reform prohibits such specificity, however,
making it more difficult to work commonality into the requirements.
An organizational challenge that is not entirely Air Force specific but definitely characteristic
of the military organizational structure is the issue of high turnover rates for personnel.
Military personnel generally do not stay in one position for more than three years, and the
result is that they often will not be around to realize the benefits (or costs) of their decisions.
One interviewee noted that leadership vision is a major challenge for commonality.  He stated
that the leadership either lacks the vision or the belief in the savings to be realized in
commonality.  The problem he identified was that often leaders did not want to fight for a
large amount of funding to initiate commonality when the benefits of commonality would
occur during someone else’s command.
Finally, interviewees at AFSOC stressed that sometimes driving to commonality simply for
the sake of commonality does not lead to an optimum solution.  As one interviewee put it,
“commonality is not an on/off switch; it is important to think of it more like a dimmer.”
Certain levels of commonality make sense for different applications, and sometimes it is
simply impossible to be common because of different requirements and missions.  The
missions performed by AFSOC often are the long pole in the tent, meaning they are the most
difficult requirements to satisfy.  For this reason, the greater Air Force has difficulty justifying
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the need to be common with AFSOC.  According to one acquisition chief, commonality can
be sub-optimal if it drives the mission.  The reverse should be true.  If it is necessary to give
up a critical capability just to be common, commonality it is not a good policy in that
particular case.  An interviewee at AFSOC expressed the MAJCOM’s sentiments best when
he said, “we want to be common, but we want to keep our people alive more.”  This constraint
must always enter into an evaluation of commonality.
6.2.6. Overcoming Challenges
All of the individuals interviewed at AFSOC ventured recommendations on how to improve
the current system and make it more amenable to commonality.  Primary among these
recommendations is the belief that funding for common subsystems should be moved from
the MAJCOMs to a central level within the Air Force.  This change would allocate funds to
common solutions, rather than maintaining commonality as just another burden on the POM.
The second major recommendation from interviewees is that common SPOs should maintain
a catalogue of common equipment with open systems architecture.  For instance, it makes no
sense that there is not a catalogue for common displays, when all aircraft need them and few
requirements are that drastically different.  As discussed earlier, in some cases platforms will
have a unique requirement and be forced to develop a subsystem on its own.  In this case, the
subsystem still should be added to the catalogue of potential solutions for another platform.  A
common SPO has the ability and incentive to look across platforms.  In contrast, aircraft SPOs
have little incentive and little time to see what others are doing.  Aircraft primes also have
little incentive to seek common solutions, and many people would argue they have
disincentives for commonality.
Interviewees at AFSOC believe that golden opportunities to reduce air force wide life
cycle sustainment costs through common subsystems across multiple platforms are lost by
separate “stove-pipe” efforts.  As on higher-level acquisition official at AFSOC put it, “As
long as we continue to build new aircraft or AMP old aircraft without strong incentives for the
SPO and prime contractor team to select and use common OSA avionics across multiple
[platforms], the fleet-wide sustainment costs of the Air Force will be much higher than they
should be.”  In his opinion, the major change that should be made in the Air Force’s
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acquisition process would be to grade both industry through source-election criteria and
senior acquisition officials at AFMC, air staff, and SAF/AQ on their impact on “total fleet
lifecycle costs”.  He concluded by saying, “We claim we are streamlining under acquisition
reform and learning from industry, but what industry executive would tolerate individual
subordinate units disregarding the good of the whole organization with stovepipe business
decisions?”
Finally, all of the individuals interviewed feel strongly that it is essential to prove that
commonality makes sense from a life cycle cost perspective.  AFSOC believes there are many
operational benefits to commonality, but these benefits have never been quantified in dollar
amounts.  A life cycle assessment of the money saved through commonality would be a
compelling argument for change.
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Table 6-1 - Benefits and Challenges of Commonality in Organization F
Life Cycle Benefits/Advantages General Savings Costs/Challenges
Requirements
Generation
Single contract Reduced waste,
increased efficiency
Avoid duplication of
effort
Reduced headcount and
waste
Reduced contract
complexity
Reduced cycle time,
waste
Design
Design reuse Reduced cycle time
Shared development
costs
Reduced life cycle costsEMD
Avoid other’s
mistakes
Lessons learned,
reduced waste and time
Production Reduce cost and time Economies of scale
Reduced spares Reduce mobility
footprint, overhead
Fewer maintenance
man-hours
Reduced flying-hour /
life cycle costs
Increased availability Higher mission
effectiveness
Reduced chance of
DMS
Greater supportability
Reduced training
requirement
Lower life cycle costs
Reduced inventory in
supply
Lower overhead costs
Greater
interoperability
Higher mission
effectiveness
Operations and
Support
Increased operator
competence
Reduced cycle time,
less waste
− Different
requirements
− Lack of money for
common solution
− Technology
obsolescence
− Unique solution can
be faster and cheaper
− Must keep pace with
modifications on
other platforms
− Potentially higher
up-front costs
− Integration in legacy
systems
− Primes have little
incentive to maintain
commonality
− Disjoint between
users and procuring
organization
− Political interests
− Desire for multiple
suppliers
− No means of
quantifying benefits
− Silo organizations
− One problem can
ground entire fleet
− Inability to be
specific in ORD
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6.3.  Organization G – PMA 276, H-1 Program Office
In many ways, Organization G is a poster child for the merits of commonality.  The program
office supports two distinct helicopter platforms, the AH-1 Cobra and UH-1 Huey, designed
and manufactured by the same contractor.  These platforms were originally designed with a
high degree of commonality in the early 1970s, but over the years unique requirements drove
upgrades and modifications to the airframes that reduced the level of commonality from
approximately 75 percent to 40 percent.  Presently, the Marines are pursuing a major upgrade
to the two platforms that will increase the level of commonality to 85 percent, and
Organization G is managing this modernization program.
After the upgrade, few of the systems between the two platforms will be unique -- all of the
dynamic systems, including engines, drive train, and transmission will be the same, as will
many of the avionics (radios, data link, GPS/INS, displays, computer, and moving map).  In
fact, it is much simpler to discuss what is not the same than to list the subsystems that are
common between the two aircraft.  For example, the skids are not the same, because the
aircraft have different profiles and weights.  The forward fuselage is the most distinct
difference between the two platforms, as one aircraft is designed for an attack mission and the
other has more of a utility role.  The weapons suite obviously differs between the two, but it is
embedded within the same mission computer, of which there are two per aircraft.  The
mission computer was designed with an open-systems architecture with modular software for
ease of expansion and upgrade with COTS components.  The computer has seven cards that
can be swapped out for more or less functionality.  Of the 14 peripheral component
interconnect (PCI) slots on the bus, the AH-1Z will use 8, while the UH-1Y utilizes only 3.
Both the mission computer and cards can be replaced in the field with relative ease.  One set
of software will go on both platforms, with the utility platform simply not using some of the
functionality for the attack aircraft.  The AH-1Z will have a helmet mounted display that
cannot be justified, from a cost perspective, for the utility platform.  Likewise, the UH-1Y
will have SATCOM capability not required on the attack aircraft.  All software between the
two aircraft is identical.  The two platforms also will share common starting procedures and
emergency procedures that will aid in cross-crew training and proficiency.  The same
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mechanic will be qualified to work both aircraft with minimal requirements for additional
training.  Where components cannot be common between the two aircraft, the manufacturer is
taking advantage of common manufacturing processes.  For example, the cowlings will be
manufactured using the same process on the same tool.  Such efficiencies reduce cost and
cycle time.
6.3.1. Organization G’s Customers
Interviewees at Organization G made it clear that they are always thinking about the pilots
and maintainers of the aircraft when they make a design change.  The program manager is,
himself, a pilot of the attack platform who transitioned to NAVAIR directly from the fleet.
He recognizes a significant operational advantage in the fact that pilots will be much more
familiar with both aircraft.  The real advantage of commonality to the customer, however, is
that it will reduce the maintenance workload considerably, by virtue of having the same
procedures to maintain both platforms.  There will be no need for two sets of maintenance
publications, and both mission planning and desktop training can be combined.  Organization
G’s immediate customer, Headquarters Marine Corps, will benefit from the reduced
manpower requirements and life cycle costs of common platforms.
The two platforms managed by Organization G are part of the air component of a Marine
Expeditionary Unit (MEU).  Generally, a detachment of six attack helicopters and three utility
helicopters deploy together on a LHA or LHD amphibious assault ship.  A Marine Light
Attack Helicopter (HMLA) squadron consists of three detachments.  Much of the analysis to
follow assesses the manpower and spares requirements for an HMLA.  While the analysis
considers the effects of commonality between these two platforms, it is important to note that
these platforms also share common subsystems with other aircraft in the MEU.
6.3.2. Incentives for Commonality in Organization G
The single greatest incentive for Organization G to pursue a strategy of commonality is life
cycle cost.  Organization G has demonstrated that commonality will save nearly $1.5 billion
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over the 20-year anticipated life cycle of the two platforms, compared to other acquisition
strategies.  Commonality also reduces the manpower requirement to keep the helicopters
flying, which translates to both a cost savings and a quality of life improvement for Marine
personnel.  For this reason, the Marine Corps Requirement Development Command wrote
commonality into the ORD for the modernization program.  Commonality makes a lot of
sense for these two platforms, because both aircraft deploy together in the same detachment
on L-class ships.
6.3.3. Perceived Benefits of Commonality in Organization G
While most organizations discussed in previous sections often do not quantify the benefits of
commonality, but rather make decisions about commonality based on intuitive sense, a GAO
report on Organization G’s helicopter modernization strategy forced the program office to
justify its approach to commonality.37  The GAO suggests that, perhaps, the Marines can save
more money by procuring a helicopter, call it platform B, that is common with the Air Force
and the Navy, verses procuring the UH-1Y, that only is common with another Marine
platform (the AH-1Z).  The Air Force and Navy already operate a large number of derivatives
of platform B, and the Navy is modernizing its fleet with about nine new aircraft per year.
The basis for GAO’s recommendation is that if the Marines decide to procure platform B, it
will boost production to around 18 aircraft per year, thus reducing the cost of each aircraft.
GAO predicts this increased annual buy can yield overall procurement savings of more than
$300 million for DoD.  The Marines contend, however, that platform B is more expensive up
front to begin with, and even when factoring in the development costs for the UH-1Y
(development costs for platform B will essentially be zero), the UH-1Y will still be cheaper.
More importantly, however, Organization G has demonstrated that a large percentage of the
life cycle cost advantage of commonality occurs during operations and support.
In response to the GAO report suggesting that it might make sense for the Marines to procure
platform B to meet the Service’s utility helicopter requirement, The Institute for Defense
Analysis (IDA) Cost Analysis and Research Division conducted a study to assess the
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Marine’s decision to procure the UH-1Y.  IDA developed a framework for analyzing the
effects of commonality that includes three main categories: cost drivers, resources, and
activities.  The framework is displayed as a cube in figure 6.1.  For each cell, IDA assessed
the effects of commonality under three states: peculiar (no commonality), similar designs, and
common (identical).
Figure 6-1 – IDA Framework for analyzing the effects of commonality
In the “activities” category, operating units include the primary missions and specialized
aircrew and maintenance training.  Shipboard level support includes shipboard operating
support and supply and materiel support.  Intermediate support is the maintenance performed
                                                                                                                                                        
37  Aviation Requirements: DoD Should Reassess the Marine Corps’ Helicopter
Modernization Decision, report by the General Accounting Office, October, 1996.
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outside the unit, system management (program office), and inventory control point operations.
Central logistics is comprised of depot maintenance, sustaining engineering, and software
support.  Finally, central training includes undergraduate pilot training and entry level
technical schools.                
IDA’s assessment assumes that the UH-1Y and platform B will have similar missions, operate
in a similar environment, and have virtually identical operating tempos.  Given these
assumptions, IDA conducted a life-cycle cost analysis for the following two cases: case 1
where the Marines procure 180 AH-1Z helicopters and 100 UH-1Ys and case 2 where the
Marines procure 100 aircraft of type B in addition to the same 180 AH-1Zs in case 1.
Platform B, because it already is operational for other services, substantially reduces
engineering and test requirements and enables manufacturing costs to be based on consistent
historical production experience.  Platform B will be common with the Air Force and Navy
derivative, with the exception of different weapons, mission avionics, and related software.
The manufacturer of the UH-1Y has specified two flight test articles, one fatigue test article,
and one static test article, compared to Platform B’s single flight test article.  Thus, the EMD
cost for platform B, at $36 million, is a small percentage of the UH-1Y’s EMD cost of $181
million.  The EMD cost for the UH-1Y is not high compared to most other system
developments, however, since the dynamic components of the UH-1Y will be common with
the AH-1Z, and the aircraft is based on an existing system.  IDA estimates that the common
dynamic components will reduce the cost of engineering, manufacturing, logistics, and
component level testing during EMD.  Both platforms represent low technical, schedule, and
cost risk.
While the cost of EMD is significantly higher for the UH-1Y, the difference is recouped
several times over in procurement, with platform B costing over $400 million more to acquire
100 aircraft.  The UH-1Y also has numerous operational cost advantages, since it is common
with the AH-1Z.  From a logistics perspective, the two aircraft will share technical
publications, support equipment and maintenance trainers, and spares.  The benefits of
commonality for Platform B are more of a second-order consideration, because it will not be
common with the AH-1Z, with which it will deploy.  Thus, technical publications, support
equipment, and spares all will be unique during deployment.  NAVAIR predicts Platform B
will require as much as $154 million in additional sparing because of its lack of commonality
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with the attack platform.38  Training equipment costs will almost triple, increasing by as much
as $64 million for Platform B because of the need for dedicated simulators.  Additional
support equipment will command a pricetag of nearly $70 million, more than three times that
for the UH-1Y.  As a result, NAVAIR projects that all of these differences will result in total
acquisition costs that are as much as 50 percent greater for Platform B, with a difference of
nearly $800 million.
The cost drivers for weapon system O&S costs are reliability, maintainability, and complexity
of the equipment.  Commonality reduces O&S costs by positively impacting maintainability.
According to IDA’s analysis, commonality reduces costs at the unit level by lowering
maintenance man hours per flight hour (MMH/FH), maintenance costs including repairable
spare parts, support equipment, and consumable items, and maintenance training.
Commonality also reduces the costs of depot maintenance, equipment modifications,
sustaining engineering, technical publications, and software support.  Platform B would not
realize any of these benefits from commonality at the unit level but likely would experience
reductions in the cost of depot maintenance, sustaining engineering, technical publications,
and software support.  Based on historical data, NAVAIR projects the MMH/FH to be more
than five hours less at the unit level for the UH-1Y, with I-level MMH/FH roughly equivalent
for the two platforms.  The disparity at the O-level and similarity at the I-level suggests that
commonality is a major driver in reducing MMH/FH at the unit level.  Headquarters Marine
Corps (HQMC) projects that the higher MMH/FH requirement for Platform B will translate to
a requirement for 14 additional enlisted personnel, while DoD’s Cost Analysis Improvement
Group (CAIG) arrived at an additional requirement of five enlisted Marines in an HMLA
squadron.  These projections include both an increase in the number of O-level maintenance
personnel required and the additional personnel required to augment Marine Aviation
Logistics Support (MALS), which provides forces with expedited delivery of a replenishable
support package for any contingency.  HMLA squadrons require pre-positioned support
packages, both fly-in and contingency, depending on the combat usage requirement.
                                                
38 These numbers are NAVAIR projections in a November 1996 comparison study.  IDA
projections for spares, training, and support equipment are slightly higher.
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According to NAVAIR, the difference in required spares translates to a weight increase of
some 35,000 pounds for a fly-in support package (FISP), nearly a 50 percent increase over the
75,000-pound baseline for the the UH-1Y FISP.  This increased weight means that the
number of aircraft required to move 180 days of combat spares and support equipment for a
single HMLA squadron will increase by 3 C-141s, 2 C-17s, or 1 C-5.  Platform B’s ninety-
day spares support storage requirement for a MEU onboard a ship will be almost twice as
large, in volume, as the UH-1Y, 2752 cubic feet verses 1408.  The 1,982 support equipment
items for a HMLA squadron of AH-1Zs and Platform B will reduce to 964 with the UH-1Y,
732 of which will be common.  As a result of the effects listed above, 30-year O&S costs are
likely to be ten percent higher for Platform B, with some estimates as high as 30 percent.
Organization G’s latest projections indicate that Platform B’s O&S costs would be 23 percent
higher than the UH-1Y.  The major cost drivers for this difference are personnel, unit level
consumption, and sustaining support, all of which are reduced by commonality.  The Marines
concluded from these studies that “intra-service commonality is cheaper than inter-service
commonality.”
The numbers cited above are a conglomeration of several different independent studies and
analyses.  The Marines, NAVAIR, and DoD  commissioned several studies to evaluate the
merits and costs of being common with other platforms in DoD verses operational
commonality with platforms that deploy together.  For each group analyzing the problem,
there is a unique answer.  It is understandable, from a competition standpoint, why the
manufacturers of the UH-1Y and platform B have disparate projections of the life cycle costs
of their systems, and manufacturer numbers are not cited above, unless otherwise noted.  It is
quite telling, however, that the government organizations and outside contractors arrive at
rather different solutions as well.  Acquisition and procurement cost projections often are
similar, because it is much easier to quanitfy these upfront costs, but O&S costs vary
dramatically, suggesting a need for more rigorous life-cycle costing tools.  One major point of
contention among different studies is the reduction in manpower that commonality affords.  In
this case, estimates vary widely from five to more than 40 people.  The manufacturer of The
UH-1Y projects the Platform B/AH-1Z combination would require 378 more enlisted
personnel in an HMLA than the The UH-1Y/AH-1Z combination.  These drastic differences
in manpower have a significant impact on life cycle cost projections, and the difference
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between estimates of 10 percent and 30 percent for multi-billion dollar O&S costs can
become quite significant.  Such dollar amounts can have a major impact on the selection
process of which acquisition strategy to choose.
The program manager at Organization G cited several other advantages of commonality that
are not captured in the anlysis above.  In his opinion, commonality has reduced the cycle time
to design and develop the two platforms.  Instead of designing and qualifying two rotors and
drive systems, the manufacturer developed one that is idenitical between both platforms.  It
took a little longer to develop the common dynamic system than it would have to design a
unique one for a single platform, but it definitely required less time and resources than
developing two separate systems.  This individual gave an example of the composite rotor
blades.  He mentioned that it is common to build a number of proofs during the development
process to certify the design and manufacturing process.  When the system is common, it only
requires one set of proofs, thus reducing the number of parts for verification.  Commonality
also reduces a manufactuer’s tooling and allows the firm to work farther down the learning
curve, reducing rework downstream.
6.3.4. Perceived Challenges of Commonality in Organization G
Organization G firmly believes in the merits of commonality and recognizes few challenges to
a common strategy.  When pressed, the program manager cited several cases in which
commonality increases cost or complexity.  One such example is the anti-collision lighting
system on the utility platform.  Though the old system was fully functional, Organization G
decided it was worth the minimal additional cost and effort to make the system identical
between the two platforms, thus enabling common maintenance and sparing.  Similarly,
Organization G opted to move the antennas on the utility platform’s tailboom to make the two
structures identical.  The hands-on collective and cyclic grips on the attack platform also are
used on the utility platform, despite the fact that the utility helicopter does not need the
functionality.  The decision adds cost to the utility platform, but it ultimately is cheaper to buy
one system verses two separate ones, and it definitely is cheaper to maintain one system.
Using the same software load on the two aircraft also gives the utility platform functionality it
cannot use, but there is virtually no added cost of doing it.  The added cost might be that it
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takes a little more time and effort to write software that accepts commonality by doing a self
check to determine which aircraft it is on and, therefore, what functionality it has.  The benefit
is that a card can be swapped from one aircraft to another in three minutes to make a ferry
flight, for example, and the sortie is not lost.
As discussed in previous sections, sometimes commonality simply does not make sense from
a requirements standpoint.  The attack platform has very different space requirements than the
utility aircraft, meaning that certain subsystems must be a specific dimension or may not be
able to be justified on the platform for lack of space.  In addition, different mission
requirements sometimes drive a unique solution.  For instance, there are certain sensors on the
attack platform that are too expensive to justify on the utility platform when it has no
requirement for them.  Another good example is the Tactical Aircraft Moving Map Capability
(TAMMAC) display.  The display was developed for a fixed-wing fighter, and NAVAIR
wanted Organization G to use it on its helicopters.  The problem is that helicopters require
much better resolution than fighters because of their low-level mission.  The higher resolution
required by the scale and number of threats, such as SA-7 surface-to-air missiles, encountered
by a helicopter requires more memory than the TAMMAC provides.  For commonality to
work, the attack helicopter mission, which has the most stringent requirements, had to drive
the TAMMAC requirements.  Fixed-wing aircraft end up with more capability than they need
and have to pay more for it.
An organizational challenge identified by interviewees at Organization G is that there still is
not the mindset at the top levels of authority that commonality across platforms is a desireable
goal.  Top-level buy-in is essential to sustaining a common program that may cost a little
more and require more effort upfront.  Similar to Air Force organizations, Organization G
stated that funding also is a major challenge to overcome with commonality.  Programs at
NAVAIR have similar selfish incentives, whereby a program office only has responsibility to
manage its own system.  The result is a fuzzy, if not entirely obscured, view of the whole
picture.  Politics also are a crucial challenge in the effort to effect commonality, because
certain individuals and organizations naturally will protect their “rice bowls.”  When
commonality is forced on different requirements, it can be an extremely suboptimal strategy.
Sometimes the lure of commonality can force a platform to buy and install legacy boxes.  The
challenge for implementing successful commonality is keeping pace with technology and
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providing a range of solutions with room for expansion.  For example, one solution for the
TAMMAC might be to design it with expandable memory cards, enabling fixed-wing aircraft
to use cards with less memory than rotary-wing aircraft.
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Table 6-2 - Benefits and Challenges of Commonality in Organization G
Life Cycle Benefits/Advantages General Savings Costs/Challenges
Requirements
Generation
Lowers cost and
schedule risk
Reduced program risk,
waste
Design Reduced cycle time Reduced life cycle cost
Reduced cost of
engineering
Reduced life cycle cost
Reduced component
level testing
Reduced life cycle cost,
headcount
EMD
Reduced tooling Reduced overhead
Production Reduced cost of
manufacturing
Increased learning,
economies of scale
Reduced maintenance
workload (MMH/FH)
Reduced headcount,
higher retainment
Lower maintenance
costs
Reduced life cycle cost
Support equipment
and publications
reduced
Reduced overhead, life
cycle cost, complexity
Reduced training
requirement
Reduced life cycle cost,
headcount
Reduced spares, unit
level consumption
Reduced logistics
footprint
Reduced cost of depot
maintenance
Reduced life cycle cost
Reduced equipment
modifications
Reduced waste, life
cycle cost
Operations and
Support
Reduced software
support
Reduced headcount, life
cycle cost
− Life cycle cost
benefits are difficult
to quantify –
everyone arrives at a
different solution
− Lack of accurate life
cycle costing tools
− Development of a
common system
takes a little longer
− Additional cost to
drive commonality
− Some unneeded
functionality
− Different missions /
requirements
− Requires top-level
buy-in
− Funding for
commonality
− Political “rice
bowls”
− Rapid advancement
of technology
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6.4. Organization H – Commercial Airline
Organization H is a commercial airline company with a large, mixed fleet of aircraft.  The
airline has been in existence for a long time and has accumulated substantial infrastructure to
maintain its fleet of aircraft.  In many respects, Organization H is a commercial organization
that is similar to the Air Force, in that it operates, maintains, and sustains a fleet of both
legacy and new aircraft of all different types and missions.  Commonality plays an integral
role in many of the decisions Organization H makes about the procurement and upgrade of its
systems and subsystems.  The company assesses commonality on essentially three different
levels.  The first commonality Organization H addresses is commonality of airplanes.  If the
company can meet demand for a certain route segment with an aircraft type that already is in
the fleet, it will favor that option over procuring a new type of aircraft.  The decision is
largely a function of routing, passenger volume requirements (“lift”), and market penetration
strategies related to preferred aircraft “branding.”  Second, the company considers
commonality of engines.  Again, choice of engines is largely dependent upon mission
requirements.  Finally, Organization H looks at commonality of subsystems, or spares.
Subsystem commonality offers Organization H a myriad of benefits that include reduced
sparing costs, reduced training costs, and increased aircraft availability.  These benefits, as
well as some of the challenges Organization H faces with commonality, will be discussed in
the following sections.
Organization H supports 25 different platforms, where each generation of a particular aircraft
type is considered its own platform.  For example, the 737-200 and 737-300 are considered
two distinct platforms, referred to as fleets.  The author interviewed individuals in purchasing,
new aircraft acquisition, inventory management, component engineering, avionics systems,
and maintenance program development at Organization H.  Interviewees identified numerous
subsystems that often are common across multiple fleets.  These subsystems are parts in the
basic sparing inventory for the airline, meaning they are replaced out on the line.  For
example, hydraulic actuators and pumps often have the same part number, meaning they are
interchangeable from one platform to the next.  High-usage items that are replaced relatively
frequently, such as wheels, tires, and brakes, also are common.  Finally, one experienced
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engineer at Organization H noted that items that do not affect the aircraft’s basic
airworthiness functions are good candidates for commonality.  For instance, transponders
have no real relation to the aircraft -- their function is independent.
Interviewees stated that the items in the inventory that are most common are communications
equipment.  Airlines often try to standardize their VHF and HF equipment.  It is rare to find
common part numbers in avionics, however, because the technology changes so rapidly.  For
this reason, aircraft developed in the same time period are more likely to have common
avionics equipment.  For example, Organization H’s Boeing 757s and 767s have the same
flight management system, and the instrument panel is mostly the same for dual qualification,
a quality the airlines really like to see, according to those interviewed.  Even within an aircraft
type, however, avionics systems quite often are different, depending on when the airline took
delivery of the aircraft.  A purchasing manager at Organization H gave an example of the
carrier’s fleet of 757s, which currently has seven different navigation systems.  Organization
H presently is working on the development of a common navigation system across all the
fleets, however.
Researchers examined the maintenance records at Organization H to determine exactly which
items in the inventory are highly common across multiple fleets.  Table 6-3 displays the items
in Organization H’s inventory that are common across six or more aircraft platforms, and the
final column in the table displays how many different platforms share this particular item.
The items in Table 6-3 verify interviewee statements that communications equipment is
highly common across fleets.
Table 6-3 – Maintenance records of highly common items at Organization H
Component Application Number of platforms
Accelerometer − Flight recorder
− Vertical
7
8
Antenna − Glideslope
− Marker beacon
− ADF
− VHF Comm
12
12
12
11
CDU − ACARS management 14
Computer − GPWS/Windshear 9
Coupler − HF Comm 11
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Indicators − Altitude
− Airspeed
− VSI
− Weather radar
− TCAS
12
Interrogator − DME 7
Motor − Hydraulic flap drive
− Stabilizer trim drive
− Windshield wiper
6
6
14
Pump Assembly − APU fuel supply
− Main hydraulic
− Engine driven
− Hydraulic auto pilot
7
10
8
16
Recorder − Cockpit voice
− Flight data
15
15
Receiver − Marker beacon
− VHF Nav/glideslope
6
6
Transceiver − TCAS
− VHF
− Weather radar
13
12
12
Transponder − Mode S/TCAS 17
Valve assembly − Rudder hydraulics
− Elevator hydraulics
− Aileron hydraulics
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While the items in Table 6-3 represent subsystems that are highly common, few subsystems
are truly unique to a single fleet.  For example, generators tend to be common with aircraft of
comparable size.  For instance, all five types of 747s in Organization H’s fleet have the same
AC generator, as do all the 737s.  Entertainment systems also differ by the size and mission of
the aircraft.  Evacuation slides are an example of items that are entirely unique within a
particular aircraft fleet.
It is instructive to note that a majority of the items listed in Table 6-3 are required by the FAA
but selected by the airline as buyer furnished equipment (BFE).  There are relatively few
systems on new commercial aircraft that are chosen by the airlines (i.e. specified as options by
the manufacturer), and supplier furnished equipment (SFE) tends to be less common.
Organization H attempts to be as common as possible with the equipment that it is able to
choose.  Table 6-4 displays a list of required items that are BFE.  Comparison of Table 6-4
with Table 6-3 yields a significant amount of similarity.
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Table 6-4 - FAA required buyer furnished equipment
Cabin: Cockpit: Systems:
Seats Communication and navigation
systems
Engines
Lavatories Weather radar Wheels and tires
Passenger oxygen Flight data recorder Brakes
Portable emergency systems Cockpit voice recorder Auxiliary Power
Slides/rafts TCAS Engine Electronic Control
GPWS, Windshear
Seats
Organization H places a lot of emphasis on common training procedures and support
equipment.  Items that use the same training and test equipment are almost as important to
Organization H as common items.  For example, radios often have interchangeable power
supplies, meaning they can be tested on common automatic test equipment by personnel with
the same level of skill and training.  In the cockpit, pilots are constantly looking to move into
a larger airplane to make a higher salary.  The training costs to move from one platform to
another are extremely high, however, and Organization H constantly is looking for ways to
reduce this difference training.  Cockpit commonality certainly is a primary means of
reducing the cost of training.
6.4.1. Organization H’s Customers
While an airline’s ultimate customers are passengers, interviewees at Organization H cited
multiple internal customers who are affected by decisions about commonality.  The individual
in charge of new aircraft programs at Organization H mentioned that his customers are the
maintainers and mechanics who have to keep the aircraft in service.  For a commercial air
carrier, performance is secondary to reliability.  In this manager’s opinion, it is a disservice to
the line operator to have many unique part numbers.  In an ideal world, mechanics would
always have the part they need on the line.  Commonality brings this ideal a little closer to
reality, because, for example, instead of stocking three bins of unique pumps, the airline can
stock a single bin with a larger number of common pumps.  In this sense, the benefits of
commonality might be measured by the number of delays that result from a part not being
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available.  Purchasing has a similar customer focus, where engineering, flight operations, and
the maintenance shops make up the core of immediate customers.  All of these organizations
essentially want commonality for training purposes.  As this interviewee noted, “maintenance
really likes to see the same thing.”  Interviewees in engineering concurred with the training
benefits of commonality, saying also that commonality reduces the number of people required
to do a particular job and reduces parts inventory.  Thus, interviewees deduced that other
quantitative measures of commonality are crew training costs and amount of inventory.
6.4.2. Incentives for Commonality in Organization H
Individuals from engineering believe that there is an overall corporate goal at Organization H
to maintain or increase commonality.  Commonality is certainly a major consideration in the
decision to select a new aircraft type.  Bringing a new aircraft type into the organization
means that an entire support structure must be built around it, unless it is common with other
fleets already in the inventory.  A major incentive for commonality for Organization H is that
an aircraft with common subsystems is less likely to be out of service.  Assuming an initiative
to increase commonality is not prohibitively expensive, the company is likely to go ahead
with it for supportability reasons.  Also, the organization may refuse upgrades or
modifications that increase performance if those modifications mean that the part number will
be changed.  For instance, a slight software change to an avionics subsystem might create two
boxes with two different part numbers.  In this case, Organization H generally would refuse
the upgrade to avoid splitting the part numbers, unless Operations must have it for safety or
fuel efficiency.  As a specific example, block A and B 767s have very subtle differences that
prevent interchangeability of parts between the two aircraft.
Two groups at Organization H look at commonality as a requirement: Engineering and
Marketing.  Marketing believes that all cabin equipment and décor should be common.
“Passengers like to see standardization,” remarked one manager.  Standardization in the cabin
means that items the passenger “sees, feels, or tastes” will be common across all platforms.
For Engineering, there are no pure incentives to seek commonality in the sense of rewards.
Rather, commonality can make engineers’ jobs a little easier, because the engineering only
needs to be done once.  Once a part is designed and qualified for a particular application, there
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often is little extra effort required to translate that part to other platforms.  Also, a common
subsystem often has an operational history.  Engineers at Organization H may be motivated to
stick with a part they know, with a well-understood performance factor, than to qualify
something unique and new.  A manager in charge of spares provisioning at Organization H
also mentioned that Engineering will ask him for provisioning input when they are
considering a new subsystem.  Spares are extremely expensive, and commonality affords a
lower sparing level.  Engineers also do not have to write as many contracts when they use
common parts, another indirect incentive.  Reduced training, both of mechanics and pilots,
already has been mentioned as an incentive for commonality, but there also are certain
learning curve efficiencies provided by common items.
6.4.3. Requirements for Commonality at Organization H
Commonality trickles down from management to engineering as a result of high-level
corporate requirements.  Engineering defines Organization H’s requirements and provides
Purchasing with a recommended part number and supplier to be contacted with a Purchase
Order.  Engineering, with the assistance of Purchasing, will issue an RFP to suppliers if the
new part is being acquired in support of new functionality (i.e., outside the common part
number population).  These RFPs are always mindful of standard specification baselines
already established within Organization H, as well as guidelines from the FAA or industry
standards entities (ARINC, AEEC, SAE, etc.).  If it is possible, Purchasing will buy all items
from the same vendor to keep the costs down.  If Engineering requests Purchasing to buy a
part that is not included in a standard options (catalog) listing or is from an alternative source
supplier, Engineering may be required to cost-justify their request.
6.4.4. Benefits of Organization H’s Structure on Commonality
When asked whether or not there is a person or office at Organization H whose responsibility
it is to emphasize commonality across the entire fleet, interviewees responded in a variety of
ways.  From a manager’s perspective in new aircraft development, the Component
Engineering group is in a position to emphasize commonality, because the group manages
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items across the fleets.  He believes the decision is made at the shop level, however, because
they have the most interest in commonality.  In speaking with individuals in the Component
Engineering group, they believe that there is no group at Organization H that is responsible
for emphasizing commonality.  They agreed that if an emphasis on commonality comes from
anyone, it usually is line maintenance, because they are the ones who need to support the
aircraft.  A manager of maintenance training agreed that the manager of maintenance policy at
Organization H probably has the most responsibility for emphasizing commonality.  He also
suggested that the regulatory compliance specialists at Organization H often are looking at
issues of standardization, for reasons other than just economics.
It is clear, based on the interviews discussed above, that no group at Organization H is
specifically tasked with ensuring commonality across fleets (or if there is, there is no clear
understanding of who that group might be).  Organization H used to have a standards
engineering group that did not fall within the normal organizational structure (i.e. did not
report to anyone).  This group was in charge of analyzing the inventory and standardizing
small component parts, such as nuts, bolts, washers, and O-rings.  Quite often the group
would discover that 20 or 30 items could be reduced to one.  Presently, each fleet engineering
group does its own standardization, but it does not have the ability to look across the entire
enterprise.  Organization H also expects the OEMs, whether they be aircraft manufacturers or
component suppliers, to be aware of the need to sponsor and support standardization.  In this
regard, they are in the best position to offer production and after-sale (spares) pricing that is of
best value to Organization H.  Intermediate “clearinghouse” parts brokers are to be avoided.
Buying direct from the manufacturer, verses paying marked-up prices from these
“middlemen,” can save millions of dollars per year.  An inventory manager at Organization H
related that a few years ago he received a call from a stores manager at LaGuardia airport who
noticed that a vendor-specific component from a “parts house” had the same part number as a
part that already was in his bins.  The vendor was charging $50.10 for a part that Organization
H already stocked by the thousands and for which was paying only $0.25.  Organization H
stocks between 150,000 and 175,000 expendable part numbers, which makes it easy for
common items to slip through the cracks as unique.
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Other groups at Organization H have more of an enterprise-wide view, but none of them are
focused specifically on emphasizing commonality.  One such group deals with new avionics
systems and looks at issues of new technology from a flight operations standpoint.  In
speaking with the manager, he agreed that his group is in the best position to emphasize
commonality across the enterprise.  Commonality is not of primary importance to him,
however, as keeping the airplane repaired and flying takes precedence over all other
considerations (with the exception of safety, of course).  Avionics commonality gets a lot of
visibility, though, because it reduces sparing and crew training costs, and many avionics
systems are on the FAA’s minimum equipment list.  This minimum equipment list defines
which systems on the aircraft must be operative before departure.  This manager explained
that one of Organization H’s 777s was stuck in Germany, because an item on the FAA’s
minimum equipment list was inoperative.  Because the aircraft’s avionics suite was not
common with the company’s multiple 767s at the airport, it had to wait for a replacement part
to be flown into the airport.  The end result was a lengthy ground delay.  Presently, airlines
often dispatch to foreign destinations with aircraft that contain a high degree of redundancy to
ensure that the aircraft will not be grounded at a remote location where the spares pipeline is
thin, or non-existent.
Finally, Inventory Management serves as a focal point for addressing commonality across
aircraft fleets.  Inventory Management determines Organization H’s sparing requirement for
stations around the world.  If Engineering is considering procuring a new subsystem, it often
goes through the Inventory Management office to determine how the new part will affect the
provisioning costs for the airline.  This coordination occurs at all three levels of procurement,
from entire aircraft systems, to engines, down to subsystems.  For example, the provisioning
costs were the main reason Organization H did not add the MD-80 to its fleet.  No parts on the
MD-80 were common with any of the existing fleet types.
6.4.5. Perceived Benefits of Commonality in Organization H
The most often mentioned benefit of commonality in Organization H is a reduction in sparing
inventory.  According to a specialist in Inventory Management at Organization H,
commonality reduces the number of required spares at both line stations and maintenance
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shops.  Aside from the economic merit of reducing inventory levels, reduced inventory also
affords a reduction in storage space and documentation, as spares must be stocked in bins and
tracked in maintenance catalogues.  Commonality also means there is a better, more reliable
spares pool, which translates to higher aircraft availability rates.  Spare parts allocation at any
location depends upon how much of the fleet is flying through that particular airport.  For a
given number of aircraft flying through a particular airport, the higher the percentage of
commonality between those aircraft the lower the spare parts allocation can be at that
location.  For example, Organization H stocks a pneumatic main engine starter that is
common across three fleets: the 747-400, 767, and 767-300ER.  Organization H must stock at
least one spare starter at each of the 26 airports in the world that support at least one of these
aircraft types.  Eleven of these 26 airports support more than one of these aircraft types,
meaning Organization H can pool spares across its fleets at these airports.  The result is that
Organization H only has to carry 14 spare starters, as opposed to the 25 it would need to carry
if the starters were not common.  Organization H’s 767-300s and 747-400s carry the same
family of engines from a single engine manufacturer.  Though not identical, the engines share
many common accessories, such as starters, valves, and generators, enabling Organization H
to stock fewer spares at airports that support both aircraft.  These examples illustrate the
significance of having common engines.
Organization H also shares a great number of parts with other airlines.  The increasing
popularity of code sharing and airline alliances makes pooling of spares between airlines quite
attractive from an economic viewpoint.  The purpose of the pooling arrangements is to avoid
having to carry a relatively low-usage part in inventory.  Such arrangements mean that
alliance partners are coordinating to a greater extent in the procurement of new systems and
subsystems to yield higher commonality between their fleets.  As a result of these increasingly
popular pooling relationships, Organization H has been able to reduce its number of spares
from 25 percent of total inventory to just 10 percent.  The economic savings associated with
pooling spares is significant.  For instance, Organization H pools approximately $7 million in
parts with another airline for a single fleet at a single overseas location.  Pooling high-cost
items, such as the APU on the 777 which costs $1.5 million, can yield significant savings.  As
an example of the cost of not being common, the 777-200A and 777-200B use different
rudder power control units.  This lack of commonality means that Organization H must own 6
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spares instead of three, costing the company nearly half a million dollars.  The Organization H
interviewee who headed up the 777 Development Team for the airline noted that the customer
airlines lobbied very strongly for a common rudder PCU between both models, even if it
would mean retrofit of the “B” unit back to the “A” airplane and possible rudder
strengthening.
Commonality enables Organization H’s aircraft to fly into an airport where the company does
not necessarily stock spares.  Organization H often sends aircraft into airports where it does
not expect to do maintenance, and in such cases commonality of flight-critical systems can
save the airline potentially long ground delays.  Some items, such as the subsystems on the
FAA’s minimum equipment list, are considered go/no-go components.  It behooves the airline
to standardize these items with its entire fleet, in addition to other airlines, to avoid having to
fly in a replacement part while the aircraft and passengers are delayed.  Another advantage of
stocking common flight-critical systems is that these systems require more spares.  For
instance, an airline might get away with stocking only ten deferrable items at a certain
location, where the airline would require 15 no-go items.  If a particular location does not
have the spares it needs to get an aircraft in the air, maintenance personnel must go through
the procurement cycle to get them, which takes time.  Commonality definitely reduces the
chances that an aircraft will be grounded for lack of spares.
Engineering often pushes for commonality to reduce the spares requirement.  When
Organization H was considering acquiring either the A319 or the 737-700, one of the deciding
factors was commonality.  The 737-700 was only 23 percent common with older versions of
the 737 in Organization H’s fleet.  In contrast, the A319 was 95 percent common with
Organization H’s A320s.  The difference in levels of commonality between the two aircraft
meant a $40 million savings in spares provisioning.  Inventory levels often can be a
determining factor is the decision to procure a new system.  Most often Engineering goes to
the Inventory Management group and asks them how much inventory a certain project will
require.  Decisions to reduce inventory often recoup their investment in a few years.  For
example, Organization H spent around $3 million to replace five different cockpit voice
recorders with a single solid state recorder with a MTBF five times greater than the old
system.  As a result, the company is saving more than $2 million per year.  The company also
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reduced its inventory by $1.5 million by standardizing its six flight data recorders to two
systems.
Interviewees cited numerous other benefits of commonality in Organization H.  While based
on significant experience and trained intuition, these benefits are not quantified by the
company; or if they are, the costs represent “company most-private” information.  Primary
among these additional benefits is the reduction in training required with common systems, as
both pilots and mechanics will require less training on common systems.  Unique parts require
unique tools, and a special tool means that a mechanic must be specifically trained on that
tool.  For instance, sleeper seats require a special box to analyze the seat.  As another
example, if there is a unique hydraulic pump on three different aircraft, each pump will
require specific training.  Mechanics will either be trained on the three different levels of
equipment or will have to specialize on one type.  If there is a common pump, however,
personnel only have to train to one standard.
Almost all mechanics can be qualified on a common part, which reduces training but also
reduces time.  A manager in maintenance related that commonality enables mechanics to fix a
particular system quicker, because the mechanic is familiar with that system.  Given that
mechanics do not work seven days a week, twenty-four hours per day, several mechanics
need to be trained on unique systems.  Unique subsystems also may require unique support
equipment, which can be a significant expense.  In the past, Organization H has many
separate testers for each different system.  Presently the goal is be able to test as much
equipment as possible on a single bench.  Flow time through a shop is significantly more
productive when a faulty part only needs to visit a single machine, as opposed to thirteen
different machines spread throughout the shop.  Finally, interviewees at Organization H
concluded that commonality also reduces tooling costs and documentation.
6.4.6. Perceived Challenges of Commonality in Organization H
One of the greatest challenges a manager of new aircraft development at Organization H
recognizes for commonality is the constant forward march of technology.  Especially true of
computer technology, which encompasses virtually all new avionics subsystems, the fast pace
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of technology turnover often means it is not practical to remain common with older
equipment.  According to this manager, Organization H often starts a new clock running with
each new aircraft procurement.  For instance, virtually all of the 777 avionics are integrated
into AIMS, or Aircraft Information System, architecture.  AIMS technology features a newer,
higher speed data bus and a high degree of integration that replaces the separate “black box”
electronic rack population of even recent airplanes.  It goes without saying that practically
none of the 777 avionics components can be backfit into other model airplanes.39
Organization H never considered fitting the new aircraft with old technology, because the
company determined that it gained more from the technology enhancement, plus in many
cases the components simply wouldn’t conform to the new architecture, as previously
described.  Instead of seeking commonality with legacy systems, Organization H hopes that
Boeing will use the technology developed for the 777 on new aircraft developments in the
future.
It is not inconceivable for Organization H to refuse new technology for the sake of
commonality.  On the 777, Boeing wanted to use a standard electrical system for the cabin
electronics.  Organization H insisted on using a legacy system that the airline maintained on
other fleets, however, and as a result signed a contract with another supplier for the
entertainment architecture on the aircraft.  Since then, it has become apparent that the old
system is more costly than the new architecture, and Organization H presently is moving to a
new system that fits within the standard architecture originally suggested by Boeing.  In this
case, the benefits of commonality did not offset the costs of a legacy subsystem.  The
manager of new aircraft development believes that commonality is not that big of a deal with
large fleets, because each fleet tends to be self-contained.  Once the airline acquires around 50
or more of a certain type of aircraft, that fleet becomes an empire unto itself.  It warrants its
own support and training equipment, and personnel might only be trained on that particular
system.  Thus, in his opinion Organization H probably will never force a design redirection
only to enforce commonality.  With legacy systems, however, Organization H often turns
                                                
39  This lack of commonality has created problems for aircraft availability at times, as
discussed in section 6.4.4, but the new technology is significantly better from a performance
standpoint.
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down solicitations from vendors for improved functionality, because it would mean the
systems might no longer be common.  If the vendors are to succeed in getting the improved
functionality on the airplane, the engineering group at Organization H must show that there is
a life cycle cost benefit to doing so.
Many groups interviewed within Organization H stated that there really are no technical
challenges to commonality.  They mentioned that if there were money to be saved by
commonality, the technical challenges would be easily overcome.  Probably the biggest
challenge technically is meeting the requirements of the least common denominator, and the
differing sizes and missions of aircraft sometimes can make this difficult.  While smaller
aircraft need only one power control unit on the rudder, the 777 needs three.40  The goal is to
avoid having deficient functionality on any aircraft type.  In general, being common means
either that some fleets forgo functionality or that some have too much functionality.  In the
case of software, it makes little difference if there is added functionality, because the impact
on cost and weight is negligible.  The Enhanced Ground-Proximity Warning System
(EGPWS) is an example of avionics equipment that is functionally similar from one aircraft to
another but not entirely common.  One major difference between the boxes is that they must
conform to different aircraft architectures – some are analog and others are digital.  Similarly,
some aircraft have GPS and others do not, which greatly affects the accuracy of the system.
Commercial aircraft manufacturers have been trying to get airlines to buy common airplanes
for a number of years.  Despite the significant savings promised by the manufacturers, the
airlines did not go for it.  The main stumbling block for the airlines is that each company has a
preference for different types of equipment that go on the airplane, and airlines have a definite
interest in maintaining product and service differentiation.  These preferences often are set at
a very high management level.  With the growing popularity of alliances, decisions are being
made at this high level to increase commonality with alliance partners, allowing the airlines in
the alliance to negotiate a lower price based on higher order quantities.
                                                
40  It is quite possible that those three PCUs  could be identical to the one on the smaller
aircraft, however.
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From an organizational perspective, the challenges with commonality are showing a cost
benefit and getting internal organizations to broaden their perspective.  Presently, fleet
engineers are responsible only for their specific fleet.  They have no incentive to look across
the airline to other fleets and especially not to look at other airlines in their alliance.
Organization H is a matrix organization, with each fleet operating in near autonomy.  The
difficulty with commonality is that to make a change on a system that is common with, say,
seven other fleets requires coordination with seven different organizations.  A change to one
fleet then requires technical review and certification by the other six.  Thus, commonality can
require more work and take more time in a matrix organization.
To get different organizations to coordinate with each other, there must be an overwhelming
business case to drive them to do so.  In the opinion of several interviewees at Organization
H, the company does not adequately document the potential benefits of commonality from a
life cycle cost perspective (partly because costs are proprietary).  Thus it is extremely difficult
to make a compelling business case for increasing commonality.  Interviewees in Engineering
also cited a lack of tools that would help them understand what they could save with different
acquisition strategies like commonality.   Another major challenge facing virtually all
aerospace firms at an enterprise level is that return on investment constraints cause the
companies to look only about one year down the road.  Since commonality may cost more up
front, with the economic benefits realized several years down the life cycle, it often is difficult
to convince the company that it is a good investment.  Finally, a significant challenge facing
commonality on an enterprise level is that some financial incentives are too great to ignore on
the basis of commonality alone.  For instance, certain manufacturers will go to great lengths
to gain access to a particular market.  In doing so, they may offer extreme discounts or
extended support packages to make their product more attractive.
Finally, interviewees in all groups at Organization H agreed that commonality should be a
serious consideration but never a constraint.  Commonality as a constraint could potentially
hurt the company’s flexibility.  If commonality is an inflexible requirement, it might cause the
airline to keep a poorly performing part that costs much more to maintain than the benefits of
commonality.  For instance, many modern solid-state electronics boost MTBF by thousands
of hours.  Even if these systems do not enjoy the benefits of commonality, their reliability
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pays for the extra training and spares requirements.  For this reason, engineers at Organization
H feel it is important to develop a tool that enables them to assess these tradeoffs.  Blind faith
in commonality also might produce an inability to react to the increasingly dynamic
environment of computer technology when a new system that boast significant performance
advantages becomes available.  Finally, strict adherence to commonality often leads to sole
source procurement, which airlines try to avoid at all costs.  Purchasing definitely has a desire
to maintain a diverse supplier base to keep costs down and avoid parts obsolescence in the
future.
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Table 6-5 - Benefits and Challenges of Commonality in Organization H
Life Cycle Benefits/Advantages General Savings Costs/Challenges
Requirements
Generation
Leverage existing
design
Design reuse
Well understood
performance
Reduced risk
Design
Fewer contracts Economies of scale
Production Lower price Economies of scale
Use common/existing
support equipment
Lower overhead
Higher aircraft
availability
Higher mission
effectiveness
More efficient
maintenance
Reduced headcount
Access to airports
without spares
Higher mission
effectiveness
Lower sparing levels Lower overhead
Reduced training Lower overhead
Reduced storage Lower overhead
Reduced
documentation
Economies of scale
Reduced redundant
systems
Lower overhead
Operations and
Support
Learning curve
efficiencies
Economies of scale
− Meeting all
requirements
− Differing sizes
and missions
− Airline
preferences
− Short ROI cycle
− Barrier to upgrade
− Technology
turnover
− Change to one
fleet requires
change to all
− Performance
tradeoffs
− lack of tools
− Each fleet is self-
contained
− Documenting
savings
− Negative impact
on flexibility
− Sole source
procurement
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7 .  A N A L Y S I S 
The cases outlined in chapters Four, Five, and Six illustrate that subsystem commonality is
desirable in certain situations and sub-optimal in others.  The challenge is determining when
subsystem commonality is a beneficial acquisition strategy to pursue from both an operational
and financial perspective.  This chapter synthesizes the results from the case studies and
literature review to suggest answers to the primary questions of this research identified in
Chapter Three, namely:
• What level of commonality makes the most sense in the defense aerospace
industry, and when is it appropriate?
• What are the benefits and costs of commonality over the system’s life cycle, and
under what conditions do they accrue?
• How should the government be organized to support increased use of common
subsystems?
• How should contractors and suppliers be organized to utilize subsystem
commonality, and what incentives do they need to do so?
7.1. What Level of Commonality Makes the Most Sense?
Interviewees in each of the organizations visited agreed that commonality generally does not
make sense at the system level, because it is too difficult to reconcile different requirements.
Most individuals in the different organizations believe that commonality should be pursued at
the highest level where requirements can be satisfied without compromising any individual
platform’s performance too significantly.  As discussed above, commonality often results in a
slight decrease in system performance.  The key to determining what level of commonality
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makes sense is pinpointing what level of performance operators are willing to accept.
Generally, logistics folks are willing to give up certain requirements for the sake of
commonality, because they know it will save them money, time, and effort down the road.
Operators are focused on the mission, however, and are therefore not as willing to trade
performance requirements for commonality.  The program manager for a major avionics
modernization program in the Air Force related that the job of the acquisition community is to
mediate between the logistics and operations folks to obtain a solution that is optimal for the
Service as a whole.  Choosing the optimum level of commonality also requires an ability to
quantify the life cycle cost implications of making a particular subsystem common.  In this
respect, the level of commonality that makes the most sense is that which has a higher (less
negative) net present value over its life cycle.
The vast majority of individuals interviewed believe that commonality makes the most sense
at the LRU or subsystem box level.  Commonality of line replaceable units (known as work
replaceable assemblies, WRAs, in the Navy) makes sense from a logistics standpoint, because
LRUs comprise the majority of spares.  Avionics systems, which typically are considered
LRUs and must be sent back to the vendor for repair, cost between $100 K and $300 K.
Thus, it is quite beneficial from a cost standpoint to increase commonality at this level.
According to one interviewee, the ideal LRU would be a common processor that could be
field loaded over the data bus and configured with a laptop.  Below the subsystem level,
commonality is not as critical, because most component parts are relatively inexpensive.  In
addition, present open-systems acquisition strategies dictate that the DoD is not supposed to
be concerned with what is in a particular box (the components of a subsystem) as it does
about the box’s functionality.  That said, interviewees at both the airline and the commercial
aircraft manufacturer agree that achieving component commonality requires minimal effort.
It is fairly easy and common to use off-the-shelf components in the design of new avionics
systems.  In general, these piece parts are used in other industries that render the aerospace
industry a small customer in comparison.
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Subsystem vendors have a slightly different view of where commonality makes sense from a
business standpoint.  From the perspective of interviewees at Vendor X, commonality makes
the most sense at the shop replaceable unit (SRU) level, which means the individual cards
within each box.  According to a program manager at Vendor X, different platform
requirements often cause the boxes at the LRU level to take different forms.  As discussed in
section 5.3.7, the boxes vary in shape and size according to the space and installation
requirements of individual platforms.  While this manager believes it is important to have
commonality at the component level, it is not as important as the SRU level, because there are
many manufacturing sources for electronic components such as capacitors, resistors, etc.
SRUs comprise high-priced integrated circuits, and it is cost effective for the vendor to repair
these items if possible.  Interviewees at AFSOC and Organizations A and G agreed that
commonality also makes sense at the card level (in addition to the LRU level), and it is
beneficial from the MAJCOM’s perspective if the cards are replaceable in the field (making
them more of an LRU).  The command uses common cards for processing, video and
graphics, power, and input/output devices.  In their opinion, as operators and maintainers of
the systems that they purchase, commonality makes the most sense at the level they can
repair.  In general, that translates to below the system level.  ALCs typically are responsible
for repair at the system level.  In addition, most interviewees feel that seeking commonality at
the system level requires too much time and money to satisfy all requirements.  It remains to
be seen whether or not the joint strike fighter (JSF) will be successful from the commonality
standpoint, as some industry experts believe that the program is attempting to enforce
commonality at too high a level.
The general rules derived from the case studies suggest that commonality makes sense in
items that are not highly specific to a particular aircraft type.  Certainly these items include
subsystems that function independently of the aircraft system  (i.e. do not interface with the
system architecture).  Systems with only a few interfaces also are good candidates for
commonality, such as the subsystems offered by Organization D.  Examining Table 6-3 and
synthesizing the results of the other case studies, it appears that the items in Table 7.1 are
good candidates for commonality.  The items listed in the table are not intended to be an
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exhaustive list.  Rather they comprise the items that were most frequently mentioned during
the case studies as being common.  Radars are an example of subsystems that were identified
as potentially not making sense for commonality, because they require a specific design
environment with specific power and size requirements.  Radar components, such as cards
and transmit-receive modules are potential candidates for commonality, however.
Table 7-1 - Good Candidates for Commonality
Mechanical Electronic
Hydraulic pumps Antennas Navigation Equipment
Motors Processors EW Equipment
Valves Displays Video Optical Equipment
Generators Communications Equipment Transponders
Ultimately, determining what should and should not be common comes down to a question of
requirements.  If a platform has a rather simple set of requirements for a particular subsystem,
it is likely that platform can be common with other platforms.  Commonality must be
addressed on a case by case basis, however.  Though fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft
operate in vastly different environments (high vs. low speed, altitude, temperature, etc.) and
as a result might have drastically different requirements, they are not ipso facto precluded
from having common subsystems.  It is quite conceivable that, for example, certain stand-
alone avionics subsystems can be common across both types of platforms.  The trick to
determining what should be common is to examine closely existing and future products and to
assemble a macro requirement set.  This process entails assembling requirements from each of
the potential platforms involved and matching up requirements by function.  For example,
during development of the common large area display set (CLADS), developers had to
reconcile different requirements by meeting the hardest specification across the board for each
platform.  It turned out that commercial displays met all requirements except temperature and
pressure.  The JSTARS weapon system has a requirement of 2.5 hours of unpressurized
operation at 42,000 feet.  The AWACS system, which also needs the new displays, only has a
requirement for 25,000-foot unpressurized operation.  While the JSTARS specification clearly
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drives the requirement in this case, developers felt that the requirement was too stringent and
would add undue cost to the AWACS system.  After closer inspection it became evident that
the JSTARS aircraft cannot fly above 40,000 feet and would not stay at that altitude in the
event of a depressurization.  The Army had a requirement for 10,000 displays, and it did not
cost anything to include their specifications.  The Navy, on the other hand, had a requirement
that the displays must withstand a depth charge blast of 60 to 90 g’s.  This requirement simply
did not make sense for the Army or the Air Force to incorporate on their displays.  The take-
away from this example is that, during the process of matching requirements, it is critical to
understand which requirements are set in stone and which can vary slightly.  Such an
understanding requires the development organization to determine the origin of the
requirements.  Organization C, a common Navy program office, related that several tools are
presently in development to aid in the process of defining a macro requirements set.  For
example, Whitney, Bradley, and Brown, Inc. developed a decision support tool to help
developers prioritize joint requirements for the joint helmet-mounted cueing system
(JHMCS), though it certainly is not unique in developing such decision support tools.  Similar
tools would enable a common program office to take requirements from multiple platforms
and determine what should be common and what should be unique.
It is also important to keep in mind that the system architecture defines what can be common
and what must be unique.  Just as it is difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile all requirements
at the systems level, designers of common subsystems can encounter similar difficulties.
Because of varying requirements, it may not be possible to specify an entire avionics box to
be common.  Rather, it may make more sense to mass customize a certain subsystem,
generating as much commonality as possible without sacrificing critical requirements.  In this
respect, a modular architecture that enables operators to add or take away components can
increase the effective level of commonality.  Modular designs with an open-systems
architecture also enable the operator to keep pace with changing technology.  Several
interviewees observed that it makes sense from a commonality perspective (as well as a DMS
perspective) to design systems with sensors uncoupled from the computer equipment.  Sensor
technology does not change rapidly, but computer technology is constantly evolving.  If a
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system is designed properly (by de-coupling technology with rapid turnover rates from more
stable technology), it will last a lot longer.
Figure 7-1 – The Level of Commonality That Makes the Most Sense
Figure 7-1 illustrates that, according to this research, commonality generally makes the most
sense at the subsystem or card level.  At this level, different requirements generally are not
too difficult to reconcile; yet the cost of the items is high enough to justify striving to make
them common.  Subsystems, such as avionics boxes, and increasingly cards, or circuit boards,
also are replaced in the field, meaning that commonality of these items reduces logistics
footprint and decreases the maintenance requirement.  As a general rule derived from the case
studies, commonality makes the most sense with high-value consumables with mature
technology.  Attempting to force commonality with immature technology can lead to
exceptionally long development times.  A modular system architecture is a commonality
enabler by allowing platforms to customize their common high-cost LRUs with standard or
semi-standard cards.  Alternatively, platforms can satisfy their unique space and interface
requirements with a non-standard box with common SRUs inside.  These two approaches
enable an aircraft platform to achieve maximum performance at a minimum cost over the life
cycle of the system.
System Level
Component
Level
Subsystem Level (LRU)
Card Level (SRU)
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7.2. Benefits and Costs of Commonality Over the Life Cycle
The potential benefits of commonality are many, as indicated by the charts at the end of each
section in Chapters Five and Six.  It is interesting to observe, but not surprising, that the vast
majority of benefits cited by organizations in Chapter Five are upstream in the life cycle,
while the majority of benefits cited by organizations in Chapter Six are downstream.  These
differences are characteristic of the different focus each of these organizations has on the life
cycle.  It should be noted that interviewees were asked to comment on the benefits of
commonality to their organization.  The documented savings of commonality are more
compelling in the upstream cases, because the numbers are more concrete.  For instance,
Organization A knows exactly how much it will save from commonality if two customers
order a certain subsystem versus only one customer ordering that item.  Downstream savings
are more difficult to obtain and more theoretical, as the projected savings will not be realized
for a number of years.  Section 7.2 addresses the second major question of this research on the
benefits and costs of commonality.  The results are a synthesis from all the case studies in
both Chapters Five and Six.
7.2.1. Benefits of Commonality
The benefits associated with commonality fall into a number of different categories of general
savings, as indicated by the charts at the end of each case study.  These categories include:
more efficient contracts; competitive advantage; higher customer satisfaction; reduced cycle
time, headcount, overhead, logistics footprint, risk, and waste; economies of scale; greater
supportability; and protection against DMS.  The relative importance of these benefits will be
discussed in the following sections.  All of these categories can essentially be condensed into
two overarching benefits of commonality: lower life cycle costs and higher mission
effectiveness.
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7.2.1.1. Lower Life Cycle Costs
A common theme throughout this work is the importance of life cycle costing.  The major
costs of a system over its lifetime can essentially be split into two: the cost of purchasing the
system and the cost of maintaining and supporting it for the remainder of its useful life.  As
addressed in numerous sections above, acquisition costs are the easiest to quantify, because
they represent the lump sum an organization must put forth to purchase a new system.  The
costs of maintaining and supporting a system are not as easy to quantify, and in many cases
interviewees stated that they do not believe the Air Force keeps track of many of these costs.
It is easy to identify with this problem.  Virtually everyone who has ever owned a home
probably can tell you exactly what she paid to purchase it, but she likely will have more
difficulty telling you how much the house costs per year to maintain.  Maintenance costs for a
home include the cost of repairs, upgrades, additions, modifications, electricity, heat, and hot
water.  There are costs associated with plumbers, electricians, carpenters, roofers, masons,
landscapers, and interior decorators.  One also must account for property taxes and
homeowner’s insurance.  To make matters even more complex, some costs get amortized over
a number of years, such as the cost of a new boiler or water heater, tools, and appliances.
Now imagine owning several hundred homes around the world.  In this case it makes sense
for someone to staff his own electricians, carpenters, roofers, etc., simply to maintain all the
homes.  It is easy to see the correlation between this example and the Air Force, which owns
hundreds of multi-million dollar aircraft.  The operations and support costs can quickly
become rather complex.  Certainly it is much easier to keep track of acquisition costs.  With
present computing technology, however, there is no reason why organizations cannot keep
track of all their costs rather precisely and in one location.  As one Air Force general said,
“that which is measured improves.”
According to Cary Spitzer in his book on “Digital Avionics Systems,” acquisition costs
include at a minimum the original equipment, initial spares and expendables, and installation
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costs.41  Operating costs include at least maintenance personnel wages, replenishment of
expendables, and maintenance support.  Life cycle costs include hardware and software
design, development, testing, production, installation, maintenance, spares, and retirement
costs.  Figure 7-2 is a graphical depiction of life cycle costs, modified from Spitzer for
application to military systems.
Figure 7-2 - Life Cycle Cost
7.2.1.1.1. Acquisition Cost
Spitzer defines the acquisition cost (AC), or up-front costs, as the sum of the fleet installed
cost (FIC), the initial spares cost (ISP), and the fleet support cost (SU), as indicated in
Equation 1 below.  Equation 2 indicates that fleet investment cost is the sum of the unit cost
(UC) and the installation cost per aircraft (INS) times the quantity of systems per aircraft (Q)
and the number of aircraft (N).  In this case, unit cost includes all the hardware and software
                                                
41  Spitzer, Cary R., Digital Avionics Systems, 2nd Edition, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1993.
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research, design, development, manufacturing, and testing costs pro-rated across the estimated
total number of units to be produced.  Determining proper sparing levels can be a complex
exercise for commercial airlines, because they depend on the number and type of aircraft
flying through a station, the pooling arrangements at that station with other airlines, and the
number of items on the FAA’s minimum equipment list.  Choosing sparing levels for military
systems is more straightforward, because spares can be distributed based on the number of
LRUs operating in an organization and the LRU’s MTBF.  Given the increasing cost of
spares, especially with high-cost items such as digital avionics, it behooves an organization to
minimize the number of spares it requires.  Up-front support costs include training and ground
support equipment, facilities construction, and technical documentation.
(1) AC = FIC + ISP + SU
(2) FIC = (UC+INS) x Q x N
Commonality reduces acquisition costs by potentially reducing all three terms on the right-
hand side of Equation 1. According to organizations A and C, the unit cost of subsystems can
be 10 to 25 percent lower as a result of increased order quantities associated with
commonality.  While some opponents argue that commonality can increase design costs, the
case studies indicate that any increases are offset by economies of scale and reduced testing
requirements.  Installation costs also are reduced by commonality through learning curve and
set-up efficiencies.  Common items utilize common training and support equipment, as well,
reducing the cost of such equipment by nearly 75 percent, according to Organization F.
The cost of spares is the sum of the initial cost of rotable spares (ICRS) and the initial cost of
expendable spares (ICES).  The initial cost of rotable spares is the unit cost multiplied by the
number of spares (NS).  An inventory manager at Organization H demonstrated that
commonality reduces the company’s sparing inventory of a particular item by 30 to 50
percent, while Organization G tended to lean towards the higher estimate.
(3)  SP = ICRS + ICES
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(4)  ICRS = UC x NS
The initial cost of expendable spares is the quantity of maintenance material cost per year per
fleet (MM) and the number of months of stock in initial provisioning (NMS) divided by the
number of months in a year.
(5) ICES = MM x NMS/12
Maintenance material cost is given by the quantity of number of aircraft, flight hours per year
per aircraft (FH), quantity of systems per aircraft (Q), failures per flight hour (FR), and cost
per expendable item (CE).
(6) MM = N x FH x Q x FR x CE
7.2.1.1.2. Operations and Support Costs
Operations and support costs account for the largest component of life cycle costs.  Spitzer
expresses operating cost (OC) as the sum of direct maintenance labor (DML), direct
maintenance material (DMM), and fuel penalties (FP) times the flight hours per year per
aircraft times the number of aircraft plus spares handling costs (SH).  That quantity is
summed over the system’s service life in years (Y) and multiplied by the quantity, raised to
the index of Y power, of one plus the inflation rate (INF) divided by 100.  Direct maintenance
labor is multiplied by the sum of one plus the maintenance burden factor (MBF), which
Spitzer says is typically between 2 and 2.4.  To account for the differences between
commercial and military accounting, the author has chosen to add another term to this
equation (OSU) to capture the support costs not addressed in acquisition, as indicated in
Equation 7.  OSU costs include crew and maintenance training, logistics, depot
maintenance/storage and technical documentation.
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(7)  OC   = Σi=0 {[DML x (1+MBF) + DMM + FP] x FH x N + SH + OSU} x (1+INF/100)i
Military LCC models include separate equations for repairs performed on the aircraft, repairs
completed at the base and ALC level, and provisions for LRUs that are not replaceable.
Therefore, DML includes line, shop, and depot-level labor and is expressed in dollars per
flight hour.  Commonality reduces labor requirements to maintain a particular item by as
much as 50 percent according to Organization G.  DMM includes the cost of material and
expendables per flight hour.  Commonality also can reduce the cost of rotable materials and
expendables through economic order quantities, which reduce the cost by as much as 25
percent.  FP is the sum of fuel cost per flight hour due to system weight (FCW) and fuel cost
penalties due to energy required to operate the system (FCP).  FCW is the product of system
weight, pounds of fuel per hour per pound of system weight, and the fuel price per pound.
For some platforms, common subsystems can potentially increase the FCW by requiring the
subsystem to be heavier than it would have to be for that particular platform if the item was
unique.  FCP is a result of energy required to operate the system, cooling air, and induced
drag penalties from the system.  Spitzer indicates that spares handling costs generally are ten
percent of the cost of rotable spares.  As discussed in the case on Organization G, spares
handling and logistics costs also can be reduced as much as 50 percent by cutting the airlift
requirement in half.  Since commonality reduces training costs anywhere from 50 to 75
percent, according to Organizations E, F, and G, supports costs also will be reduced.  Overall,
Organization G predicts a reduction of 10 to 30 percent in operations and support costs as a
result of commonality.  Given the potential savings from commonality cited above, Equation
7 could be re-written as follows for a common subsystem.
(8)  OC   = Σi=0 {[0.5*DML x (1+MBF) + 0.75*DMM + FP] x FH x N +
0.5*SH + 0.5*OSU} x (1+INF/100)i
Subtracting Equation 8 from Equation 7 yields an estimate of the maximum annual savings
associated with a common subsystem of:
Y-1
Y-1
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(9)  OC Savings = {0.5*DML(1+MBF) + 0.25*DMM + (1-W/Wo)FP}*FH*N + 0.5*SH + 
0.5*OSU
“W” in Equation 9 represents the weight of a common subsystem, while Wo is the weight of a
unique system.  Thus, an increase in weight from a unique to common system will offset
some of the savings associated with commonality.  A SPO or MAJCOM could use this
equation to estimate the potential savings from commonality by plugging in the costs
associated with a unique subsystem.
7.2.1.2. Summary of LCC
Table 7-2 depicts the range of potential cost savings from commonality for a single subsystem
assuming a hypothetical cost structure where the fleet installed costs account for 80 percent of
acquisition costs, while initial spares and support costs account for ten percent each.  Cost
structures will vary from system to system and organization to organization.
Table 7-2 – Subsystem Acquisition Cost Savings From Commonality
Fleet Installed Cost 10-35% savings
+   Initial Spares Cost 30-50% savings
+   Fleet Support Cost 50-75% savings
=     Acquisition Costs 15-40% savings
Table 7-3 depicts the range of cost savings in operations and support associated with
commonality of a particular subsystem assuming a hypothetical cost structure of 50 percent
for maintenance labor, 30 percent for material, and 10 percent each for spares handling and
operational support.  It should be noted that if commonality results in an increase in the
weight of the subsystem, the savings will be reduced slightly by fuel penalties, as indicated in
Equation 7.
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Table 7-3 – Annual Subsystem O&S Cost Savings From Commonality
Maintenance Labor 20-50% savings
+  Maintenance Material 10-25% savings
+          Spares Handling 30-50% savings
+    Operational support 50-75% savings
=                  O&S Costs 20-45% savings
7.2.1.3. Higher Mission Effectiveness
Commonality yields higher mission effectiveness through reduced cycle times, higher
reliability and availability, and protection against diminishing manufacturing sources.  Cycle
time can be reduced by commonality through more efficient contracts.  Efficiencies in
contracting are essentially the result of economies of scale, whereby the ability to write one
contract for multiple different platforms reduces time and effort -- the more platforms that
sign the contract the better.  Each new platform need not use its own assets to write the
contract, qualify the supplier, and close the deal.  When there is a common program office
like Organizations A, B, or C, engineers at the common office gain experience and expertise
on the subsystems they offer and are in a position to develop product family strategies and
leverage design reuse.  This experience also leads to more efficient contracts, because
engineers are better able to assess different platform needs and resolve integration problems.
Commonality also guards against DMS, because it provides enough business for the supplier
to continue to support the subsystem.  For instance, platforms like the U-2, B-2, or F-117, of
which there are only tens of aircraft in the entire Air Force inventory, are experiencing serious
problems with DMS issues.  The B-2 is spending over $20 million a year on DMS issues, and
according to one program manager it needs to be spending more.  If this aircraft shared more
common subsystems with other aircraft in the inventory, it would not be experiencing such
problems to so great an extent.  Suppliers simply cannot stay in business to support only 20
aircraft.
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Commonality’s contribution to higher mission effectiveness is multidimensional.  Of the
many factors involved, reduced cycle time is one of the most beneficial.  In his doctoral thesis
on the effects of reducing cycle time, McNutt (Major, USAF) demonstrated that cycle time is
a determining factor in the acquisition cost of new weapon systems – the longer the cycle
time, the greater the cost.42  What is more, McNutt posits that runaway cycle times contribute
to reduced mission effectiveness, because key technologies are not fielded until after they are
needed.  In general, commonality reduces cycle time for a host of reasons.  First, commonality
can reduce the time for source selection, because a system that already has been selected by
another program has gone through the necessary tests and qualification period.  If there is a
common program office, personnel in that office already are familiar with the particular
subsystem, the contractor, and the contract itself.  With a common SPO, the contractor
already might be in place, greatly reducing the platform’s cycle time to procure the new
system.  During integration, commonality reduces cycle time by enabling platforms to learn
from the mistakes of others.  Using a common subsystem means that another platform already
has integrated the subsystem.  Utilizing lessons learned from that integration, a common SPO
can avoid duplicated effort and solve problems quicker and more efficiently.  In production,
commonality reduces cycle time by enabling the manufacturer to use existing manufacturing
processes and equipment.  Again there is an opportunity to learn from past mistakes and
improve upon previous processes.  Testing a common subsystem requires less time than a
unique system, because a common system already has undergone testing on another platform.
While each platform integration is different, the subsystem itself has the same functionality.
Finally, commonality reduces cycle time through increased operator competency.  For
instance, if a subsystem is common across multiple aircraft platforms, a pilot does not need to
relearn how to use that system when he transitions to another aircraft.  Similarly, maintenance
personnel are able to fix systems significantly quicker when they have worked on that
particular system before, and they do not need to specialize on only one platform.
                                                
42 McNutt, Ross T., Reducing DoD Product Development Time: The Role of the Schedule
Development Process. TPP. Cambridge, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1998.
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Finally, commonality leads to higher mission effectiveness by increasing operational
efficiency in the following manner.  First, commonality increases the availability of spares,
which translates directly to an increase in the availability of a particular aircraft platform.
Reduced complexity in the supply system is one reason for higher availability, and the ability
to pool spares at austere locations is another.  Second, commonality can contribute to higher
reliability of the product, since the system may already have been operationally tested on
another platform.  A common SPO also has the ability and responsibility to participate on
industry committees to keep pace with current technology and policy issues, while aircraft
SPOs often do not have the manpower to participate at such events.  Next, commonality can
lead to higher competency of both maintenance personnel and crew.  The case on
Organization E is a perfect example of the operational efficiencies gained from commonality.
When all cockpit layouts and emergency procedures are the same, there is a higher chance the
crew will respond in an appropriate fashion.  Similarly, a mechanic in a rush to get an aircraft
back into combat would rather not have to look at a wiring diagram to determine the unique
functionality of a particular set of equipment.  It is much more efficient if he can treat the
system as he treats all other systems in the fleet.  Finally, commonality can result in increased
interoperability of different systems.  For instance, if two aircraft have the same GPS receiver
there is a high likelihood they have a similar idea of their position.
7.2.2. The Costs and Challenges of Commonality
The challenges an organization might encounter while attempting to become more common
are many and diverse, but like the benefits of commonality they can be categorized in more
general terms.  Studying the challenges captured in the charts at the end of each case study, it
becomes evident that increased subsystem commonality across platforms essentially faces
three major challenges: funding, organizational issues, and different requirements.  Of these
three, “different requirements” is the only major challenge that potentially cannot be
overcome in favor of commonality, though strategies like modular design and mass
customization make it likely that at least a semi-common solution is possible in these cases.
As discussed in previous chapters and sections, certain requirements are simply not
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reconcilable, and in such cases it does not make sense to try.  Tools that aid organizations in
determining which requirements can be satisfied with a common system and which require a
unique solution should be developed or advanced.  In many cases, only small differences in
requirements can cause a common program to fail.  Program managers in charge of a common
program office would need to gain a firm understanding of which platform requirements are
somewhat negotiable and which are set in stone.  Aircraft program offices often have a
narrow focus on their particular platform and, therefore, are given to believe that their
requirements are vastly different than everyone else.  As one interviewee at Organization A
related, the differences are generally not as great as they think, and it is the common program
office’s job to convince them of this fact.
7.2.2.1. Organizational Challenges of Commonality
As alluded to in the section above, challenges faced by commonality that appear to be
requirements related can potentially be a result of organizational issues.  The requirements for
different weapon systems often are defined by different groups at different periods of time
without consideration for whether other platforms have similar needs.  With their current
“silo” organizational structure under IWSM, aircraft program offices have little incentive to
coordinate their efforts with other SPOs.  A common solution requires coordination among a
large group of people from different organizations that usually are located in different parts of
the country.  This cooperation can be cumbersome and time consuming, because
disagreements arise as a result of different backgrounds, philosophies, and priorities.  What is
more, developing a common solution for multiple platforms requires a single person or group
who understands all the relevant requirements of each of the effected platforms.
Another major challenge for commonality that surfaced during the case studies was that
keeping track of the configuration of a common subsystem can be quite difficult.  When one
platform decides it needs to modify or upgrade the subsystem, all the platforms must follow
suit or risk not being common.
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Another organizational challenge for commonality is the mentality of many engineers and
military planners who believe in maximizing performance at any cost.  That paradigm has
changed, whereby the optimization equation for a new aircraft development necessarily
includes cost.  While striving to be common may decrease performance to some extent, the
potential cost benefits may justify sub-optimal performance.43  Engineers, by nature, fall prey
to a “not-invented-here” mentality that also proves challenging to commonality.  Since
engineers in the aerospace industry do not often have a chance to design new systems, they
generally are not interested in using subsystems designed by someone else.  In light of the
engineer’s innate desire to create anew, organizations should develop incentives for engineers
to use existing systems that satisfy requirements.
One conundrum associated with commonality is that the desire to use common subsystems
appears at first glance to be in direct conflict with the desire to encourage competition among
suppliers.  True commonality, indeed, denotes a steadfast loyalty to a single supplier, and it is
a long-standing economic belief that competition among suppliers drives prices down and
improves innovation.  All of the organizations interviewed agree that it is vitally important to
foster competition among suppliers.  Commonality should not come at the price of
eliminating competition.  Therefore, a major challenge with commonality is finding the
optimum mix of competition and commonality.44  The greater the number of suppliers the
lower the price.  At the same time, as the number of suppliers increase, commonality
decreases, which generally increases the price through a loss of learning curve effects and
economies of scale.  The price advantages of competition override the price benefits of
commonality in the limit as suppliers increase, however, because in perfect competition
companies will essentially sell their products at cost.45  But the life cycle cost advantages of
                                                
43  Generally the result of a common solution, as indicated in Chapters Five and Six, is that
one system carries more functionality than it needs.  This unneeded functionality may result in
extra weight, which can negatively affect performance.  If commonality allows more frequent
updates of new technology, however, it may actually increase performance.
44  Sometimes it may make sense for the government to select only one supplier, especially in
small markets where there is only one U.S. supplier.
45  There is rarely perfect competition in the aerospace industry because of the limited number
of suppliers.
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commonality are not entirely a result of lower acquisition costs (those acquisition costs can be
reduced through large-quantity buys), as discussed in Section 5.2.3.  A large percentage of the
savings associated with commonality is attributable to the operations and support phase of the
life cycle, which may account for as much as 70 percent of a system’s life cycle costs.
Therefore, while the price of a common subsystem might be higher than it would be with
increased competition, the commonality that results could potentially save more money over
the life cycle and across a fleet of systems.
Figure 7-3 - Commonality vs. Competition (notional)
Finally, several interviewees at multiple organizations expressed their concerns that
acquisition reform is a major impediment to commonality.  Under the new acquisition reform
policies, programs are not able to specify a particular solution in their ORDs.  They must
specify performance, space, and tolerance requirements and hope the contractor chooses the
system they want.  In many cases, the contractor will specify an entirely new system,
however.  Program offices feel this acquisition policy makes it difficult to seek a common
solution.  For instance, if platform A has a requirement similar to that of platform B, and
platform B already has procured a system to satisfy that requirement, the SPOs feel they
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should be able to specify that system as well to reap the benefits of commonality.  Sometimes
the program office has done extensive testing of a new technology and through that testing
has determined exactly the system it wants.  The SPOs argue that they cannot get the
technology on their airplanes because of blind policy.  They believe that if they know the
answer, based on years of experience, they should be able to specify it.  As one manager in a
SPO put it, “[Those who write acquisition policy] worry so much about how they are buying
and not so much about what they are buying.”  Operational organizations also feel there is a
disconnect between the users and the procuring organizations.  The procuring organizations
are perfectly in tune with the tenets of acquisition reform, but they are less in touch with the
needs of the warfighter.  In fact, many individuals working and managing acquisition in the
USAF SPOs have never been in an operational position “out in the trenches.”  This disjoint is
even apparent in the responses from the case study organizations.  Acquisition organizations
focused the benefits of commonality in the early phases of the life cycle, while the “users”
were more focused on the benefits of commonality in operations and support.
7.2.2.2. Solutions to the Organizational Challenges of Commonality
While the issues addressed above certainly present challenges to commonality, a common
program office provides a means of surmounting many of them.  The primary advantage of a
common program office is that it provides a cross-platform perspective.  The job of a
common program office is to keep in touch with the requirements of all the aircraft platforms
in the Air Force (and potentially other services) and to recognize opportunities for common
acquisition.  A common SPO also functions as a mediator between different aircraft SPOs.
Such an organizational structure eases the coordination effort by providing an unbiased focal
point for questions and concerns from individual aircraft SPOs.  The common program office
also is responsible for building technical expertise on a particular subsystem.  By keeping
track of the different platform’s requirements, the common SPO is in the best position to
implement a common solution.  Finally, a common program office is in a position to keep
track of modifications to common subsystems after they are installed on a platform.
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A common program office is able to assess the need for change, based on changing
requirements or industry advancements, and the costs that will be incurred by all platforms if
one decides to change the configuration of a common subsystem.  Based on a life cycle cost
analysis, the SPO may recommend that some, all, or none of the aircraft platforms perform a
certain modification.  A common SPO might also maintain multi-product compatibility and
upgradeability through interface control, whereby it manages the interfaces for the subsystems
in its portfolio.  The organization, with its cross-platform visibility and pulse of the industry,
is in the best position to maintain interface control.
The major challenge faced by a common SPO is gaining trust from the aircraft SPOs.  Trust is
not a quality that occurs instantly.  Rather it takes some time and effort to establish trusting
relationships.  The aircraft SPO takes a risk when it entrusts its cost or schedule to another
organization.  Only after several positive experiences, like the ones related by the heavy SPOs
about Organization A or the fighter SPOs about Organization B, will the aircraft SPOs be in a
position to trust the common SPO sufficiently.  At the same time, the common SPO must
understand the gravity of its position.  Since each program office is graded on cost and
schedule, the common program office must be prepared to take action if it appears that one of
these factors is in jeopardy of expanding.  Once again, a course of action would be much more
clear with an accurate life cycle costing tool.  For instance, the common program office could
do a parametric analysis to determine whether the benefits of commonality warranted a
certain increase in cost.  Interviewees cited potentially longer lead times and more difficult
and costly development as other challenges with commonality.  Presently there is no trusted
means of determining the amount of added cost in development that is warranted by
increasing commonality, because the life cycle costing tools are not good at predicting the
costs of operations and support.   Six of the eight organizations visited stated that one of the
major challenges they encountered with commonality was the inability to quantify its benefits
accurately over the life cycle.  These organizations feel it would be much easier to justify the
upfront costs of making a certain subsystem common if a tool enabled them to calculate how
much they would save from that action downstream.  Such a tool would require more accurate
accounting of the costs associated with operations and support of a system.
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Another potential approach to managing a common solution across multiple aircraft platforms
is to allow the prime integrators to seek commonality across their product portfolio.  The
primes would have little incentive to increase commonality across their product line, however,
unless they were responsible for support of the platforms.  DoD has increasingly embraced
acquisition strategies that incorporate contractor logistics support (CLS), but the politics
surrounding the air logistics centers will ensure that those organizations will be in place for
many years to come.  The ALCs’ existence precludes the possibility that the primes will be
entirely responsible for the support of their systems.  The primes also are limited to increasing
commonality across the platforms in their portfolio, thereby missing a great number of
opportunities for effecting commonality between platforms of similar type.  With essentially
only two major prime contractors remaining, however, these organizations have a large
portfolio to manage.  The issue remains, though, that the primes likely will not take full
responsibility for the support of systems in the field, an area where commonality can be most
beneficial.  In addition, commonality can be beneficial from an operational standpoint
because of the interoperability of common systems.  A common program office has the ability
to look across the entire Air Force fleet to insure interoperability, while the primes have a
more limited view of their own product line.  One of the challenges for commonality
identified in the case studies is that the prime contractors often feel threatened by a common
program office.  In the future it would be quite beneficial for the common program offices to
establish solid working relationships with each of the primes involved to determine the best
means of obtaining a common solution.  Some incentive structure to encourage the primes to
work with the common program office would be quite beneficial in convincing the aircraft
SPOs to seek a common solution, because presently the aircraft SPOs rely heavily on their
primes.
To many aircraft program offices, “GFE” does not have a positive connotation.  As discussed
in Section 5.3.5, many of the SPOs have had poor experiences with GFE causing their
schedules to slip or their systems to be deficient.  The SPOs also fear that government-
furnished equipment gives the prime contractor an out when it comes to delivering a system
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on time.  The popular belief among individuals in the SPOs is that the SPDs take on extra
schedule risk when they procure systems through a common program office.  The added risk
is an organizational challenge, because the present organizational structure places
responsibility squarely on the SPD’s shoulders.  A common SPO can counter this argument
with a “catalogue” of product offerings.  In this manner the common SPO essentially provides
a technology roadmap and product family strategy for the aircraft SPOs but does not mandate
a particular solution.
Section 5.3.5 suggests that the level of risk is a factor of the technology maturity, which also
becomes an organizational issue.  A common program office should have a firm
understanding of the maturity of the technology it is trying to implement as a common
solution.  The common program office also must be acutely aware of each platform’s
requirements and be able to recognize requirements that do not appear to be reconcilable with
the level of technology maturity at the time.  The common program office must be sensitive to
the schedules of each aircraft platform and should not hesitate to drop a platform from a
common effort if that program’s requirements are unreasonably burdening the other
platforms.
7.2.2.3. Funding Challenges for Commonality
Funding seems to be a challenge for virtually all military programs, especially over the past
number of years.  Changing administrations and changing threats that emerge with the rise
and fall of borders ensure that the military budget is more cyclical than the economy itself.
The last few rounds of budget cuts have forced today’s warfighter to make do with less, but
the lack of adequate funding seems to be a common theme in military acquisition.  Naturally,
it presents a challenge for commonality.  For even when high-level direction forces several
weapon systems to procure a “common” box, funding constraints usually force the programs
to stagger the acquisition over a period of several years, thus making it difficult to develop a
common solution.  Lack of funding also makes it difficult to drive a common solution on
legacy systems, because the Air Force usually cannot afford to change the system architecture
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of the weapon systems only to incorporate a new function.  Thus, new subsystems must be
designed to integrate with existing databuses, sensors, etc., making a common solution
difficult.
Common systems also may cost more to develop.  While conventional wisdom in almost any
industry and walk of life suggests that it often makes sense to spend a little money now to
avoid having to pay a lot of money down the road, budget constraints often prevent such
decisions in the Air Force.  Quite often the budget is so constrained with “here-and-now”
costs that decisions that guarantee savings ten or twenty years in the future are given little
consideration.  The fact that budgets are appropriated on an annual basis also limits long-term
thinking.  The lack of accurate life cycle costing tools exacerbates this problem, because those
projected savings generally are not based on rigorous costing methods.  Quite often a unique
solution is faster and cheaper in the near term, as discussed in Section 5.2.6.  Finally, a
common program office has been identified as a means of addressing many of the
organizational challenges faced by commonality.  From a funding perspective, a common
program office can be a challenge of its own, because it requires funding to get it up and
running and keep it staffed.  While these costs are not insignificant, the case studies indicate
that the cost savings associated with large-quantity buys and the reductions in manpower at
individual aircraft SPOs essentially pay the cost of the office.    
7.3. Government Organization to Take Advantage of Increased Subsystem
Commonality
“[W. Edwards] Deming…preached constancy of purpose.  If management ideas tend to
change too much, employees really do not know what to do and cannot do their best.  That is,
they are mixed up, increasing variation.  It is better for them to receive a constant signal from
their employer, a signal that changes only if research dictates ways of improving.”46
                                                
46  Hogg, Robert V. and Elliot A. Tanis, Probability and Statistical Inference, Sixth Edition,
Prentice Hall, 2000.
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Interviewees at the organizations visited echoed this belief that they could do better work if
the policies were not constantly changing.  One program manager in an aircraft SPO
remarked, however, that “people don’t get promoted for keeping policies the same.”  Multiple
people interviewed in a host of different organizations remarked that certain acquisition
reform policies ran counter to commonality.  Some people interviewed believe that some of
the tenets of acquisition reform have had unintended results.  While they might produce
positive results in certain applications, they restrict good judgement in others.  For instance,
acquisition policy that requires SPOs to give only performance-based specifications prevents
government organizations from dictating an answer to contractors.  While this is a positive
change in general, sometimes the SPOs have done their homework and know exactly what
they want (and it is off the shelf versus something the contractor needs to develop).  A
possible solution to this problem is requiring SPOs to write performance-based specifications
unless they know an off-the-shelf item will satisfy their requirements.  Another approach
might be to require the SPOs to get a waiver to not use a subsystem from a common
subsystem office’s catalogue.  Enabling SPOs to specify off-the-shelf technology could have a
positive impact on commonality.  Many of the organizations visited lament the disappearance
of MIL standards, because components simply are not manufactured to high enough standards
anymore as a result.  Maintaining standards is one of the only ways to adequately enforce
commonality.  Given the frequency and volume of concerns voiced during the course of 84
independent interviews, these policies and organizational practices should be questioned at
the very least.
All of the organizations visited agree that the most effective means of increasing subsystem
commonality is to maintain an independent organization that has the ability to manage across
programs.  An independent organization would be one that was not part of a larger matrix that
required it to report to any particular program (i.e. not within the same chain of command as
the aircraft platforms it is trying to make common).  The reason for this independence is that,
as indicated multiple times in the different organizations, commonality requires high-level
support to be effective.  Without high-level support different program offices will have little
incentive to cooperate with each other in seeking common solutions.  The H-1 program office
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is a notable exception to this rule, because it is responsible for managing the common
acquisition of both the Cobra and Huey platforms.  The Joint Strike Fighter Program Office is
a similar organization, but the different variants of JSF will not deploy together.  Therefore, it
is not clear that a single common program office for the Air Force, Navy, and Marine versions
of this aircraft is the most sensible approach.  Ideally, a common organization would manage
platforms that deploy together and, therefore, stand to gain the most from commonality over
the life cycle.  This concept should be scalable from AEF deployments all the way through
full-blown deployments that include National Guard and Air Force Reserve units.  Regardless
of the scale of deployment, the same platforms types should deploy together.  The common
acquisition organization also should have an operational focus by employing pilots,
navigators, and maintenance personnel directly out of the fleet.  This extended focus will
ensure that intelligent decisions are made with regard to mission effectiveness and costs
throughout the life cycle.
There are several viable approaches to creating common organizations that manage across
platforms.  One approach is to create a single common SPO for the Air Force that constantly
reviews the subsystem requirements of the platforms in the Air Force inventory and suggests
opportunities for commonality.  Such an organization is not ideal, however, because
managing all the common subsystems in the Air Force would be exceedingly complex and
would require expertise in all different types of systems.  A better approach would be to split
the common SPO into several different centers of excellence that focused on a particular type
of system, such as the items identified in Table 7-1.  For instance, one office might deal
exclusively with hydraulic systems, while another office would manage navigation systems.
The centers of excellence could be as numerous as the items in Table 7-1, or they could
combine several items into one center (e.g. mechanical systems).  The advantage of this
organization is that it does not require such broad expertise, and the centers would be more
likely to develop a rapport with all the suppliers in that particular field.  The downside of this
approach is that it requires the creation of more organizations.  As one chief engineer
observed, however, the Air Force already maintains centers of excellence for all of the
different systems that it carries in the inventory.  Many of these offices simply are not
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chartered for commonality.  Their geographic separation and relative obscurity make them
much less effective, as well.  To be more effective, these product centers could move to
Wright-Patterson AFB, or another product center as appropriate, to be co-located with the
majority of aircraft SPOs.  The case studies suggest that organizations located in the same
place are more likely to cooperate with each other.
Aircraft SPO interactions with the centers of excellence would be similar to the multi-project
management organization discussed in Section 2.4.6.  When a SPO develops a requirement
for new communications equipment, for example, it goes to the communications-equipment
product center to determine which system will best meet its needs.  In some cases the center
might recommend an off-the-shelf box that already is in use by other platforms.  If the aircraft
SPO has to pursue a new technology to satisfy its requirement, the common center, having the
ability to participate on industry committees and a familiarity with the technology, will aid the
program office in source selection, drawing from its familiarity with all the vendors and their
products.  The center also will know which other platforms require similar equipment in a
similar time frame, increasing the chance of shared development costs.  It will be specifically
tasked with pushing to increase commonality between aircraft platforms that deploy together.
Given the fast pace of technology turnover, it makes sense to replace or upgrade subsystems
more frequently, permitting more chances for commonality.  As more systems are designed
with open interfaces and modular architectures, upgrades will become quicker and easier.
The common center also will be able to ensure that platforms deploying together always have
the same system configuration on their aircraft by keeping track of upgrades and
modifications through configuration control.  A center of excellence for a particular
technology might be the best solution for dealing with technologies with rapid turnover rates.
The center could become the resident Air Force expert on a particular technology and could
develop technology roadmaps to determine when it makes sense to update technology on
certain platforms.  The organization also could keep track of interface standards to ensure that
Air Force aircraft would not experience problems with DMS or upgradeability.
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A common program office or center of excellence provides a number of benefits over the
present organizational structure, where the aircraft SPO procures the majority of its
subsystems through its prime.  The common program office enables multiple aircraft SPOs to
use the same contract, thereby decreasing the amount of wasted time that results from
duplication of effort, where each SPO writes its own contract and holds its own source
selection.  The present federated approach also results in each aircraft SPO getting a slightly
different contract for essentially the same equipment, leading to items that must be managed
as unique because they have, for example, different warranties.  The common SPO also
reduces the number of people that are required in each SPO and can drastically reduce the
cycle time for SPOs that need a subsystem already in the inventory.  The SPO also can reduce
cycle time by providing quick solutions to problems encountered by other platforms during
integration, thus reducing rework.  The main advantage of the common SPO, however, is that
it has the ability to look across platforms and communicate potential opportunities for
coordination.  Based on these benefits, it is apparent that a common program office
contributes to a more lean organization.  It reduces life cycle costs by increasing commonality
across weapon systems that deploy together.  The common SPO also reduces cycle time,
headcount, and waste, therefore increasing efficiency.
The cases identified a number of organizational factors that are necessary for a common SPO
to be effective.  First, the common organization must provide engineering services in addition
to its products.  Given the different requirements and architectures of each aircraft platform,
the common advocate must provide integration support for its common subsystems.  If the
common program office is to provide engineering services, it must be involved at the
requirements generation stage of a new development or upgrade.  Implementing commonality
across platforms requires the commonality advocate to coordinate closely with the customer
to keep abreast of his requirements.  The common SPO should not assume the aircraft SPO
will come to it for a common solution.  Rather, the common SPO must proactively determine
which platforms are developing requirements for a new system and actively engage in helping
the aircraft SPO with those requirements based on expertise gained on other platforms and
this particular technology.  That said, the common program office also must find a way to
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retain organizational knowledge, whereby the SPO can act on lessons learned from other
integrations.  Potentially this requirement means that personnel need to stay at the office for
more than the typical two-year tour.  Along the same lines, a common SPO must build trust
with the aircraft SPOs.  Trust is built over time and positive experiences.  High-level backing
of the common SPO from high levels of leadership also will contribute to a trust relationship
with aircraft SPOs, as well as providing the incentive for them to seek common solutions.
In this world of instant communication, it makes little sense for aircraft SPOs not to
communicate with one another.  SPOs that support aircraft that deploy together through the
Air Expeditionary Force (AEF) or operate at the same base should create working groups that
enable each SPO to keep track of the others’ requirements.  The working groups might never
have to meet, but rather could communicate through electronic mail or a website to let other
SPOs know when they are planning to procure a new system or upgrade a current one.
Resources like the Avionics Planning Baseline should continue to be maintained by a
common SPO so that platforms can quickly determine which systems are installed on which
platforms.  A policy, such as the one employed by Organization A, whereby a SPO must file a
waiver demonstrating a life cycle cost benefit of not using equipment furnished by the
common SPO, seems to produce good results by forcing the aircraft SPOs to look at life cycle
costs.  Such a policy would require more accurate life cycle costing tools, as discussed above.
Different funding streams become less of a challenge for commonality when there is a
common program office involved.  The common program office reduces the gaming strategies
employed by aircraft SPOs of waiting for another SPO to develop a particular subsystem and
then jumping onboard.  A common SPO has the ability to administer development and ensure
that programs pay the costs of development according to the number of systems they require.
Of course, platforms that procure systems directly from the common SPO after a development
is over can avoid the development costs.  They do not ensure that their requirements are
incorporated in the new system, however.  A common SPO also could be the focal point for
coordinating the pooling of spares across multiple platforms in the MAJCOMs.  For instance,
rather than each platform purchasing its own spares, the MAJCOM could procure enough
spares to support all the platforms with that particular system installed.
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The primary argument against standing up a common program office or multiple common
SPOs is the added cost and requirement for personnel.  The cases in this research suggest that
the added cost of a common program office might be recouped in acquisition costs alone, not
to mention the significant savings in operations and support.  What is more, the number of
personnel to staff a common center of excellence would be roughly equivalent to the
reduction in manpower required at the SPOs.  These issues do not even address the
operational efficiencies and higher mission effectiveness afforded by commonality.  In light
of these advantages, a common SPO could represent a relatively small investment.
7.4. Contractor and Supplier Organization to Take Advantage of Increased
Subsystem Commonality
Contractors might be organized in a similar fashion as outline above, where an organization is
designated to address commonality across the company’s product line.  Many companies in
other industries already employ this approach, but it has been slow to catch on in the
aerospace industry because of the belief (or in some cases reality) that different systems have
such different requirements, and the desire is for the optimum in performance.  Some
government officials advocate allowing the primes to enforce commonality, rather than
creating separate program offices.  The problem with this approach is that it limits the
maximum possible commonality to the systems in the organization’s portfolio.  While this
scope might not be bad from a numerical standpoint, it makes little sense when the platforms
do not deploy together.  For instance, Boeing might try to increase commonality between its
F-15 and F-18 fighters.  It is quite uncommon for these aircraft to deploy together, however.
An increase in the amount of commonality across their product line certainly is an admirable
goal from the government’s perspective, however, as it would reduce the development cost of
the systems.
The creation of common government program offices has implications for contractors and
suppliers as well.  For many suppliers, such as Vendor X, a common program office is
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attractive because it provides a single voice for the customer.  Rather than expending
resources to write unique contracts for each aircraft program office, the vendor is able to write
and manage a single contract through the common program office.  This reduction in
duplicated effort enables the vendor to reduce its costs and garner higher profits.  The
Common SPO also enables the vendor to utilize existing manufacturing setups to meet the
needs of multiple customers.  Designing new manufacturing processes can be a huge cost
burden for vendors.  Commonality reduces the manpower requirement, as well, to test,
qualify, and track parts.  This reduction in setup and qualification also reduces cycle time,
enabling the contractor to deliver products sooner.
The organizational role of suppliers and contractors in a more common acquisition
environment should be to work with the common program office to define and manage
interface standards.  Vendors should position themselves to respond to new interface
standards and should design their product line around a modular architecture that opens up
markets for their SRUs, not only their boxes.  While this presents a change in philosophy for
the supplier, whereby suppliers agree to open up their boxes to provide cards for field
replacement rather than only vendor repair, the migration of technology to more throwaway
components may force the vendor in this direction anyway.  Prime contractors that focus on
airframes might recognize that the aircraft airframe is migrating to more of a commodity
product and the bulk of their business is in system integration.  The government will require
more open architectures in the future to avoid getting locked into a single supplier.  While the
primes built highly integrated systems in the past, it seems likely their business will migrate in
the direction of computer manufacturers like Dell, that integrate subsystems from a host of
different suppliers.
7.5. Addressing Commonality in Items With Rapid Clock Speeds
Interviewees in the organizations visited cited several means of dealing with technology
obsolescence.  As described in previous sections, the relentless forward march of technology
can make commonality difficult to achieve or maintain.  The concern is that just when all
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platforms become common, advances in technology will force one platform to modify or
upgrade its subsystems, thus causing it to lose its commonality.  The other challenge
associated with enforcing commonality of subsystems with rapid clock speeds is that it is
difficult to determine when to define a baseline for the technology.  As an example, virtually
everyone has experienced the dilemma of when to purchase a home computer.  The popular
inclination is to buy the state-of-the-art computer at the time, knowing that it likely will
become obsolete in less than two years.  The dilemma is knowing that waiting a couple of
months will undoubtedly mean that the next generation of processors will become available,
which often greatly reduces the cost of the present-day technology.  Acquisition organizations
in DoD face the same problem, knowing they cannot upgrade the systems they procure for at
least several years.  It is important to note that, to some extent, the increased rate of
technology turnover has made it easier to effect commonality.  While subsystems used to be
replaced every twenty years or so, making certain decisions more or less final, the rapid
change of technology and the subsequent requirement to update systems more frequently
gives organizations more chances to increase subsystem commonality.
All of the organizations described above are acutely aware of the growing problem with
technology obsolescence.  According to those individuals interviewed, the solution to the
problem is planning for upgrade at the time of acquisition.  The strategy employed by all is to
acknowledge that the present state of the art will certainly not remain on the vanguard and
most likely will be obsolete in a few years.  With this strategy in mind, the different
organizations interviewed employ various methods to prepare for modification or upgrade.
Organization A provides a clause in the contract for “technology refresh.”  The clause allows
vendors to replace an existing component with a backward-compatible component as long as
the box retains at least the same level of performance and functionality.  Vendors may want to
upgrade components in their inventory to keep pace with the commercial world and allowing
them to swap components in systems enables them to streamline their inventory.  Allowing
the vendor to make such a decision is one guard against diminishing manufacturing sources
and increases the supplier base for components.  When the vendor also is responsible for
repairing the box, he will make decisions that increase the MTBF, thereby lowering his costs
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of repair and enabling him to pocket the warranty money (and the military gets a box with a
higher MTBF).  The acquisition chief at Organization A believes it is good for the military to
keep pace with the commercial world to avoid having to pay for all the development costs of a
certain item.
The commercial aircraft industry faces similar technology issues, because it generally changes
technology every ten years or so.  Airlines are trying to reduce this cycle to about seven years,
which is still several times greater than the approximate 18-month technology turnover rate of
the computer industry.  For this reason, Organization B, the commercial aircraft manufacturer,
tries not to use items that are used by the computer industry.  Rather, Organization B attempts
to design its aircraft with components used by the automobile industry, an industry whose
design cycle time is more in line with the aerospace industry.  For instance, the company tries
not to use a Pentium processor designed for a PC, because that technology is changing too
rapidly.  Instead, it uses a Motorola 68-332 processor that is used by Ford and GM on all
engine computers.  Because the aerospace industry is only a small player in the component
electronics market, Organization B places a great deal of emphasis on linking up with a larger
industry like the automobile industry.
Organizations B and H, the commercial aircraft manufacturer and operator, respectively, both
observed that subsystem hardware does not change nearly as much as software does.  As a
result, the airline recognizes a need to make software updates quickly loadable on-wing, as
opposed to being loaded in the shop.  If a subsystem needs to go to the shop every time it
requires a new software load, it will be nearly impossible to maintain commonality.  Rather,
the airline would like to see software loads that take less than an hour, the typical amount of
time an aircraft spends on station.  To this end, Organization B builds in interfaces to enable
hardware and software to be updated on the flight line.
DoD has embraced several methods of addressing technology obsolescence, and the
government organization visited are in the process of employing one or more of these
strategies.  Three such strategies are pre-planned product improvement (P3I), Evolutionary
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Acquisition, and Open Systems Architecture.  All three strategies focus on fielding available
technology now with the intention of updating it as new generations become available.  The
computer industry follows a similar strategy by building modular computers with expansion
slots that enable subsystems to be updated or replaced.  For example, the CD-ROM drive
might be replaced with a DVD drive.  Expansion slots enable the user to upgrade memory by
simply inserting new cards of RAM.  Hard drives can be swapped out to drastically increase
storage capacity.  Organization G follows a similar strategy by designing its common mission
computer with cards that provide unique functionality for different missions.  The cards have
a “plug-and-play” processor that enables the program office to keep pace with technology.
Organization G has given the vendor liberty to change components on the cards, as long as the
card retains its original functionality.  If the vendor upgrades the cards to a faster chip to
streamline its inventory, and the mission computer cannot handle the higher processing speed,
the chip is simply de-rated to prevent it from getting out of synch with the rest of the system.
Many programs make the mistake of purchasing the most advanced technology available at
the time.  For instance, a program will procure computer chips with the highest processor
speed, assuming that future requirements will utilize the advanced capability.  AFSOC’s
approach, however, is to purchase twice the capability they need at the time of procurement,
rather than the, say, the four-fold increase they could get.  Their reasoning for such a strategy
is that the possibility always exists that a particular technology will become obsolete, meaning
they would need to purchase a new processor anyway.  Vendors also charge a premium for
the state-of-the-art technology.  It is much more important to define the interfaces for future
upgrade than to buy a system that hopefully will incorporate future functionality.
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8 .  C O N C L U S I O N S  A N D  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S 
8.1. Introduction
This chapter draws from the analysis in Chapter Seven to provide succinct conclusions from
this research.  For background information and a more in-depth discussion of the issues
contained in these conclusions, it is necessary to refer to Chapter Seven and the case studies in
Chapters Four, Five, and Six.
8.2. Commonality Makes Sense at the Subsystem and SRU Level
Commonality generally makes the most sense at the subsystem level, because it is at this level
where the difference between the benefits and the costs of commonality is maximized.47
Subsystems are sufficiently complex and costly such that their commonality produces a
significant cost advantage in all phases of the life cycle.  At the same time, subsystem
requirements often are at a low enough level to make it possible to effect commonality
without compromising any particular system’s requirements too much.  The research indicates
that commonality at the system level often results in requirements compromises that
individual parties consider to be too great.  Component level commonality is easy to achieve
but makes little sense from a cost savings perspective, because component manufacturers
generally are many, driving down costs considerably.  Therefore, commonality makes the
most sense on subsystems that are not highly specific to a particular platform or require a
large number of interfaces.  In general, organizations also should not seek commonality of
subsystems with immature technology, because developing the technology and satisfying
                                                
47  Commonality makes the most sense at the subsystem level for organizations with diverse
fleets, such as the organizations studied in this research.  Commonality is a function of
requirements diversity, however.  If requirements are not too disparate at the system level, it
is quite possible commonality could make sense at this level, as well.
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multiple requirements at one time can lead to significant delays.  Commonality also makes
sense at the SRU or card level if the subsystem architecture is based on a modular or open
systems design.  The main advantage of common subsystems and modular SRUs is the ability
to replace these units in the field, therefore reducing sparing levels, maintenance burden, and
logistics footprint.
8.3. A Common Organization That Manages Across Platforms Has Many
Advantages
There are many advantages associated with having an organization that is able to look across
platforms, especially in a matrix organization with “stovepiped” programs such as the Air
Force.  A common organization has the ability to keep track of the requirements of multiple
platforms and recognize opportunities for cooperation.  The common advocate, as an unbiased
participant, also functions as a mediator between different platforms during such coordination
to reconcile differences in requirements.  This common organization builds technical
expertise on a certain category of subsystems and is able to convey lessons learned from the
integration of these subsystems on other platforms.  A common organization that is not
burdened with the day-to-day management responsibilities of an aircraft program also has the
ability to sit on industry committees and keep track of advancements in technology and
policy.  From this perspective, the commonality advocate is in a position to assess the need
for change to keep pace with the state of the art.  The common organization is responsible for
tracking the configurations of multiple aircraft platforms.  In this way, the organization can
manage modifications and upgrades to maintain a product platform strategy that minimizes
variability and maximizes total system performance.  In such a capacity, the common office
also maintains interface standards, ensuring that systems will be upgradeable and sustainable
in the future.  Along these lines, the common program office guards against DMS issues by
tracking interface standards and hardware obsolescence and encouraging higher quantity buys
of a particular common subsystem.
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A commercial organization might use much the same organizational structure to manage its
product portfolio or fleets more efficiently.  Similar to the military, a commercial organization
that maintains fleets of different aircraft can benefit from a commonality advocate that has the
ability to manage across platforms.  This common office likely would be most effective as an
entity outside of the typical organizational structure of the aircraft platforms.  Like its
counterpart in the military, such an office also would require high-level support from the head
of product development or the vice president of engineering.  This individual must have the
vision to back a common effort, understanding that the upfront costs will be recouped
downstream.  Drawing from lessons learned at Toyota, a commercial organization might
choose to group platforms together according to similar missions.  Common offices then
could manage one set of similar platforms or across all the platforms in the company.
Based on the subsystems that are most amenable to commonality, identified in Section 8.2,
the research indicates that the following classifications represent likely candidates for
subsystem centers of excellence: common mechanical systems center, communications and
navigation systems center, processors and displays, and electronic warfare systems center
(military specific).  Of course, the breakdown might vary depending on the current
organizational structure of each individual organization.  The mechanical systems center
might manage mechanical items that are essentially commodities, such as hydraulic pumps,
motors, valves, and generators.  The communications and navigation systems center is
potentially too large of a classification, as it would encompass many subsystems.  While it
might make sense to maintain separate navigation and communications centers, much of the
newer equipment is integrated, making partitioning potentially difficult.
The centers should be maintained outside the normal matrix organization of the aircraft
platforms if possible.  As indicated in the case studies, each center also will require high-level
support to give it the authority it needs to convince multiple platforms to work together.
These constraints beg the question of who should own the common program offices on the
government side.  There are a number of possibilities that might make sense.  The first is the
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD).  Common SPOs reporting directly to OSD
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certainly would have the high level of support they needed.  They also would have the benefit
of looking across all the services to produce the highest level of commonality possible for the
DoD.  This cross-service perspective is potentially beneficial because many subsystems share
common functions across all the services.  For instance, displays could work equally well on a
Navy platform as they would on an Air Force platform.  The difficulty with maintaining a
common office at such a high level, however, is that the office would manage a large number
of different systems, by virtue of the varying requirements among the services.  Still, the
center could function as the technical center of excellence for displays, and whenever a
platform needed new displays it could consult the center’s product catalogue and expertise.
The center would have an intimate knowledge of each of the vendors in that particular
technology and could have indefinite-quantity, indefinite-delivery contracts with each.  A
common organization at this level likely could resolve many of the requirements issues, as
well, if not directly then with a modular product architecture.
On the Air Force side, the centers might belong to SAF/AQ.  This organizational structure
would enable the centers to manage across the entire Air Force inventory and certainly would
afford a sufficiently high level of support.  The advantage of moving down to this level would
be the opportunity to avoid the widely varying requirements at the joint level and the cultural
differences between the services.  Managing across all the aircraft in the Air Force inventory,
many of which never operate together, is still a complex task, however.  The next logical step
down from SAF/AQ would be to assign ownership of the common cneters to the program
executive officers (PEOs).  In this organizational structure the centers would have the ability
to look across platforms of a similar type and mission (airlift and trainers, fighters and
bombers, spacecraft, and command and control), taking into consideration which platforms
deploy together or operate together on a regular basis.  The centers also could be smaller and
more agile, but the Air Force would need to maintain more of them (requiring more
manpower).48  This organizational structure also might enable the centers to be co-located
with the majority of aircraft SPOs they manage.  The common centers under each PEO could
                                                
48 Several engineers from each of the different aircraft platforms could come together to
satisfy the majority of manpower requirements for these centers.
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coordinate on industry committees and standards bodies to make sure the Air Force was
standardizing along those lines.  Finally, another potentially logical owner for subsystem
centers of excellence would be the MAJCOMs.  In many ways, AFSOC already functions in
this manner by placing a heavy emphasis on commonality.  This organizational structure
ensures more uniformity of mission and a higher percentage of joint deployments.  The
problem with a more federated approach like the PEO or MAJCOM structure is that it may
some missed opportunities for commonality of subsystems that are conducive to being
common across platforms with different requirements.  If these platforms do not deploy
together, however, the benefits will be less pronounced.
Based on the observations above, researchers feel that a common program office does not
make sense at the OSD level.  Like system-level commonality, satisfying the requirements of
all the services is extremely difficult, and it is questionable whether the benefits outweigh the
costs.  Many efforts to develop common subsystems have been unsuccessful, in that they have
taken too long and compromised on too many requirements.  The Joint Tactical Radio System
(JTRS) is a prime example of a joint program trying to develop a common subsystem that has
suffered from requirements creep and dramatic increases in cycle time.  Aside from pure
differences in requirements, however, cultural differences and funding rivalries also
contribute to the challenges of reaching a common solution among the services.  For many of
these reasons, the GPS JPO was not highly regarded among interviewees, reinforcing the
notion that common organizations probably do not belong at the OSD level, but rather should
be sought at the individual service level.  The Air Force organizations cited above can be split
in essentially two groups.  The first group includes SAF/AQ and the PEOs.  While a common
organization at this level would have sufficient backing and could be divided according to
platform missions, the acquisition focus in these groups makes them non-ideal for an
organization focusing on commonality.  The operational MAJCOMs have a better
perspective, because they manage the entire life cycle and are especially focused on the
operations and support phase.  The only question remaining is whether the centers of
excellence should report to the four-star in charge of AFMC or whether there should be
separate centers of excellence for each operational MAJCOM (which also are commanded by
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four-star generals).  AFMC would have a broader focus across the entire Air Force fleet,
making it a logical choice for common organizations.  AFMC also owns the product centers
(AAC, ASC, ESC, and SMC), which could be incorporated in a common strategy.  The ALCs
under AFMC would provide a useful perspective, as well, to an organization seeking to
increase commonality.  The operational MAJCOMs might be the best location for common
product centers that support like platforms, however.  These MAJCOMs manage the entire
life cycle across multiple platforms and know which platforms most often operate and deploy
together.  Potentially each product center in the operational MAJCOMs could be coordinated
by a product center in AFMC to ensure that opportunities for commonality across the greater
Air Force are not lost.  Each center would also be on the same page in regards to the state of
the industry and technology if it reported to a single center under AFMC.
Irrespective of who owns responsibility of the common program office, the case studies
identified some features of a common organization that are potentially beneficial.  First, the
common SPO might maintain a catalogue of products from different vendors, each with a pre-
established contract, to maintain a competitive supply base and allow platforms some freedom
of choice.  The number of products offered per subsystem depends on the overall demand for
that item.  Some products might be sole source, because there is only one vendor for that item.
A common SPO also might offer two types of variety, “lateral” and “longitudinal.”  Lateral
variety is the type discussed previously, where multiple vendors offer a particular type of
subsystem.  Longitudinal variety is produced from continuous technology evolution.  The
common SPO might maintain a technology roadmap with spiral development to determine
which subsystem makes the most sense for a particular platform.  The common SPO also
should provide engineering services in addition to its products in order to aid in platforms in
their integration efforts.  Along these lines, the common organization must constantly be
aware of its role in the procurement and integration process – that is to manage but not dictate
solutions to the aircraft platforms.
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8.4. Contractors Should Focus on Modular and Open Architectures for System
Sustainability
To deal with electronic subsystems with high rates of technology turnover, contractors will
need to work with common program offices to define and manage interface standards to guard
against DMS and account for rapid changes in technology.  Vendors should be amenable to
the concept of opening up their boxes for in-field card replacement and ease of mass
customization.  Such a strategy will increase their customer base by enabling more platforms
with varying requirements to integrate the vendor’s products.  Prime vendors should continue
the migration from airframers to systems integrators, whereby the airframe is designed with a
modular architecture to accommodate future expansion and upgrades.  This open systems
architecture will enable more suppliers to compete to get on a particular platform, therefore
lowering cost and increasing performance in the increasingly important avionics sector.
8.5. Subsystem Commonality Reduces Total Ownership Costs
Table 8-1 – Subsystem Acquisition Cost Savings From Commonality
Fleet Installed Cost 10-35% savings
+   Initial Spares Cost 30-50% savings
+   Fleet Support Cost 50-75% savings
=     Acquisition Costs Depends on cost structure
Table 8-1 depicts the range of potential cost savings from commonality for each component
of subsystem acquisition costs.  The range of savings associated with commonality depends
on the cost structure for any given program.  As a hypothetical example, if fleet installed costs
account for 80 percent of acquisition costs, while initial spares and support costs account for
ten percent each, commonality will reduce the acquisition costs of a particular subsystem by
between 15 and 40 percent.
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Table 8-2 below presents operations and support costs in a similar manner to the acquisition
costs in Table 8-1.  A range of savings for each component of subsystem O&S costs was
derived from the case studies.  Again, the contribution of each component to the total O&S
costs varies from program to program.  Taking a hypothetical cost structure of 50 percent for
maintenance labor, 30 percent for material, and 10 percent each for spares handling and
operational support, commonality could reduce the annual O&S costs for a particular
subsystem by 20 to 45 percent.  It should be noted that if commonality results in an increase
in the weight of the subsystem, the savings will be reduced slightly by fuel penalties.
Table 8-2 – Annual Subsystem O&S Cost Savings From Commonality
Maintenance Labor 20-50% savings
+  Maintenance Material 10-25% savings
+          Spares Handling 30-50% savings
+    Operational support 50-75% savings
=                  O&S Costs Depends on cost structure
It is important to note that Tables 8-1 and 8-2 illustrate the potential reduction in total
ownership costs associated with one particular subsystem, not the reduction in life cycle costs
of an entire aircraft system with one common subsystem.
8.6. Subsystem Commonality Increases Mission Effectiveness
In this age of continual defense spending cutbacks and relative peace, it is easy to lose sight of
the purpose of the United States military, especially in the acquisition world.  The issues of
highest importance seem to be efforts to reduce costs and cycle time while satisfying the
requirements of the warfighter.  In acquisition research it is even easier to develop a myopic
view of the “business” of defense.  Acquisition reform efforts of late seem to point to best
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commercial practices and suggest how the DoD can embrace better business practices to
reduce its costs and increase “shareholder” value.  For these reasons, it is of vital importance
to step back every now and then to take a look at the bigger picture.  What is this research
really trying to accomplish?  The answer lies somewhere along the lines of “increasing the
war-fighting capability of America’s defense force within the budget constraints of
Congressionally mandated defense spending.”  Increasing the war-fighting capability of our
military force requires either more weapon systems or more capable weapon systems.  It also
might mean a larger or more capable force with better training and higher levels of readiness.
These principles are important to keep in mind when attempting to improve the defense
acquisition system -- the goal is to buy more with less.
Subsystem commonality can put new weapon systems in the hands of warfighters faster, by
taking advantage of product and process design reuse and the efficiencies of common
contracts, whereby a common organization can learn from past experience to avoid pitfalls.
Maintenance personnel also are more efficient when they work with common equipment,
because they are able to use the same test and support equipment as well as the same methods
and procedures.  Commonality, by definition, reduces variability.  This reduction in
variability is a fundamental tenet of lean thinking, because common equipment yields
common processes and practices that increase reliability and predictability.  The end result is
that equipment will function more reliably, leading to higher availability rates for aircraft.
When aircraft can draw from a common spares pool, replacement parts will be available more
often, which again leads to higher availability rates of aircraft.  The reduced variability also
results in an efficiency that is not possible when pilots and maintenance personnel constantly
have to reorient themselves to a particular part or system.  The result is faster turn-around
times, meaning more sorties for the warfighter and more “iron on target.”  In the end, that is
the ultimate goal of the United States military – that when it comes time to fight a war, the
military is prepared to fight and win.
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9 .  A P P E N D I C E S 
9.1. TFX – A Failed Effort in Commonality
A classic example of a program that attempted to achieve commonality and benefit from
economies of scale was TFX (tactical fighter, experimental), which later was designated the
F-111.  In the late 1950s, the Air Force and the Navy were looking to develop new tactical
fighters that were capable of delivering nuclear weapons.  The development of turbo-fan jet
engines and the decreasing size of nuclear weapons made it possible to develop a fighter
aircraft capable of attaining speeds in excess of Mach 2 and carrying nuclear munitions
internally.  In 1959, the Air Force Tactical Air Command (TAC) began defining requirements
for an aircraft to replace its F-105 fighter-bomber.  TAC required a fighter that could carry
tactical nuclear weapons internally, had enough range to cross the Atlantic without refueling,
was capable of operating from dispersed, semi-prepared airfields in Europe, had a maximum
speed of Mach 2.5 at altitude, and was capable of sustained high-subsonic speeds at low
altitude.  In 1960, TAC raised the sea-level dash requirement to Mach 1.2, and though the
high- and low-speed requirements were aerodynamically opposed, it refused to compromise
any of them.  A NASA study of the requirements concluded that such an aircraft was
technologically feasible but would require state-of-the-art turbo-fan engines and variable
geometry wings.
At the same time, the Navy was formulating its requirements for a new tactical fighter that
could be used for close support of friendly troops in land battle.  The Navy’s primary
requirement, however, was an aircraft that could defend the surface fleet against a long-range,
air-to-ground-missile attack.  As a primary means of defense, the Navy wanted to shoot down
enemy aircraft before they launched their missiles, a mission requiring an aircraft with
extended subsonic loiter time carrying long-range air-to-air missiles.  In 1960, the Navy
requested funding from the DoD to develop the F-6D Missileer.  The request came at a time
when the Eisenhower Administration was on its way out of the White House, however, and
did not want to commit to a major new weapon system.  Instead, the Administration directed
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the Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E) to begin coordinating the
requirements of each service into a single fighter.  When Kennedy took office in 1961, Robert
McNamara began his tenure as Secretary of Defense, and the two of them were determined to
end the duplication of major weapon systems that was so prevalent in the Eisenhower years.
TFX presented an opportunity for the newly-appointed defense secretary to practice such
reform.  “McNamara would not have to purchase [two] separate tactical fighters, conduct
[two] separate development test programs, carry on [two] separate training programs,
purchase [two] separate stocks of replacement spares, or maintain [two] separate logistics
units.  Instead he could take advantage of the economies of scale that only one aircraft
program would offer.  Through commonality, McNamara could thus fully realize the potential
military effectiveness of the TFX and at the same time minimize the cost of a new tactical
fighter program.”49
9.1.1. The Beginnings of Commonality
The Navy’s Missileer program was the first on McNamara’s list of duplicate weapons
systems, and after reviewing the requirements of each service, he became convinced that Air
Force and Navy mission requirements could be met with a single aircraft: TFX.  The
Missileer program was summarily cancelled, and the Navy faced the dilemma of developing a
joint aircraft with the Air Force (and compromising some requirements in the process) or
doing without a new tactical fighter.  The Navy acquiesced in favor of developing a new
aircraft, but it wanted to manage the program, given, it argued, the distinctiveness of the
carrier environment.  McNamara intervened in the dispute, putting the Air Force in control of
the program and all funding associated with it.  Negotiations of TFX requirements soon lead
to an impasse, however, with the Navy arguing against supersonic, sea-level dash capability
and the Air Force unwilling to compromise its original requirements.  This time, McNamara
intervened forcefully, issuing his “Memorandum of September 2,” which clearly specified the
                                                
49 Art, Robert J., “The TFX Decision: McNamara and the Military,” Little, Brown and
Company, Boston, 1968.
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management arrangements for the program and mandated that compromises of Air Force
requirements to meet Navy requirements should be kept to a minimum.  On October 1, 1961,
the system program office, almost entirely Air Force run, issued a Request for Proposal to the
aircraft industry.  The Source Selection phase of development lasted four rounds and more
than a year before the requirements of each service were met in proposals submitted by
Boeing and General Dynamics, two of the nine companies originally involved in submitting
proposals for the project.  The competition was critical for both companies, as the TFX
program appeared, at the time, to be the largest procurement contract for one aircraft ever let
by the Defense Department and would in essence give the winning company a monopoly on
the weapon system.
On November 2, 1962, the TFX Source Selection Board of military officers unanimously
recommended that the Boeing Company be chosen to develop the TFX.  General Bradley,
commander of the Air Force Logistics Command, General Sweeney, commander of TAC, and
General Schriever, commander of Air Force Systems Command, concurred with the findings
of the Source Selection Board.  Admiral Masterson, chief of the Bureau of Naval Weapons
also recommended Boeing.  The Air Force Council, which consisted of a major general, six
lieutenant generals, one full general, and three admirals, voted unanimously to select Boeing.
The Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral Anderson and chief of staff of the Air Force, General
Le May made the final decision to recommend to the civilian secretaries that the Boeing
Company was the military’s choice for developing the TFX.  However, on November 21,
1962, Secretary of Defense McNamara announced that General Dynamics had won the
contract, disregarding the recommendations of four major generals, six lieutenant generals,
five generals, five rear admirals, and one admiral.
9.1.2. McNamara’s Decision
McNamara based his decision on his belief that the General Dynamics design was less
technically risky, more realistic on cost, and contained more commonality between the Navy
and Air Force versions.  In fact, the General Dynamics design received more points in the
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weighted scoring system adopted by the military, though the difference was a mere eight
tenths of one percent.  The military Evaluation Group acknowledged that both contractors had
the capability to successfully design and produce the weapon system and that both designs
were acceptable as initial development design configurations to the Navy and Air Force.  The
Navy had no preference between the two designs -- Boeing’s design was favorable in carrier
suitability and mission performance, and General Dynamics’ structural design approach was
superior.  The Air Force, on the other hand, favored the Boeing Company’s design, because of
the “extra” options that the company offered in its proposal.  These options included thrust
reversers and top-mounted air intakes.  Though both technologies offered performance
advantages (mainly for operating from unimproved airfields) over the General Dynamics
design, they constituted high-risk components, because they would have to be developed
specifically for the TFX and, consequently, were not proven technologies.  McNamara
reasoned that developing these technologies would be much more expensive and time
consuming than Boeing predicted and presented the possibility of a technical snag for the
program – a program that already contained a major new development in the variable
geometry wing.  “McNamara was very critical of what he considered to be the services’
strong tendency to overbuy on performance quality in their weapons systems by setting
standards that went far beyond meeting the essential military requirements.”50
Nonetheless, McNamara’s decision raised serious suspicion about the motives behind his
selection.  Senator McClellan organized a series of hearings in 1963 to investigate the
allegation that the contract was awarded to General Dynamics for political reasons.  For one
thing, Vice President Lyndon Johnson was from Texas, a state that would have suffered
heavily from the closing of the General Dynamics site in Fort Worth, had the company lost
the contract.  No allegations were proven, however, and McNamara was given a chance to
justify his decision.  McNamara had ordered an independent evaluation of the TFX concept
through a private consulting study, and the findings of the study confirmed that commonality
would save a great deal of money.  The Boeing design consisted of 18,510 parts, 11,245 of
which were identical between Air Force and Navy versions, for a commonality of 60.7%, or
                                                
50 Art, p. 125.
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34.0% by weight.  In contrast, the General Dynamics designs contained 12,086 identical parts
of only 14,423 total parts, for a commonality of 83.7%, 92% by weight.51   The higher degree
of commonality in the General Dynamics aircraft suggested that the life-cycle costs of design
would be lower, a major reason for demanding a joint program in the first place.
9.1.3. The Challenges of Commonality
The other finding of the private consulting effort employed by McNamara was that
commonality would lead to large weight overruns for the Navy version of the aircraft.
Indeed, when the program entered its testing phase the increased take-off weight caused the
aircraft to be referred to as “under-powered” and “sluggish.”  In fact, the F-111 had the lowest
thrust-to-weight ratio of any American fighter and the highest wing loading.  In addition, the
engines were prone to frequent stalls induced by the under-sized engine inlets.  Higher
aerodynamic drag and engine fuel consumption than predicted lowered the sea-level,
supersonic dash range 85 percent to 30 nautical miles, from the 200 originally specified.  With
higher drag than predicted and a 20% increase over the specified take-off weight, the aircraft
had a lower combat ceiling and lower maximum speed at altitude.  It also accelerated from
Mach 0.9 to 2.2 in approximately four times the original estimates specified by the contractor.
These reductions in performance came at a monetary cost of two times the estimate, in real
terms, given by General Dynamics in its proposal, for a total of $9 billion.  This cost overrun
is less than the DoD average of 220 percent, however, and the contractor admits that the
performance requirements of the Air Force and Navy were impossible to meet with 1960s
technology.  “According to the winning contractor, it was known that all the requirements
could not be met…Since contractors were given no guidance on priorities within each
service’s requirements, they were required to determine where the compromises in
performance would be made.”52
                                                
51 Art, p. 150.
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The Navy rejected every proposal until the fourth, and last, round, when commonality
requirements were relaxed and the Navy’s minimum  specifications met.  Nonetheless, the F-
111B was deficient in several performance areas.  As expected, the main difficulty plaguing
engineers was the aircraft’s weight problem.  The take-off weight of the F-111B constituted a
26-percent increase over the specified requirement, which translated to a 14-percent decrease
in loiter time and a 27-knot increase in the wind-over-the-deck requirement.  It was for these
reasons, and other intangible reasons to be discussed, that the Navy pushed to cancel the F-
111B program in March of 1968, with the DoD acknowledging the cancellation in July.  The
Air Force chose to continue production of the aircraft, which eventually was upgraded with
larger intakes and substantially more powerful engines.  The final result of the program was
that the Air Force had to accept an aircraft that was lighter, smaller, slower, and less versatile
than the aircraft it would have produced on its own.
9.1.4. Culture Verses Commonality
Comparing the performance specifications of the F-111B with previous Navy aircraft and the
F-111’s replacement, the F-14, yields interesting insight into the Navy’s motivation for
canceling the TFX program.  The F-111B was, by all accounts, an improvement over existing
Naval aircraft.  It enjoyed greatly increased loiter time and a lower wind-over-the-deck
requirement than the Navy’s F-4 Phantom.  It demonstrated superior performance over the
Navy’s specifications for the F-6D Missileer, that the F-111B replaced.  The aircraft simply
did not meet the Navy’s steadfast requirements for the program, however, and the Navy was
quick to point out its deficiencies.  In contrast, the Navy was quite tolerant of the inadequacies
of the F-14.  The service sharply criticized the $8 million-per-unit cost of the F-111, but it
barely blinked an eye at the F-14’s $20 million price-tag per aircraft.  The F-14 was 20-
percent deficient in its specified loiter time (compared to 14 percent for the F-111B), but the
Navy looked the other way.  The F-111B’s wind-over-the-deck requirement was slightly
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higher than the F-14’s, but it was measured with 4,200 additional pounds of payload.  When
test pilots complained that the F-14 was under-powered, Navy admirals were quick to point to
the difference in turbo-fan engines verses turbo-jet engines, enlightenment that did not occur
when similar complaints were made about the F-111B (which also was powered by turbo-fan
engines, as opposed to the turbo-jet engines that pilots of the era were used to).
The F-14 comparison is a perfect example of how much less seriously a service treats
requirements when the program is its own, when there is no inter-service rivalry or service
identity at stake.  In 1957 the House Appropriation Committee wrote of this problem: “Each
service, it would seem, is striving to acquire an arsenal of weapons complete in itself to carry
out any and all possible missions.  It is the belief of this committee that this matter of rivalry
is getting completely out of control.”53  Each service takes definite pride and interest in its
own programs for obvious reasons, but also because admitting failure in the development of a
new weapon system could mean the loss of valuable funds or complete loss of the opportunity
to develop that specific capability.  “Unless Pentagon civilians force an end to service-
initiated programs, the services typically support them, whatever their deficiencies – witness
the C-5A, the Cheyenne helicopter, the DD-963 destroyer, the MBT-70 (main battle tank), the
B-70, and the Skybolt missiles, not to mention the Air Force version of the F-111.”54   Not
only do services stick behind their own programs to the very end, they often will do anything
necessary to avoid procuring another service’s technology, so strong is their conviction that
their respective mission is completely unique.  For example, the A-7 attack aircraft was
developed for the Navy and procured by the Air Force after the Navy version was undergoing
flight tests.  Nonetheless, the two aircraft contained only 30 to 40 percent commonality –
different engines, avionics, wiring, cockpit instruments, oxygen systems, wheels, tires, brakes,
and starters.  The two services even refused to put the same gun in the aircraft.  Again, when
the Navy was directed to evaluate the YF-16 and the YF-17, the two prototypes for the Air
Force’s Lightweight Fighter Competition, it chose the YF-17 (when the Air Force chose the
YF-16) and specified extensive design changes that cost more than $1 billion – the cost of
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starting from scratch.  In contrast, the Air Force made only 4 changes to the F-4.  These facts
illustrate the main reasons that the F-111B failed.  First, it was primarily an Air Force
program, and the Air Force dominance in program organization aroused hostility from the
Navy.  The size, weight, and supersonic dash capability of the aircraft marked it as an Air
Force design, further exacerbating the problem.  Finally, the Navy, as the “second” service in
the program, remained inflexible in its requirements for the program, though the Air Force
was willing to compromise and accommodate slight “deficiencies,” as long as the aircraft
remained suitable.
The TFX program provides a perfect example of the benefits and difficulties associated with
implementing commonality in defense aerospace systems.  The obstacles in the road to
commonality go beyond the technical challenges of attempting to solve different requirements
with a common system.  The requirements definition, itself, is just as important and lies in the
hands of the participating services.  Reconciliation of the rivalries and intense sense of
individual identities must be accomplished before truly joint programs will work.  The
impetus for such reform may lie in the constricting defense budget, which will drive the
services closer, forcing them to huddle together, like survivors floating in the water after a
ship wreck who need each other’s heat to survive.  “The most likely prospect for achieving
and maintaining consensus on acquisition reform lies in the possibility of an extended period
of disruptive financial shortages…The military’s sustained pursuit of maximum performance
through an inflexible development process has resulted in a tenfold increase in unit
acquisition cost every 20 years.”55   Maybe the time is right for a joint program, like the Joint
Strike Fighter to work, but only time will tell.  The concept is technically sound, but it
requires a policy change backed by an attitude change to be effective.  Even as late as August,
1998, hints of TFX surrounded the JSF program, as documented in Aviation Week: “The
Marines are still waiting for Boeing and Lockheed Martin to present acceptable designs to
meet requirements for the short takeoff and vertical landing version of the JSF.  The Marines
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believe they are near the point where they can’t trade any more performance to keep cost low
and commonality high.”56
9.1.5. Conclusions From TFX
The TFX program provides conclusive evidence that implementing commonality in the
defense aerospace industry involves more than an understanding of the engineering principles
of modularity.  Indeed, the entrenched culture in DoD and the services, along with the
organizational structure of defense acquisition, plays a crucial role in the success of common-
system development.  As discussed in the TFX case, the services often are unwilling to accept
a program managed by another service.  Justifiably, a component of this inflexibility is based
on the unique operational requirements of each service.  However, the comparison between
the Navy’s tolerance for deficiencies in the F-14 development verses its tolerance of
shortcomings in the TFX design suggests that the service’s cancellation of the common
system was not based solely on performance considerations.  Further research on
commonality in the defense aerospace industry must necessarily address this culture issue.
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9.2. C-130X Program Office – Avionics Modernization Program (AMP)
The avionics modernization program for the C-130 grew out of an apparent mission
deficiency in the aircraft’s communication, navigation, and surveillance equipment and a
recognition that the C-130 fleet is experiencing serious reliability and sustainability problems.
The C-130 fleet also suffers from significant diminishing manufacturing sources, which
makes it difficult or impossible to obtain the repair parts needed.  There also is the logistics
issue of having a “rainbow” fleet of aircraft with over 50 variants.  The variability from one
cockpit of a C-130 to another has major implications for maintenance and crew training, as
well as maintainability.
The Program Management Directive (PMD) requires that the C-130X Program Office pursue
a common solution, with all the core avionics being common across the entire C-130 fleet.
The mission computer, radar, flight control system, navigation system, traffic collision
avoidance system (TCAS), and terrain avoidance warning system (TAWS) are just a few of
the avionics systems that will be common from one C-130 to the next.  The program also is
striving for commonality with other platforms, such as the KC-135 and C-5, as well as the
commercial airline industry.  The goal of commonality with commercial industry is the
primary strategy for preventing DMS issues.  The Air Force directed the creation of a single
program office to manage the program in order to reduce the number of people managing the
upgrade.  The C-130X Program Office manages the modernization for the Air Force, Air
Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC), Air National Guard, Air Force Reserves, and
potentially the Coast Guard and the Navy (though it is likely these services will just buy the
modernization kits, instead of committing money to EMD).  Instead of each of these
organizations running their own source selection and acquisition program, the common
program office manages the requirements of each.  The result is a single face with a single
voice to the contractor, greatly reducing the contract complexity of the program and
increasing efficiency.
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The AMP program will be awarded to a single prime contractor who will be responsible for
design, development, integration, fabrication, testing, installation, support, and logistics for
the entire C-130 fleet (more than 500 aircraft).  The contract also includes upgrade and
replacement of existing training systems.  According to interviewees at the program office,
the technical challenges for the contractor of implementing commonality will be trying to
meet the requirements of the special operations forces aircraft with subsystems that make
sense for the rest of the fleet.  While commonality is a primary objective, it is not preferable
to gold plate the rest of the fleet just to meet the unique requirements of the AFSOC aircraft.
Open systems architecture and modular design will make it easier to satisfy unique
requirements without carrying too much additional capability on aircraft that do not need it.
Program office interviewees do not see any serious internal (Air Force) resistance to the
program’s strategy of commonality.  There is, however, the typical challenge of pushing a
common subsystem on the National Guard in a state with a competing avionics vendor.  In
some cases a senator or congressperson will get involved to back the local vendor, and there is
really nothing AMC can do about it.  As the program manager put it, sometimes the best fiscal
solution is not the best political solution.  Another potential challenge the interviewees foresee
with commonality is that often the SPOs can get a less expensive solution faster than a
common solution.  Generally the common solution provides greater capability, however.
Finally, the program manager of the C-130X program office feels that the big question
surrounding commonality is how to get out of the intuitive sense that commonality is good
and begin to back that intuition with solid numbers.  At present, there is no means of
quantifying the benefits of commonality over the life cycle.
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9.3. Research Questionnaire
Lean Aerospace Initiative Research – Managing Subsystem Commonality
Researcher: Matt Nuffort
Advisor: Dr. Eric Rebentisch
Research Question: Does subsystem commonality enhance life cycle value?
Objective:  Assess the potential benefits, over the entire life cycle, of increased subsystem
commonality and determine the organizational structure necessary to realize such benefits.
Definition of Commonality: Aircraft or spacecraft subsystems, software, or materiel that satisfy
the requirements of multiple systems and meet designated architecture, performance, life cycle
cost, and interface standards.
Common subsystems apply to software or materiel that have:
− Components that are interchangeably equivalent without adjustment
− Interchangeable repair parts or components
− Like and interchangeable characteristics enabling each to be used, operated, or maintained
by personnel trained on the other without specialized training
− Lower costs associated with economies of scale
Interview Questions (All comments are non-attributable):  Please comment on experience
gained from the program on which you currently work.  Some questions may not be
applicable to all organizations.
− What incentives exist in your organization to pursue increased commonality?
− Does commonality appear in your requirements?  Who is responsible for these
requirements?
− Which items in your inventory are identical across multiple systems?  Which items are not
identical but benefit from common manufacturing, operation, maintenance, training
procedures or common support equipment?
− How does commonality affect the cycle time (program initiation to operational capability)
of your end product?
− How do you measure cycle time?
− Who are your immediate customers, and how does commonality affect their satisfaction
with the product or service provided?
− How do you measure customer satisfaction?
− How does commonality affect unplanned rework or waste on your program?
− How do you measure waste?
− How does subsystem commonality impact your use of human resources, materiel, or space
on a particular program?
− How do you measure this utilization?
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− What are the documented benefits and savings in your organization associated with
commonality over a system’s lifecycle (R&D, Design, EMD, operations and support)?
− What are the documented costs borne by commonality in your organization?
− At what level does commonality make the most sense in your product line (i.e. system,
subsystem, or component level)?  How did you determine what should be common and
what should be unique?
− How do you address commonality in items with rapid “clock speeds” (components that
undergo a high rate of technology turnover, having a short cycle time between
generations)?  At what point do you freeze the technology?
− Is there a person or group of people in your organization whose responsibility is to
emphasize commonality or portfolio management across the entire fleet or product line?
What are their functions?
− What are the technical challenges associated with implementing increased subsystem
commonality across multiple platforms in your organization?
− What internal organizational challenges do you encounter while attempting to implement
increased subsystem commonality?  What organizational challenges do you face at the
enterprise level?
− In what ways can commonality result in sub-optimal outcomes for the organization?
− Other thoughts?
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L I S T  O F  A C R O N Y M S 
ACC – Air Combat Command
AEEC - Airline Electrical Engineering Community
AEF – Air Expeditionary Force
AFB – Air Force Base
AFMC - Air Force Materiel Command
AFSOC – Air Force Special Operations Command
ALC – Air Logistics Center
AMP – Avionics Modernization Program
AMU – Aircraft Maintenance Unit
APB – Avionics Planning Baseline
APU – Auxiliary Power Unit
ARINC – Aeronautical Radio, Inc.
ASC – Aeronautical Systems Center
AWACS – Airborne Warning and Control System
BFE – Buyer Furnished Equipment
BITE – Built-in Test Equipment
CAAP – Common Avionics Architecture for Penetration
CAIG - Cost Analysis Improvement Group (DOD)
CCA – Circuit Card Assembly
CCD – Charge-Coupled Device
CCQ – Cross Crew Qualification
CFE – Contractor Furnished Equipment
CG – Center of Gravity
CLADS – Common Large-area Display Set
CLS – Contractor Logistics Support
CNS – Communications, Navigation and Surveillance
COTS – Commercial Off the Shelf
CRB – Commonality Review Board
CRT – Cathode Ray Tube
DMS – Diminishing Manufacturing Sources
DOC – Direct Operating Costs
EGPWS – Enhanced Ground-Proximity Warning System
EMD – Engineering and Manufacturing Development
EPROM – Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory
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ESC – Electronic Systems Center
EW – Electronic Warfare
F3I – Form-fit-function Interfaces
FISP – Fly-in support package
FMS – Flight Management System
GAO – General Accounting Office
GATM – Global Air Traffic Management
GFE – Government-Furnished Equipment
GOTS – Government Off the Shelf
HALO - High-Altitude, Low-Opening
HQMC – Headquarters Marine Corps
IDA – Institute for Defense Analysis
IPT – Integrated Product Team
IWSM – Integrated Weapon System Management
LCC – Life-Cycle Cost
LHA – Landing Helicopter, Amphibious Ship
LHD – Landing Helicopter Dock Ship
JPO – Joint Program Office
LRU – Line Replaceable Unit
JHMCS – Joint Helmet-mounted Cueing System
JSF – Joint Strike Fighter
JSTARS - Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System
JTRS – Joint Tactical Radio System
MAJCOM – Major Command (ACC, AMC, AFMC, AETC, AFSOC, etc.)
MALS – Marine Aviation Logistics Support
MEU – Marine Expeditionary Unit
MMH/FH – Maintenance Man Hour per Flight Hour
MNS – Mission Needs Statement
MTOW – Maximum Take-off Weight
NAVAIR – Naval Air Systems Command
NDI – non-developmental item
NIH – Not Invented Here
NRE – Non-Recurring Engineering
NVG – Night Vision Goggles
O&S – Operations and Support
OEM – Original Equipment Manufacturers
OFP – Operational Flight Program
ORD – Operational Requirements Document
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OSA – Open Systems Architecture
OSD – Office of the Secretary of Defense
PCI - Peripheral Component Interconnect
PEO(A) - Program Executive Office/Officer of Air Anti-Submarine Warfare, Assault and 
    Special Mission Programs
PEO(T) - Program Executive Office/Officer of Tactical Aircraft Programs
PM – Program Manager
PMD – Program Management Directive
POM – Program Objective Memorandum
POS – Peacetime Operating Stock
R&D – Research and Development
RAM – Random Access Memory
RFP – Request For Proposals
RSP – Readiness Spares Package
SAB – Scientific Advisory Board
SAE – Society of Automotive Engineers
SAF/AQ – Office of the Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition
SFE – Supplier Furnished Equipment
SOCOM – Special Operations Command
SOF – Special Operations Forces
SOW – Statement of Work
SPD – System Program Director
SPO – System Program Office
SRD – System Requirements Document
SRU – Shop Replaceable Unit
TCAS – Traffic Collision Avoidance System
WPAFB – Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
